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Introduction
Aprima patient relationship manager is a comprehensive and flexible application that allows
you to fully replicate the workflow processes used in your office or clinic. It is designed to help
you streamline your current processes, while maintaining data and audit trails for all physicianpatient interaction and subsequent billing.
Aprima includes two fully integrated components:


Electronic Health Records (EHR)



Practice Management System (PM)

The EHR module contains the features and functions that enable you to chart patient visit notes,
order lab tests, write prescriptions, and create and maintain other clinical records. The practice
management module contains the features and functions that enable you to perform the front
desk and billing tasks of your office.
The system fully integrates both EHR and PM but, as different users will likely use each
component, the two components are considered separately for the purpose of training and
documentation.

Purpose and Organization of this Guide
This guide is intended as a reference document for all users of the application. It covers features
and functionality that are generally used to perform clinical, practice management, and
administrative activities. These include using the Desktop, scheduling and managing
appointments, patient records, attachments and document generation, and others. This guide is
primarily intended for users who have received training on the application.
Because this guide is intended as a reference document, it is arranged in alphabetical order by
topic. Within a major topic, subtopics may be arranged in various ways. Some topics have
subtopics that are only loosely related to each other. In these topics, the subtopics are also
arranged alphabetically. Other topics have subtopics that are closely related and dependent
upon one another. For these topics, the subtopics are arranged logically.

New and Revised Content
Enhancements and new features are identified in this document using the following
conventions.


<<New>>: Identifies new information in the guide. This information may be about a new
feature or a new function or workflow for an existing feature.



<<Revised>>: Identifies information in the guide that has been revised as a result of an
enhancement or a new feature.
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Other Conventions Used in Documentation
Menu selections are indicated with arrows leading from one item to the next. For example,
Tools → List Editor → System → User Group indicates that you should:
1. Select the Tools menu.
2. Choose List Editor from the drop-down list.
3. Select System from the List Editor menu.
4. Select User Group from the System menu.
Field names, menu items, and button names are given in initial upper case, as shown in the steps
above. In many instructions, the word ‘field’ is not included and is instead simply identified by
the initial upper-case name of the field. For example, the instruction “Enter a Name for the
collection status” means “In the Name field, enter a name for the collection status.”
Most windows require that you select the OK button to accept your selection or save your entry
to the database. Because this is a general requirement of nearly all windows and the
procedures in which they are used, this step is not included in most procedures.

Using the Application
Logging into Aprima
You must have Aprima installed on your computer.
1. From the Windows™ taskbar, select Start, then select Aprima.
2. Log in using the same User name, Password, and Domain as you use when you log into
Windows.
3. If you are a provider user, you may be required to enter your signature. Your signature is used
for visit notes, prescriptions, and other documents.


Providers who require a cosignature or who cosign visit notes must sign either once a day
or at every login.



Every provider must enter a permanent signature. To do this, enter your signature, select
the Permanent checkbox, and then select the OK button.

Password Expiration Notification
When logging into the application, a popup message will appear if your Microsoft Windows
password will expire within the next 14 days. Select the OK button to continue logging into the
application.
The message will continue to display when logging into the application until either you change
the password or the password expires.

18
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Online Help
The online help includes conceptual information for the various functions, window-specific
information, and workflow information for common business tasks.
You can access the online help by selecting Help → Contents, or by pressing the F1 key.
Accessing the help through the menu opens the help file to the splash window with the help
table of contents displayed. Pressing F1 opens the help file to the window-specific information for
the active window.
When using the online help, you can:


Use the Show and Hide icons to toggle the display of the Contents, Index, and Search tabs.



Double click on a book icon in the table of contents to display a list of topics.



Double click on a topic to display that topic.



Select the Index tab to search for key words in the help. Then double click the desired topic
to display it.



Use the Search tab to enter a word or phrase you want to search for. Then double click the
desired topic to display it.



Use the Search tab to enter a word or phrase you want to search for. Then double click the
desired topic to display it. When searching for multiple word phrase, put the phrase in double
quote marks. For example, searching for “payment entry” in quotes will find topics that
contain the phrase payment entry, while searching for payment entry without the quotes will
find all topics that contain the words payment and entry, even if they are not together as
the phrase payment entry.

Updates to the Online Help
Updates and corrections to the online help are pushed to your database monthly. Updates are
done by the Maintenance job, which is configured by your administrative super user.

Access the Aprima Academy
The Aprima Academy learning center can be accessed from the Help menu in the application.
Aprima Academy contains computer-based training modules on a large number of the
applications features and functionality. Training modules range from 10 to 45 minutes,
depending on the complexity of the topic or topics covered. Modules may include a self-test so
that you can ascertain your level of understanding after completing the module.
To access, select the Help menu, then the Aprima Academy option.
You must have a Aprima Academy user ID and password to access the training modules. If you
do not have an ID, please select the Request an Aprima Login link.
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Access the Aprima Customer Portal
The Aprima Customer Portal can be accessed from the Help menu in the application. The
Aprima Customer Portal enables you to enter and review your support cases, enter and rank
ideas for improving the application, and download user guides, quick reference guides, and
other documents.
You must have a user ID and password to access the Aprima Customer Portal. If you do not
have an ID, please contact Support at Support@Aprima.com or 866-960-6890, Option 1.
There are two ways for you to access the Aprima Customer Portal:


To access user guides, quick reference guides, training guides, and other documents, select
the Help menu, then select the Documentation option. This opens a browser window, where
you can enter your Customer Portal ID and password. Once you have logged in, you will be
displayed the Contents tab where all documents are located.



To access the Customer Portal for support cases or ideas, select the Help menu, then the
Support option. This opens a browser window displaying the Support page of the
Aprima.com website. Select the Log in to the Customer Portal link. Then enter your Customer
Portal ID and password.

Use the following procedure to access the training materials and user instructions on the Aprima
Customer Portal.
1. In the Customer Portal, select the Content tab. Your window will look similar to the one shown
below, but your window will list many more documents.
2. Find a particular document by either:


Typing a word or phrase in the For search field, and then selecting the Go button. This
displays all documents containing the word or phrase you entered.



Selecting a tag from the Filter Your Results box in the left column, and then selecting the
Go button. This displays all documents associated with the selected tag.



Using the search field and a tag, and then selecting the Go button. This displays the
documents associated with the selected tag that also contain the word or phrase
entered.

3. To download a document:
a. Select the checkbox for the desired document or documents.
b. Select the Download button to save a copy of the document.
c. Follow the instructions from your browser to complete the download.
4. Select the Subscribe icon for the desired document to subscribe to or unsubscribe.

20



Indicates that you are not subscribed to the document.



Indicates that you are subscribed to the document.
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Shortcut Keys
Function Keys
Key

Function

F1

Launches online help.

F2

Launches the handwriting tool.

F3

Executes search and find on any partial data entered in a field with a Find button
or any search criteria field in a Find dialog. In a date field, accesses the calendar
from which a date may be selected.
In a text field, searches for the next instance of word or phrase previously
searched for. If no previous text search has been performed, it opens the text Find
window.

F4

Inserts today’s date into any date field.

F5

Refresh the window.

F8

In a date field, accesses the Calendar.

F10

In any field with a Find button, opens the dialog to modify the item entered in that
field or to create a new item if the field is empty.

Keyboard Shortcuts
Key

Function

Alt+F4

Closes the current window.

Alt+Tab

Toggles between open windows.

Shift+Tab

Goes back one field.

Ctrl+Tab

In windows with multiple tabs, such as Full Note Composer or Superbill, moves to
the next tab in the window.

Esc

Cancel the action.
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Text Shortcuts
Key

Function

Ctrl+C

Copy text.

Ctrl+F

Find text.

Ctrl+X

Cut text.

Ctrl+V

Paste text.

Inking
If you have a tablet PC with a stylus or if you have enabled inking on a laptop or desktop PC,
then you can use inking to write or draw on images used as attachments or background images
in Superbill Composer.
The appearance of inked marking is dependent on the screen resolution used when the inking
was done and when the inking is viewed. Inking that is done using a screen resolution of either
small (100%) or medium (125%) will appear correctly when viewed with a resolution of either
small or medium, but it will not appear correctly when viewed using a screen resolution of large
(150%). Inking that is done when using a large resolution will appear correctly only when viewed
with a resolution of large; it will not appear correctly when the screen resolution is small or
medium.

Text Editing Popup Menu for Notes
A text editing popup is available in the general Notes window, all Notes fields, and all data entry
fields that include a Find button. The text menu enables you to cut, copy, and paste text from
one field to another. To access the menu, click the right mouse button.
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Searching for a Word or Phrase in Text
You can search for a particular word or phrase in the text in the general Notes window or
Message window.
1. Either:


Click the right mouse button to access the text editing popup menu, and then select the
Find option.



Press the Ctrl+F keys.



Press the F3 key.

2. Enter the word or phrase for which you want to search in the Find What field.
3. Select the Match Case or Whole Words checkboxes if desired.
4. Select the Find or Find Next button to search the text for the desired word or phrase.
If desired, you can close the Find window and continue to search for the entered word or
phrase by pressing the F3 key. To change the word or phrase you are searching for, you must
use the popup menu or Ctrl+F to open the window.

Search Function
Searching can be done in two types of windows: tracking windows, such as Visit Center and
Track Superbills, and find windows, such as Find Patient and Find Diagnosis. The searching
functionality is similar in both types of windows.
Tracking windows are accessed through menus and, in some cases, through links on other
windows. Tracking windows are used to find, monitor, and work with items that are created and
maintained within the application, such as patient visit notes, superbills, and claims.
Find windows are accessed through a magnifying glass icon ( ), called the Find icon, at the
side of many fields on data entry windows. The Find icon means that there are preset values for
the field, and you should select one of those values rather than enter your own data. Find
windows are available for items that all user-defined, such as patients, service sites, and
providers, for items that may be either system-defined or user-defined, such as vaccines and
financial centers, and for items that are only system-defined, such as service site type.
In some instances, a Find window, such Find User or Find Diagnosis, will display information when
it is accessed, before selecting the Search button. Each Find window has a prepopulation
setting which defines what it displays when accessed. A Find window may be prepopulated with
no items, with all items, with the user’s most frequently used items, or with the user’s most recently
used items. The default setting for a Find window applies to all users. However, the content
displayed for the most frequently used and most recently used settings is user specific.
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Searching
1. Select the Find icon.
2. Enter data in one or more of the search fields.
3. Select Search or press the F3 key.
4. Select the line of information that you want.

Searching for a Known Item
1. Enter the first letter of the item in the field.
If you wish to search for a numeric value in an ID field, add a minus sign before the number.
For example, -70 will search for the number 70.
2. Press the Tab key.

Entering Dates


When entering a date, you can press the F3 key to access the calendar from which you can
select a date.



You can separate the month, day, and year with a period (.), hyphen (-), or slash (/) when
entering a date.



When using a separator, you can enter the month, day, and year with single digits. For
example, March 1, 2008 can be entered as 3.1.8.



When entering a date without any separator, you must enter two digits for the month and
day and two or four digits for the year. For example, either 030108 or 03012008 for March 1,
2008.



Press F4 to enter today’s date.

Creating a Search Filter
You can define and save search filters on a number of search windows, such as Track Superbills,
Message Center, and others. On any of these windows, the Advanced button toggles between
the expanded search criteria fields and a simple search using a filter.
A saved search filter includes the filtering criteria and the columns that are displayed and their
display order.
1. If necessary, select the Advanced button to display the search criteria fields.
2. Enter the desired search criteria. (Criteria vary by window.)
3. Define the columns to display and their display order if desired. Please see the Modify
Columns section below for instructions.
4. Select the Save As button.
5. Enter a name for the search filter.
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Modifying a Search Filter
You can define and save search filters on a number of search windows, such as Track Superbills,
Message Center, and others.
1. In the Filter Name field, select the filter you want to modify.
2. If necessary, select the Advanced button to display the search criteria fields.
3. Enter the desired search criteria.
4. Select the Save button.

Using a Search Filter
1. Either enter the search filter name in the View Options field or use the Find icon to select the
desired filter.
2. Select Search.

Timespans in Search Filters
When searching in the various tracking windows (Track Superbills, Message Center, and others),
you can enter a timespan or a specific date range. Timespans make your saved search filters
more useful. The application includes a number of system-defined timespans for the past and
future.
To use a timespan, select the Find icon for the From field and select the desired timespan. To use
a specific date or date range, select the Custom Dates timespan. Then enter the desired dates.
When you have selected a timespan, you can view the actual dates being used by hovering
the cursor over the From field.
You can also create a custom timespan if you frequently search a data range not covered by
the predefined timespans.
1. Either:


List Editor icon (

) → System → Date Timespan → New button



From any tracking window, select the Find icon for the From field, and then select the
New button.

2. Enter a Name for the custom timespan.
3. Enter an ID and Notes, if desired.
4. Select the Quantity and Units desired for the timespan. For example, 90 days or 6 months.
Note that to get only the current unit, such as today or this week, then you must enter 0 as
the Quantity.
5. Select the prefix for the timespan.


Last/Less Than, as in the last 90 days or less than 90 days, depending on the context in
which the timespan is used.



Next, as in the next 90 days.
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Older Than, as in older than 90 days.

6. Either:


Select the Include Current unit checkbox if you want to include the current day, week,
month, or year in the timespan.



Deselect the Include Current unit checkbox if you do not want to include the current
day, week, month, or year in the timespan.

Diagnosis and Procedure Code Searches
The application is configured with the full list of ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnosis codes and the full list
of CPT® and HCPCS procedure codes in the common database. From these complete lists, your
administrative super user will have selected the diagnosis and procedure codes that are
applicable to your practice and loaded them into your practice database to make them
available for use. This enables you to quickly find the diagnosis or procedure code that you
need without searching through many codes you do not use.
To search only the codes in your practice database, search by code number. You may search
using the entire code number or using only part of the number. Searching by code number gives
you the most limited results.
However, there may be occasions when you need a diagnosis or procedure code that was not
expected to be needed by your practice and is not already in your practice database. You can
search for the code you need and, if you have the necessary security rights, add the code to
your practice database. To search for a diagnosis or procedure code that is not in your practice
database, you must by name or long description.
When you search by name or long description, the results include all diagnoses or procedures
that match your search criteria, whether the codes are in your practice database or not. This
includes:


Diagnoses or procedures that are already in your practice database listed by the name
(short description) used in your practice database.



Diagnoses or procedures that are already in your practice database with alternative names
available from IMO. So, if you do not know the code number, you can search for the
diagnosis or procedure using the name that you are most familiar with, even if it is not the
name used in your practice database. Selecting the diagnosis or procedure adds it to the
patient visit note or superbill using the name used in your practice database.



Diagnoses or procedures that are not in your practice database. If you select a diagnosis or
procedure that is not in your practice database, then a message will display asking if you
want to add the code to your practice database. If you have the proper permissions and
you select Yes, you can add the code to your practice database. If you select No or if you
do not have the necessary permissions, you will be returned to the search results in the Find
window so that you can select a different code.
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Incomplete Diagnosis Codes
Diagnosis codes have two complete/incomplete statuses. The first of these statuses is the clinical
specificity of the code which may be complete or incomplete. The second is the billing status
which may be complete or incomplete. An incomplete status for either clinical specificity or
billing indicates that there is a more specific diagnosis code available.
The billing status of procedure codes are provided by IMO®, the third-party supplier of diagnosis
and procedure codes for the application. The billing status provided by IMO is used to
determine the clinical specificity. Your administrative super user may change the clinical
specificity of a diagnosis code, but the billing status cannot be changed.
By default, diagnosis code searches in a patient visit note, superbill, or other location only search
for codes that are complete for both clinical specificity and billing. You may choose to search
for incomplete codes for either or both of these statuses.
When you select a diagnosis code in a patient visit note and the billing status of the code is
incomplete, the application will display a popup message since some insurance payers will not
pay for services associated with a diagnosis code when a more specific code is available. When
you select a diagnosis code in a superbill and the billing status of the code is incomplete, the
application does not display the popup message since it is assumed that the billing staff are
aware of the codes that are accepted or not accepted by the insurance payer to which the
superbill will be submitted as a claim.

Export Search Results
You can export the search results from a tracking window into a Microsoft Excel file if desired.
1. File → Export to Excel
2. In the Save As window:
a. Browse to the location in which you want to save the file.
b. Select the Save button.

Modify Columns
You can control the columns that are displayed and the order of the columns in many search
windows, such as Track Superbills, Process Claims, Visit Center, Message Center, the List Editor
windows, and the Find dialog. You can also define whether a column is sorted in ascending or
descending order. Your selection is maintained until you change it again.
When changing the order of columns in a window, you must pay particular attention to columns
that have two heading levels. For example, a Payments heading may include a set of columns
with the subheadings Count, Amount, and Unallocated. If you change the order of the columns
by moving a column with a subheading out of its grouping, then the primary heading level will
no longer be displayed, and the column’s subheading will appear as a single-level heading. This
may make it difficult for you to identify the contents of the column. If this occurs, use the Reset
button to restore the original column order.
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The column sort order you define for Message Center, Visit Center, and External Patients are also
used on your Desktop.
1. Either:


File → Resize or Reorder Columns



Select the Reorder Columns icon (

).

2. In the Modify Columns screen, select the checkbox for the columns that you want hidden
and not displayed on the screen.
3. To change the order of the columns, highlight the column you want to move and then use
the up or down arrow buttons to move it.
4. Increase or decrease the width of a column by changing the entry in the Width column.
You can also change the column width in the window itself by selecting the column header
and dragging it to the desired width.
5. Use the Reset button to reset the columns displayed, their order, and widths to the defaults.
6

To set the order for a particular column, select the desired Column, and then select the
Ascending or Descending radio button.

Modify the Most Recently or Most Frequently Used List
You can modify a most recently or most frequently used list to change the order in which items
appear on the list, remove an item from the list, or exclude an item from the list.
When you remove an item from a most recently or most frequently used list, it is removed at that
point in time. However, if you select the item again, it may be added to the recently or
frequently used list again. You can permanently remove an item from the most frequently used
list by excluding it from the list.
Please note that all most recently and most frequently used lists will display up to 30 items. You
may modify the list to display fewer items, but the list will not display more than 30 items.
Use the following procedure to modify a list.
1. From any Find window, select the Most Recently or Most Frequently Used option from the File
drop-down menu.
2. Perform any of the following actions to modify the items in the list.
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To change the order in which an item appears on the list, increase or decrease the
number in the Count column. Higher numbers indicate more frequent use, and so cause
the item to appear closer to the top of the list. Lower numbers indicate less frequent use,
and so cause the item to appear closer to the bottom of the list.



To remove an item from the list, select the delete icon (



To exclude an item from the list and prevent it from being added back to the list, select
the Exclude checkbox for the item.

) for the item.
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Addresses
Entering Addresses Using the ZIP Code Search
All windows that include address and telephone information enable you to automatically enter
the city, state, and area code information by selecting the ZIP code. This includes Patient,
Provider, User, Responsible Party, Corporation, Pharmacy, and all other windows including
address information.
To enter an address:
1. Enter the street address information.
2. Tab to or select the ZIP field, and then enter the ZIP code.
3. The City and State fields will be automatically populated. If the ZIP code is associated with
more than one city, a list of cities will be displayed so that you can select the desired city.
4. The area code will be automatically populated in the first Phone Number field. If the ZIP
code is associated with more than one area code, a list of area codes will be displayed so
that you can select the desired area code.

Foreign Addresses and Phone Numbers
The application supports Canadian, Mexican, and British Virgin Island addresses and phone
numbers for patients, insurance payers and plans, employers, and other entities. When entering
a foreign address and phone number, please keep the following points in mind.


The State field accepts two and three-character abbreviations for states and provinces.



The ZIP code field accepts postal codes for these areas, but it does not support searching for
them. When the Find ZIP Code window appears, simply select the Cancel button.



Foreign phone numbers, including the country code, may be entered. However, they will be
formatted as U.S. phone numbers with extensions.

Sliders
A number of windows in the application use sliders for information that you may need, but do
not necessarily need to view at all times. For example, the Full Note Composer window includes
several different sliders for visit information, attachments, clinical decision support rules, and
other information, and the Superbill window includes sliders for payment and general
information. Sliders can be opened and closed, and they can be moved to the position must
convenient to you. All sliders in all windows generally behave in the same manner.


Lock a slider in position by selecting the push pin. The pin changes from horizontal to vertical
when the slider is locked; the slider is locked in position, that is, the information on the Patient
window is moved to accommodate the slider.



Move (float) the slider to any position on the window. First lock the slider, then select the title
bar and drag the slider to the required position. At this point it may float; it is not necessary
for the slider to be attached to the window.
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Dock the slider on any side of the window by selecting the title bar and dragging the slider
to the location you require. To make it easy to dock the slider, move the title bar over one of
the arrows (
) that display as you move the slider. The slider will dock on the side
indicated by the arrow.



Unlock a slider by selecting the pushpin. The pin changes from vertical to horizontal. When
the slider retracts, it remains on the side of the window on which it was docked.



Increase or decrease the size of the slider by selecting the edge of the slider, and then
dragging it to the desired position. The edge is selected when the arrow cursor changes to
double arrow cursor.

Splitter Bars
Vertical and horizontal splitter bars are used to separate sections in a window, tab, or slider.
Splitter bars are used in a number of places, such as the Desktop window, the Vitals tab of Full
Note Composer, and the Claim Level Detail slider of the Transaction window. You can move the
splitter bar to increase or decrease the size of a section.


To move the splitter, hover the cursor over the bar until the cursor image changes. Then drag
the splitter bar to the desired location.



To close an area, click on the middle portion of the splitter indicated by a series of dots
between two arrows. This closes the section in the direction that the arrows are pointing.



To reopen a closed area, click again on the middle portion of the splitter indicated by a
series of dots between two arrows.

General Note Macros
General note macros are notes and comments that you can create and reuse in Notes fields
throughout the application. You access the Note window from anywhere that you are able to
add notes, such as from Full Note Composer, SIG Writer, and Review Superbill History. Text
entered in the Notes window is in rich text format (RTF) except in the SIG Writer window’s
Comment field and in line item notes in Full Note Composer and other patient visit note
windows.
You can simply type or ink in the text area of the window to enter a note for the patient. Or you
may select a general note that has been saved for reuse. When you use a general note, you
may modify the text for this use if needed.
General note types enable you to classify notes used in various ways. The application includes a
system-defined general note type for each system-defined tab in Full Note Composer and other
clinical note type windows. Your administrative user may have defined additional general note
types.
For the system-defined general note types, each user’s general notes for a specific general
notes type are classified by the general notes type and the user name; for example, CC—Jane
Smith, DX—Jane Smith, and CC—John Doe. Your previously saved general notes for Full Note
Composer have been associated with the appropriate new general note type.
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Underscore for Entries
A general note may include a field with an underscore (_) for an entry, such as a date or
number. When a note contains more than one, use the F4 key to move from underscore to
underscore.

Spell Checking
The dictionary used includes standard medical terminology. Possibly misspelled words are
underlined with a red line.
You can set spell check options by right-clicking on a possibly misspelled word. You cannot
create a user-defined directory.
The spell check functionality does not consider upper case and lowercase letters to be the
same. Therefore, words that are in all uppercase letters are not recognized as misspelled.

Security
To create or modify note macros for reuse, you must have the necessary security. Security rights
are assigned by your administrative super user in the Find Table window for the General Note
table.
By default, all users are granted read-only rights to other users’ general notes for Full Note
Composer general note types. If a user, such as a provider, wants other users, such as a nurse, to
have create, modify, or delete access to their general note macros, then your administrative
super user must grant those other users rights to the requesting user’s general note types. This is
done in the Find Table window for the desired general note type table.

Enter a Note
1. Either:


Select the Ink radio button to enter the note using the stylus.



Select the Text radio button to enter the note using the keyboard.

2. In the text area, enter the desired information.


Right-click to access the text editing popup menu.



Press the Enter key to move to a new line.



Press Ctrl+Tab to tab over in the text.



Use the text formatting icons to format the text as desired.
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Create a General Note
You can only create general notes for a general note type for which you have the necessary
security access.
1. Select the General Note Type.
2. Select the New button.
3. In the General Note window, enter a Name for the note.
4. In the Notes field, enter the text of your note.
Use CTRL+Enter to insert a line break in your text.

Select a General Note for Use
1. Search for the desired note:
a. Select the desired General Note Type. This field must contain an entry to search for
specific note macros.
b. Enter a Name if desired.
c. Select the Search button.
2. Select the link for the desired general note. This adds the note text to the text area.
3. In the text area, make any desired changes to the general note.

Expand or Contract All
In windows that display a table with multiple nested items, such as lab results, medication history,
and refund requests, you can easily expand or contract all the items in the table. Simply the
select the square in top, left corner of the table.

Documenting Application Errors
The Application Error window enables you to document the task you were performing when an
error occurred. This information is captured so that it is available to Support should you have a
problem. This will better enable Support and Development to address the problem you
experience. Please describe the steps you had just performed when the error occurs.

Add-In Applications
Add-in applications are a means of collecting or viewing information from equipment that is
interfaced with either the electronic medical record or practice management modules of the
application. Add-in applications may be attachment acquisition devices (such as a vitals
monitor or ECG machine) or attachment viewers (such as equipment to view lab results).
Your administrative super user will have associated any available add-in applications with the
appropriate areas of the application. For example, an add-in application for a vitals monitor
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may only be used from the Vitals tab of the Full Note Composer; it is of no use if associated with
patient Demographics.
Your administrative super user may also have associated the available add-in applications to
you. If not, you can make this association. This adds an icon for the add-in application to the
appropriate windows. Specific areas with which add-in applications may be associated are:


Vitals, where a monitor may be used to read patient vital signs and automatically import the
values into the Vitals tab of the FNC.



Patient Demographics, where information is automatically added to a patient’s
demographics.



FNC.

Associate an Add-In Application to Your User Profile
1. Tools → Modify Current User
2. Select the Settings tab.
3. In the Add-Ins area, search for and select the ad-in applications that you want available to
in each of the following areas.


Attachments Add Ins: These applications are used to create attachments. They may
include things like Existing Images and Import Files.



Patient Demographics Add Ins: These applications are used to import patient
demographic information, such as driver’s licenses and insurance cards.



FNC Add Ins: These applications are used to import voice transcription and also to import
data from test and monitoring equipment, such as the Midmark spirometer.



Vitals Add Ins. These applications enable you to import data directly from monitoring
equipment, such as Welch Allyn vital signs equipment.



All Patient Toolbars: The Patient URL Launcher enables you to launch a URL in Windows
Explorer (or other Internet browser) to pass the patient external ID to a master patient
database or other location.

Using an Add-In Application
When you have associated an add-in application with your user profile, a quick link icon ( ) is
provided in the appropriate area of the application. Use this icon to access the application.
Depending on the application, this may begin importing information from a medical device or
open a window or slider from which you can define the actions to be taken.

Advance Directives
You can attach an advance directive (sometimes called a living will) document to a patient’s
record. A patient’s most recent advance directive can be accessed from any window that
includes the Patient Toolbar.
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Attach an Advance Directive to a Patient Record
1. Find Patient → Patient Demographics → Name link
2. Select the Attachment Slider.
3. In the slider, select the New button.
4. In the Attachment Editor window, enter a Name for the advance directive document.
5. In the Type field, select Advance Directive.
Note: You must select the Advance Directive attachment type in order for the attached
document to display as an advance directive.
6. Enter any Notes, if desired.
7. Select the Effective Date of the advance directive.
8. Select the Import button.
9. Select the Import Files option.
10. Browse to and select the desired file, and then select the OK button. The document will
appear in the window.
11. Select the OK button to attach the advance directive file to the patient record.

View a Patient’s Advance Directive
You can perform this procedure from any window that contains the Patient Toolbar, such as Full
Note Composer, One Page Summary, Review Past Notes, Patient Demographics, and others.
The Advance Directive icon in the Patient Toolbar appears as
not include an advance directive attachment. It appears as
include an advance directive attachment.
1. Select the Advance Directive (

when the patient record does
when the patient record does

) icon.

2. The Attachment Viewer window opens and displays the patient’s current advance directive,
based on effective date.

Appointments
You can manage appointments from the Schedule or the Desktop windows. By default, all
scheduled and processing appointments are displayed on the Schedule or the Desktop, and
cancelled appointments are not displayed. These defaults may have been changed by your
administrative super user.
Appointment statuses are used to track the progress of a patient appointment and the status of
the subsequent patient visit note and billing. They can also be used for reporting so that you can
monitor appointments that result in a patient visit, are cancelled, or are no-shows.
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The application includes predefine appointment statuses, and your administrative super user
may have defined additional status values. For example, if you have a series of rooms that you
use during a patient visit, your administrative super user may have defined statuses that can be
used to identify a patient’s location.
Your administrative super user may also have defined colors for specific appointment statuses.
An appointment status’s color is used as the text color of the appointment on the Schedule and
Desktop and as the border of the appointment on the Schedule.
<<Revised>> When viewing appointments, the Money Owed ( ) icon displays next to the
appointment time when the patient’s responsible party has a balance due. The Money Owed
icon is red ( ) when the responsible party is in collections. The icon is yellow ( ) when the
responsible party is no longer in collections, but has had a collection status that is defined as
alerted. The alert prompts you to review the responsible party’s financial history, in case there
have been payment problems in the past or an overdue amount was written off. (Please note
that this functionality is not available when using a third-party practice management system.)
The Account tab of the Appointment window includes the name of the patient’s responsible
party, the responsible party’s balance, the patient’s balance, and the account balance. You
can use this information when entering a payment during check in.

Schedule
The Schedule window is used to create, view, and update appointments in a graphical view.
You may view one or more calendars in the Schedule window. You may also open more than
one Schedule window so that you can display different calendars in different windows. This
enables you to view and use multiple calendars in the manner most convenient to you.
A calendar is the means of associating appointments with providers or other users and a service
site. It defines the work week with time slots, and it may also define the appointment types that
may be scheduled in certain time slots. The calendars and appointment types available in the
Schedule were initially configured by your administrative super user.
Appointment types are optional. They can be used on a calendar to identify a certain block of
time that will be used for a specific kind of appointment, and may also be used to block time,
such as lunch breaks, when no appointments may be scheduled. Appointment types may be
color coded so that they can be clearly distinguished on the Schedule window.
You can select the calendar or calendars you wish to view in the Schedule window, the number
of days displayed, and the number of hours displayed.
You can access the Schedule window from:


Schedule icon (

)



Desktop → Scheduler



Calendar link on the Desktop

Please note that you can display a specific calendar in only one Schedule window at a time.
Therefore, the Schedule window does not default to the last calendar or calendars viewed. You
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can open the Schedule window with the calendar or calendars displayed on the Desktop by
selecting the Calendar link.
When a calendar allows overbooking, multiple appointments in the same timeslot are display
from left to right in the order in which they are added.
When a time zone is defined on a calendar, then that time zone is used for all appointments on
that calendar. When no time zone is defined, then the calendar uses the time zone of the server.

Quick Link Icons
Quick Link Icons buttons across the top of the window that provides shortcuts to frequently used
functions.

Icon

Description
Returns to the Desktop.
Opens the Message Center.
Moves to the previous day or week.
Moves to the next day or week.
Changes the display to a single day.
Changes the display to the work week. The days displayed in the work week view
are defined as work days on the day detail of the template applied to the
calendar. A work week may contain continuous days (such as Friday through
Monday) or discontinuous days (such as Monday, Wednesday, and Friday). This
view is not available when more than one calendar is displayed.
Changes the display to a seven-day calendar week. This view is not available when
more than one calendar is displayed.
Prints the displayed schedule.
Displays the Schedule window in 24 hours per day. Toggles with the office hour’s
icon. The icon will blink in red when an appointment is scheduled outside the
defined office hours.
Displays the Schedule window in the defined office hours. Toggles with the 24-hour
icon.
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Menus
The Schedule window includes the Desktop, Tools, Billing, and Help menus that are available on
the Desktop window. Please refer to the Desktop section and subsections for descriptions of
these menus.

Select the Date Displayed
The default display is today’s date or the week that includes today’s date. You may select
another date using the next and previous icons or the Date field.


Enter the desired date, and then press the Tab key.



Use the Find icon to access a calendar from which you may select the desired date.

Select Calendar Displayed
1. In the Calendar field, select the Find icon.
2. Search for a specific calendar by entering all part of the Name, and then selecting Search.
3. Select one or more calendars from the list.
4. Select OK.

Waiting List Slider
The Waiting List slider is available from the Schedule window. As with other sliders, the Waiting List
slider can be:


Opened by selecting the slider: move the mouse over the slider, or select the tab with the
stylus. The slider will close if you move focus back to the Desktop or Schedule.



Locked in position by selecting the push pin. The pin changes from horizontal to vertical
when the slider is locked; the slider is locked in position, that is, the information on the
Desktop or Schedule is moved to accommodate the slider.



Moved to any position on the window. First lock the slider, then select the title bar and drag
the slider to the required position. At this point it may float, it is not necessary for the slider to
be attached to the window.



Docked on any side of the Desktop or Schedule by selecting the title bar and dragging the
slider to the location you require.



Unlocked by selecting the pushpin. The pin changes from vertical to horizontal. When the
slider retracts, it remains on the side of the window on which it was docked.

If the Waiting List slider has been closed and the slider tab does not appear on the window, you
can open it by selecting the Waiting List icon ( ) in the toolbar at the top of the Schedule
window.
Select the waiting list you wish to view by using the Find icon. Selecting a waiting list on one
window does not affect the selected waiting list on the other window.
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Appointment Clipboard and Clipboard Slider
The Appointment Clipboard enables you to move or copy an appointment to another date and
time on the same calendar or on to another calendar. The Appointment Clipboard slider
displays all the appointments that you have placed on the clipboard but have not yet moved or
copied to another calendar timeslot.
When you place an appointment on the Appointment Clipboard, that appointment remains at
its original timeslot until you move it from the clipboard to another calendar timeslot. The
appointment is removed from the original timeslot only when you place it in a new timeslot on
the same or a different calendar.
If you choose to copy an appointment on the clipboard, instead of moving it, then the original
appointment remains at its original timeslot. When you place the appointment in a new timeslot,
a new appointment is made, and the status of the original appointment is changed. You may
choose to change the status of the original appointment to either No Show or Canceled.
Appointments remain on the clipboard when you close the Schedule window. However,
appointments are removed from the clipboard when you exit the application. The appointments
that were on the clipboard remain at their original location (calendar, date, and time) since you
had not moved or copied them off the clipboard.
The Appointment Clipboard is user-specific. You can only see and access the appointments that
you have placed in your clipboard.

Scheduling Appointments
Use the Appointment window to schedule and update appointments. The tabs that are
available on the Appointment window depend on status of the appointment.


When you first begin to schedule an appointment, you will see only the appointment tab.



When you select the Group Visit radio button, the Group Patients and Recurrence tabs
display.



When you select the patient name, the Account, Superbill, Future Appointments, HM Rules,
Service Orders, and Recurrence tabs display.



Once you save the appointment, the Recurrence tab is no longer available.

Appointment Report
You can also generate the Appointment report for the currently selected appointment from this
window. When generated from the Appointment window, the report includes only the selected
appointment and any associated primary or resource appointments.

Patient Account on Appointments
The patient account that defaults on an appointment is the patient account that has the same
type of coverage as the provider’s default coverage type. When the patient does not have an
account with the same type of coverage as the provider’s default coverage type, then the
patient’s main account is used.
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Referring Provider
When a referring provider relationship exists for the patient, the referring provider will
prepopulate on the appointment. You can change it or assign a patient case, which will
override the default.
If you enter a referring provider on the appointment, and no referring provider relationship exists
for that provider, then the application creates the relationship record. The referring provider
relationship that is created identifies the provider’s role as the referring provider. The relationship
is active, and thus will be used in the future to prepopulate on subsequent appointments.
However, the relationship does not include a start date. You must edit the relationship to include
that information if it is needed.
When you enter a referring provider on an appointment or visit note and a new referring
provider relationship record is created, then any existing active referring provider relationship is
given an end date of the day prior to the appointment or visit date.

Insurance Benefits, Electronic Medication History, and Prescription Benefits
You can request that the patient’s insurance benefits, electronic medication history, and
prescription benefits information be downloaded from the Appointment window. When you
request insurance benefits information, this process sends a message to the Practice Insight
eligibility clearinghouse. When you request medication history or prescription benefits
information, this process sends a message to the Surescripts® clearinghouse. The clearinghouse
or clearinghouses check the patient’s records, and then send a return message. This message
exchange happens in real-time, so you must wait for the return message to be received. This
can take a few seconds.
You will receive medication history for the patient only if the patient has given authorization, and
only if history is available. Medication history from pharmacies is available only if the patient’s
pharmacy reports to Surescripts. Medication history from insurance payers is available only if the
patient has prescription benefits, and only if you also request the patient’s prescription benefits
or have obtained them within the past 24 hours.

Recurring Appointments
You can create recurring appointments for visits that are conducted on a regular basis.
Appointments may recur daily, weekly, or monthly. The default is for a new appointment to not
recur, but simply be a one-time appointment. You must define the recurrence pattern for an
appointment that you want to schedule for more than one time.
When you save the appointment, the initial appointment and all recurring instances of the
appointment are created on the calendar. The appointments are then individual appointments
which may be checked in and progressed through the appointment lifecycle in the usual
manner.
Rescheduling an occurrence in a series of repeating appointments changes only that
occurrence of the appointment.
When you cancel an appointment occurrence, you will be given the option to cancel all the
remaining occurrences or only the selected occurrence.
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Appointments for Group Visits
You can schedule an appointment for group visits in which two or more patients are seen at the
same time. To do this, you must use an appointment type that is defined as a group
appointment.

Insurance Participation Alerts
The application can be configured so that a message is display when you attempt to create an
appointment for a patient who has an insurance payer with which the provider does not
participate. The application will prevent you from making the appointment unless you have
been granted the security rights to override the alert message.
The message includes the provider’s name and the insurance payer’s name.

Process a Patient Portal Appointment Request
When a patient requests an appointment through the optional Patient Portal, the request is sent
as a message to the recipient of questionnaire messages. The message is identified as
“Appointment Request” on the Desktop or Message Center. The body of the message includes
the request details. You can then create the appointment for the patient as appropriate.

Resource Scheduling
You can schedule an appointment for a provider and any number of other resources needed to
conduct the patient visit. Other resources may be equipment (EKG, x-ray), rooms, people (such
as medical technicians, therapists, or billing staff), or anything else you need to schedule. For
example, you may want to schedule an appointment with a provider and with a specific exam
room, or you may want to schedule a piece of equipment that will be needed during the
patient visit.
When you schedule an appointment with multiple resources, you will select a primary calendar
and one or more additional resource calendars. In most cases, the primary calendar will be the
provider’s calendar and resource calendars will be for equipment, a room, or other resource.
However, you can select any calendar as the primary calendar, and you can select a provider’s
calendar as a resource calendar. You cannot select the same calendar as both the primary
and a resource calendar for the same appointment. The patient visit note and subsequent
superbill will be associated with the appointment on the primary calendar. Another visit note
and superbill may be created for a resource appointment if needed.
When you initially schedule an appointment with multiple resources, the appointments are
scheduled at the same time and for the same duration on the primary and all resource
calendars. After you create the initial appointment, you can reschedule the appointment on
resource calendar without affecting the primary appointment or other associated appointments
on other calendars. This enables you to fine tune the appointment times if desired.
However, a primary appointment and its associated appointments with other resources must be
scheduled for the same day. If you change the date on which a resource appointment occurs,
the resource appointment will be disassociated from the primary appointment and any other
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associated resource appointments. That resource appointment is then handled as a primary
appointment with no associated resource appointments.
Changing the appointment status of the primary appointment changes the status of the
associated resource appointments. However, changing the status of an associated resource
appointment does not change the status of the primary appointment or other associated
resource appointments. So, for example, if a patient has an appointment that involves visiting
the lab for a blood test prior to seeing the provider, the lab can change the appointment status
to Checked In on the lab calendar when the patient arrives to have blood drawn. Then when
the patient finishes in the lab and arrives in the provider’s office, the receptionist can change
the appointment status on the provider’s calendar to Checked In.
Cancelling a primary appointment cancels all the associated appointments on other calendars.
Cancelling a resource appointment disassociates it from the primary appointment and other
associated resource appointments, so that only the selected resource appointment is
cancelled. This enables you to cancel an appointment on a resource calendar without
affecting the appointment on the primary calendar or any other resource calendars.
In order to use the automated search for an open appointment slot, the selected primary
calendar and all the selected resource calendars must have display time slots of the same
duration. If, for example, one calendar uses 10-minute time slots and another calendar uses 15minutes time slots, the application will not be able to time slots that are available on both
calendars.
If you choose to use resource scheduling to create appointments with multiple people, such as
a provider and dietician or audiologist, you may also want to define their calendars to allow
overbooking since the scheduled appointment time must include the time required for the
primary appointment and all associated appointments.
Please note that if an appointment is associated with a patient case for which a certain number
of visits are authorized, scheduling a resource appointment may result in an incorrect count of
remaining authorized visits.

Phone Number Changes and Appointments
When you change a patient’s phone number in the Patient Demographic window, the
application searches for any appointments for that patient with the current date or a future
date. If an appointment is found, the application compares the old phone number to the
phone number in the appointment. If the two phone numbers are the same, then the phone
number in the appointment is updated to the new phone number from the Patient
Demographics window. If the two phone numbers are different, then the phone number in the
appointment is not changed so any phone number that was entered for the appointment only
will be maintained.

Referral-Required Alerts
When an insurance payer or plan requires a referral by a primary physician, your administrative
super user may have configured the payer or plan record so that a popup message displays
when you schedule an appointment for a patient with that insurance or plan.
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The popup window will display when you select the patient in the Appointment window. It will
include the patient’s insurance payer and plan. The message is only a reminder that a referral is
required by the insurance payer or plan. It does not prevent you from making the appointment
or require that you enter a referring provider on the appointment.
<<New>> Account in Collections Alerts
Collection statuses may be defined so that a popup message is displayed when you attempt to
create an appointment for a patient who has an account with that collection status. The
application will prevent you from making the appointment for that account unless you have
been granted the security rights to override the alert message.
The message includes the name of the account or accounts.

Generated Documents
Once the patient visit has been conducted, you can generate any documents associated with
the visit from the Appointment window.

Schedule an Individual Appointment
Use this process to schedule a standard patient appointment. The appointment must be
associated with a provider and a calendar.
1. Access the Appointment window by either:


Schedule → New → New Appointment



Schedule → Select desired date and time



Desktop → New → New Appointment

2. Select the Patient Visit radio button.
3. Select the Primary Calendar. This is normally the provider’s calendar, but it may be any
calendar. Depending on how you reached this window, this field may be populated. You
can change the calendar if necessary.
4. Select one or more Resource Calendars, if desired. A resource calendar may be for a room,
piece of equipment, or another provider or professional.
5. Select an Appointment Type, if desired.
6. You can enter details of the appointment date and timespan in one of two ways:
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Manually, by entering the required information. The appointment date and time default
to the current date and time, or to the date and time selected from the Schedule. You
may change these as needed.



Automatically, using the Find Appointment Slot button. (See Finding an Appointment Slot
below for instructions.)
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7. The Appointment Status defaults to Scheduled when a new appointment is created.
Change the status to indicate the progress of the patient visit, and if desired, the location of
the patient.
The time that the appointment status is changed to Checked In and Discharged is displayed
beneath the status field.
8. The Billing Provider and Rendering Provider fields are prepopulated, but you may change
them if needed.


The Rendering Provider field is populated with the provider who is associated with the
selected primary calendar. If the selected primary calendar is not associated with a
provider, this field will be blank.



The Billing Provider field is populated from the default billing provider identified for the
rendering provider. This is defined on the Provider window’s Additional Information tab.

9. The Service Site field is populated with the service site associated with the selected calendar,
but you can change this if needed.
10. The Financial Center is populated with the financial center associated with the selected
provider. If the provider is not associated with a financial center, then the financial center for
the service site is used. You can change the financial center if needed.
11. Select the Patient Name using the Find icon or the From Waiting List button. (This field is not
used for group appointments.) When you select the name:


Patient phone and phone type are populated, based on information from Patient
Demographics.



The Account, Superbill, Future Appointments, HM Rules, and Service Orders tabs are
added to the window. These tabs are explained in the sections below.

12. If appropriate, select a Waiting List to add appointment to the calendar and make a waiting
list entry. For example, the patient may accept this appointment, but still want to be notified
if an earlier appointment becomes available.
13. Enter the Reason for the visit, if desired.
14. Enter any Notes regarding the appointment, if desired.
15. To associate the appointment with a Patient Case, select an existing case or create a new
case by selecting the Find icon. The case will populate automatically if the billing provider on
the appointment is the same as the provider on the case. Selecting a patient case will
populate the Referring Provider and Authorization Code fields if this information is entered in
the case. The appointment will be associated with the patient account associated with the
case.
A patient visit note created from an appointment that is associated with a patient case will
also be associated with that patient case. Once a visit note is associated with a patient
case, that case cannot be changed or removed. Therefore, you must ensure that the case
on the appointment is correct.
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16. If the appointment is not associated with a patient case, you may enter a Referring Provider
or Authorization Code, if needed.
When a referring provider relationship exists for this patient, the Referring Provider will
prepopulate. Please see the Patient/Provider Tracking section for more information.
Note that if you later associate a patient case with the appointment, the referring provider
and authorization code from the case will overwrite the previously entered referring provider
and authorization code.
17. In the Benefit Download Status section, the dates of the last successful downloads for the
patient are shown in the Last eMed Hx, Last Rx Benefits, and Last Eligibility fields.
18. To download prescription benefits, select the Benefits Coverage, Formulary checkbox. This is
available only if using Surescripts.
19. To download the medication history, select the Medication History checkbox. This is available
only if using Surescripts.
20. The Download Eligibility checkbox is selected by default if you have the optional insurance
eligibility functionality. Deselect this checkbox if you do not want to check the patient’s
insurance eligibility at this time.

Schedule an Event
Use this process to schedule an event. An event is any occasion that needs scheduling, but that
is not associated with a provider. Other appointments may be scheduled at the same time as
events.
1. Access the Appointment window by either:


Schedule → New → New Appointment



Schedule → Select desired date and time



Desktop → New → New Appointment

2. Select the Event radio button.
3. Select the Primary Calendar.
4. If desired, select one or more Resource Calendars to schedule the event for multiple people
or rooms.
5. You can enter details of the appointment date and timespan in one of two ways:


Manually, by entering the required information. The appointment date and time default
to the current date and time, or to the date and time selected from the Schedule. You
may change these as needed.



Automatically, using the Find Appointment Slot button. (See Finding an Appointment Slot
below for instructions.)

6. If needed, you may enter a phone number associated with the event.
7. Enter the Reason for the event, if desired.
8. Enter any Notes regarding the event, if desired.
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Schedule a Blocking Event
Use this process to schedule a blocking event. A blocking event is one that blocks the calendar
so that no other appointments may be scheduled at the same time.
1. Access the Appointment window by either:


Schedule → New → New Appointment



Schedule → Select desired date and time



Desktop → New → New Appointment

2. Select the Blocking Event radio button.
3. Select the Primary Calendar.
4. If desired, select one or more Resource Calendars to schedule the event for multiple people
or rooms.
5. Select an Appointment Type. You must select an appointment type that is blocking (has
‘True’ in the Blocking column of the search results).
6. You can enter details of the appointment date and timespan in one of two ways:


Manually, by entering the required information. The appointment date and time default
to the current date and time, or to the date and time selected from the Schedule. You
may change these as needed.



Automatically, using the Find Appointment Slot button. (See Finding an Appointment Slot
below for instructions.)

7. If needed, you may enter a phone number associated with the event.
8. Enter the Reason for the event, if desired.
9. Enter any Notes regarding the event, if desired.

Schedule a Group Appointment
Use this process to schedule an appointment for a group visit in which two or more patients are
seen at the same time. To do this, you must use an appointment type that is defined as a group
appointment.
1. Access the Appointment window by either:


Schedule → New → New Appointment



Schedule → Select desired date and time



Desktop → New → New Appointment

2. In the Schedule Type area, select the Group Visit radio button.
3. Select the Primary Calendar. This is normally the provider, but it may be any calendar.
Depending on how you reached this window, this field may be populated. You can change
the calendar if necessary.
4. Select one or more Resource Calendars, if desired. A resource calendar may be for a room,
piece of equipment, or another provider or professional.
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5. Select an Appointment Type. Only appointment types defined as group visits are available
for selection.
6. Enter the Appointment Date.
7. Enter the appointment Timespan. The appointment end time and Appointment Length will
default from the start time and the duration of the appointment type.
8. The Provider field is populated as the provider who is associated with the selected primary
calendar. If the selected primary calendar is not associated with a provider, this field will be
blank. Use the Find icon to search for and select a provider or to change the default
provider.
9. The Service Site field is populated with the service site associated with the selected calendar,
but you can change this if needed.
10. The Financial Center is populated with the financial center associated with the selected
provider, but you can change this if needed.
11. Enter the Reason for the visit, if desired.
12. Enter any Notes regarding the appointment, if desired.
13. Select the Group Patients tab to associate patients with the appointment.
14. The Appointment Status defaults to Scheduled when you create the appointment.
15. Select patients for the appointment by either:


Select a Patient Group.



Select one or more Patients.

Patients are listed by name, with their individual appointment status, and their accounts.
16. To save a patient group:
a. Select the desired Patients.
b. Select the Save As Group button.
c. In the Patient Group window, enter a Name for the group.
d. Select the OK button to add the group and return to the appointment window.
17. To update a patient group:
a. Select the Patient to add to group if desired.
b. Select the Delete icon (

) to remove a patient from the group if desired.

When you delete a patient from the group, a message will ask if you want to remove
that patient from all future.
c. After making all changes, select the Update Group button.
d. In the confirmation popup, select the OK button to save the changes and return to the
appointment window.
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Schedule a Recurring Appointment
Use this process to schedule a recurring appointment. Any type of appointment may be
recurring. You must enter the recurrence information when you create the appointment. Once
you have saved the appointment, the Recurrence tab is removed from the Appointment
window, and you cannot add or change recurrence information.
1. Access the Appointment window by either:


Schedule → New → New Appointment



Schedule → Select desired date and time



Desktop → New → New Appointment

2. In the Schedule Type area, select the radio button for the desired type of appointment or
event.
3. Enter the information for the initial appointment or event in the usual manner.
4. Select the Recurrence tab.
5. In the Appointment Recurrence area, select the radio button for the frequency of
recurrence (none, daily, weekly, or monthly).
6. Select the Recurrence End by either:


Select the End After radio to enter a specific number of appointment Occurrences.



Select the End By radio to select an end date. The number of appointment occurrence is
then determined by the frequency of recurrence and the recurrence pattern. (Please
note that this field defaults to a past date. When the End By radio button is selected, you
must enter a future date.)

7. Define the Recurrence Pattern. The recurrence pattern options are determined by the
selected recurrence frequency.
Daily

Weekly

Either:


Select the Every radio button and enter the number of days
between appointments (1 for every day, 2 for every other day, 3 for
every third day, etc.).



Select the Every Weekday radio button for Monday through Friday
appointments.

1. In the Recur Every field, enter the number of weeks between
appointments (1 for every week, 2 for every two weeks, etc.).
2. Select the checkbox for the day of the week on which the
appointments are to occur.
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Monthly

Either:


To schedule the appointments on a specific date, select the Day
radio button. Then enter the date on which the appointments will
occur, and enter the number of months between appointments (1
for every month, 2 for every two months, etc.).



To schedule the appointments on a particular day, select the The
radio button. Then select the week of the month (first, second, last,
etc.) and the day (day, Monday, weekday, etc.) on which the
appointments will occur. Then enter the number of months
between appointments (1 for every month, 2 for every two months,
etc.).

Finding an Appointment Slot
The Find Appointment Slot window enables you to search for an available appointment slot by
calendar, appointment type, and time period.
1. Appointment → Find Appointment Slot button.
2. Select the calendar or calendars you to search:


Select the All Active Calendars checkbox to search all calendars.



Use the Find icon for the Calendar field to select one or more calendars to search.

3. Choose to search by all available slots or by appointment type:


Select the All Free Time checkbox to display any free slots in the calendars selected.



Use the Find icon for the Appointment Types field to select one or more appointment
types. The search will only return time slots that are at least as long as the appointment
types selected. For example, if the appointment type you select is for 30 minutes, the
search will not return any time slots that are less than 30 minutes in length.

4. Choose the type of time period to be defined:


Select the Find Earliest Available Appointment Slots Within checkbox to search for a slot
within a defined time period, such as seven days or two weeks.



Select the Find Available Appointment Slots Approximately checkbox to search for a slot
after a defined period time period. The search includes the period seven days before
and seven days after the defined time period.

5. Define the time period by entering a number, and then selecting a time period (days, weeks,
months, or years).
6. Select Search to obtain results. The results are displayed on the Search Results tab.
7. Time slots are listed by date. Expand the date you wish to view, and all available time slots
within that date display.
8. Select the desired time slot. You are returned to the Schedule Appointments window and the
date and time slot fields are populated with your selection.
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Overriding an Appointment Type in a Calendar Timeslot
Generally, when you have an appointment type defined for a timeslot on a calendar template
and calendar, then you only want appointments of that type scheduled during that timeslot.
However, there may be times when you want to schedule an appointment of another type in
that timeslot. For example, if a timeslot is defined for new patient appointments, but there is no
appointment for a new patient in that slot for today, you may want to make an appointment for
an existing patient in that timeslot if it is the only one available.
When you schedule an appointment of a different type in the timeslot, the appointment type
from the calendar template is removed. This removes the timeslot from any searches using the
Find Appointment Slot functionality that specify an appointment type. It also makes available
any time remaining from the templated timeslot so that the time can be located when the Find
Appointment Slot functionality is used without specifying an appointment type.
It is important to remember that if you override an appointment type template for a timeslot and
you later cancel the appointment, the templated appointment type is not reinstated for that
timeslot on that day.
You can only override an appointment type on the primary calendar for the appointment. You
cannot override the appointment type on a secondary, resource calendar.
1. Either:


Schedule → Select time



Desktop → New Appt button



Patient Demographics → New → New Appointment

2. In the Appointment window, enter the information needed for the appointment, including
the Appointment Type.
3. Select the OK button.
4. When the appointment type selected in the appointment is different than the appointment
type on the calendar template for the selected time, then a popup message will warn you
that the appointment types are different and ask if you want to remove the template
allocation.


Select Yes to make the appointment and remove the appointment type from the
template for the timeslot.



Select No to make the appointment but retain the appointment type from the template
for the timeslot. This leaves the timeslot available for timeslot searches by appointment
type, which may result in overbooking.
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Deleting an Appointment Type or Blocked Appointment from a Calendar
You may delete an appointment type or a blocked appointment from a calendar. The deletion
applies only to the date from which it is deleted. The deletion is not from the calendar template.
1. Schedule (

) icon

2. Select the desired Calendar.
3. In the appoint type or blocked appointment that you want to delete, select the red X icon (
) that appears in the top, left corner.
4. A message box will ask if you want to remove the item.


Select Yes to remove the item from item.



Select No to cancel the deletion and leave the item on the calendar.

Viewing the Account Information and Entering Payments
The Account tab on the Appointment window displays the visit copay amount and the account
balance. Account balance information includes the name of the patient’s responsible party, the
responsible party’s balance, the patient’s balance, and the account balance. Use the Account
tab to enter the copay or account payments. You may also view the patient ledger.
When you enter a payment that is applied to the patient’s account, rather than the current
copay amount, the payment is automatically allocated to the account. Payments are
allocated to the oldest outstanding charges first.
A payment is written to the database when you either select the Print Payment Receipt button
or the OK button.
You can delete the payment from the Appointment window. As with other payment deletions,
this action is recorded in the Audit Trail.
1. Select the Account tab.
2. Select the Account to which payment will be applied.
This field defaults to either the main account associated with the patient in Patient
Demographics or to the account associated with the patient case selected on the
appointment.
3. The Estimated Patient Balance is the amount the patient is expected to owe for the charges
on the visit. The estimated balance is calculated based on the patient’s insurance eligibility
information and the provider’s in-network/out-of-network status. See the Viewing the
Estimated Patient Balance Information section below for more information.
a. Select the hyperlink to view detailed information about the estimate.
b. The Charge Estimate window displays the patient’s copay, coinsurance, and deductible
amounts and charge, copay, and coinsurance amounts for each procedure on the
superbill.
c. Select the Close button to close the window and return to the Appointment window.
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4. The Copay Amounts displayed are the amounts entered in the patient’s account. ‘N/A’
indicates no amount was entered; $0.00 indicates the copay amount is zero.
5. Enter details of the Visit or the Account Payment:
a. Enter the Amount being paid.
b. Select the Method of payment: cash, check, credit card, debit card. (If you are using
Easy Pay for credit card payments and select a type of credit card, you will be able to
scan the card to create the payment. Please see Processing a Credit Card Payment for
a Copay or Processing a Credit Card Payment for an Account Balance for more
information.)
c. Enter a Reference to identify the payment. You may choose to use the check number,
patient name, last four digits of a credit/debit card, or some combination of information.
d. Select the Date of the payment.
e. Select the financial Batch. This will be your default batch if you have one selected.
f.

Enter a Billing Note to identify what the payment is for, if desired.

6. Select the Print Payment Receipt button to print the receipt.
7. Select the Patient Ledger button to view the ledger.
a. In the popup window, enter any filtering criteria desired.
b. Select the OK button to open the patient ledger.

Understanding and Using the Estimated Patient Balance Information
Once the patient visit has been conducted, the Account tab also displays the estimated patient
balance for the visit. The estimated patient balance is an estimate of what the patient may be
expected to owe after the insurance claim is processed. You may use this estimate to set
expectations for payment with the patient. Then, if you choose, you may collect payment at the
time of the appointment. Or, if you are using the optional Easy Pay credit card processing
functionality, you may establish a credit card annual consent authorization for the estimated
amount. You will then be able to process a credit card payment for the patient after you have
received and applied payment from the insurance payer.
The estimated balance is calculated based on the patient’s most recent insurance eligibility
information and the provider’s in-network/out-of-network status. You may enter the patient’s
eligibility information or may receive it from Practice Insight. The information is entered or
displayed in the Account Eligibility window, accessed from the Last Eligibility hyperlink on the
Appointment tab of the Appointment window. The provider’s in-network/out-of-network status is
defined on both the insurance payer record and the provider record.
The estimated patient balance is calculated using the copay, coinsurance, and remaining
deductible amount in the patient’s most recent eligibility information. If the provider is innetwork, then the application uses the patient’s in-network copay, coinsurance, and remaining
deductible. For in-network benefits, the coinsurance is estimated based upon the payer’s
amount allowed schedule. If the provider is out of network, then the application uses the
patient’s out-of-network benefits to perform the calculation. Coinsurance is estimated based
upon the fee schedule used for the superbill for out-of-network providers. If there is no network,
then the application uses whatever eligibility information is sent for the patient or has been
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entered in the patient’s eligibility information. When there is no network, coinsurance is
estimated based upon the payer’s amount allowed schedule.
The estimated patient balance is calculated in real time, and is not saved or stored in the
database. If you change or receive new eligibility information for the patient, then the estimated
balance may change.
You may view details about the calculation by selecting the Estimated Patient Balance
hyperlink. This opens the Charge Estimate window which displays the patient’s copay,
coinsurance, and deductible amounts and charge, copay, and coinsurance amounts for each
procedure on the superbill.
It is important to understand that the estimated patient balance may be very different from the
amount calculated on the superbill for the visit. This is because the calculation for the superbill
uses the amount allowed schedule values for copay and coinsurance, not the copay and
coinsurance values for this particular patient. The superbill calculation also does not consider the
patient’s remaining deductible amount. The estimated patient balance does not affect the
superbill in any way.

Viewing Associated Superbills and Visit Notes
The Superbill tab lists all existing visit notes and superbills associated with the appointment.


Select the link to display one of the entries.



Create a new visit note by selecting the New Visit Note button. This opens the FNC.



Create a new superbill by selecting the New Superbill button.

If another user has the patient visit note open when you open the superbill, then the superbill be
read-only. You will not be able to save any changes in the superbill. However, you can select
the Payments slider in the Superbill window, and allocate a payment to charges on the superbill.

Viewing Future and Past Appointments
When you create an appointment for a patient, you can easily see if there are other future
appointments scheduled for the patient and, if so, when they are. You can see any past
appointments if desired.
1. Select the Appointments tab to view the patient’s other appointments.
2. Select the checkboxes to filter the appointments you want to see:


Include All Calendars: If not selected, only appointments from the calendar for the
current appointment are shown.



Include All Providers: If not selected, only appointments with the billing and rendering
providers for the current appointment are shown.



Include Past Appointments: If not selected, then only future appointments are shown.



Include Future Appointments: Selected by default. Deselect if you only want to show
past appointments.

3. Select the appointment date/time link to access the future appointment.
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Viewing Clinical Decision Support Rules
When you select a patient name for the appointment, the HM Rules tab displays all clinical
decision support rules that are applicable to the patient, with due date, associated procedures,
and actions. This enables you to see any procedures that are due so that you can remind the
patient and schedule enough time for them.
By default, you will see all rules that are associated with all providers, but you can filter this by
unchecking the Show My and Other Providers Rules checkbox. If you uncheck this box you will
see only rules that are associated with the provider on the appointment.
The text color of the due date indicates the status of the rule for the patient.


Red indicates the rule is due today or is overdue.



Blue indicates the recurring rule is due in the future.



Black indicates that action has been taken on the rule in today’s visit.

To discontinue the rule for a patient, deselect the checkbox at the far right of rule entry.
Discontinue a rule when the patient meets the rule’s criteria, and yet the rule does not apply to
that patient.

Viewing Clinical Service Orders
The Service Orders tab displays the clinical service orders that have been placed for the patient.
Only users who have security access rights to clinical information will be able to access this tab.
Note: A procedure must be defined to generate an order for it to display here. Your
administrative super user can change the procedure’s definition if procedures are not displaying
correctly in this tab.
1. Select the Service Orders tab.
2. Select the Show Approved Orders checkbox to include orders that have approved results.
3. Select the Show All Providers Orders checkbox to include orders place by all providers, not
just the provider on this appointment.
4. Select the Procedure Name link to access the Results Summary window for the clinical order.

Appointment Reminders
Appointment reminders are an optional service provided by West (formerly CallPointe). West
interfaces with the application to obtain your appointment schedule and patient contact
information. West makes reminder phone calls (or emails or text messages if you prefer) based
on your reminder policies and criteria. West can update a patient’s appointment status to
Confirmed if the patient confirms the appointment through the reminder.
To enroll for appointment reminders, please call West at 888-655-7300.
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Managing Appointments
You can manage appointments from the Schedule or the Desktop. By default, scheduled and in
progress appointments are displayed on the Schedule or the Desktop, and cancelled
appointments do not display. These defaults may have been changed by your administrative
super user. Your administrative super user may also have defined colors for specific statuses. A
status’s color is used as the text color of the appointment on the Schedule and Desktop and as
the border of the appointment on the Schedule.
Appointment statuses are used to track the progress of a patient appointment and the status of
the subsequent patient visit note and billing. They can also be used for reporting so that you can
monitor appointments that result in a patient visit, are cancelled, or are no-shows.
The application includes predefine appointment statuses, and your administrative super user
may have defined additional status values. For example, if you have a series of rooms that you
use during a patient visit, your administrative super user may have defined statuses that can be
used to identify a patient’s location.
When viewing appointments on the Desktop, the Money Owed ( ) icon displays next to the
appointment time when patient responsible party has a balance due. (Please note that this
functionality is not available when using a third-party practice management system.)
The Account tab of the Appointment window includes the name of the patient’s responsible
party, the responsible party’s balance, the patient’s balance, and the account balance. You
can use this information when entering a payment during check in.

Move an Appointment
1. Open the Appointment window for the desired appointment by either:


Schedule → Patient Name



Desktop → Time Link

2. Use the Find icon to select the desired Appointment status.
3. Select a new appointment date and or time by either:


Manually entering a new date and time.



Using the Find Appointment Slot button to search for an available time slot. (See Finding
an Appointment Slot above for instructions.)

Move an Appointment via the Appointment Clipboard
You may place one or more appointments in your appointment clipboard. Remember that an
appointment placed on your clipboard is not moved until you move it from the clipboard to a
calendar timeslot. Remember also that you can see only the appointments in your own
appointment clipboard. You cannot see other users’ appointment clipboards.
1. Schedule (

) icon

2. Select the desired Calendar or calendars.
3. Position the cursor over the patient name of the appointment you want to move.
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4. Press the left mouse button and hold it down.
5. To move the appointment to another timeslot that is visible on the calendar or calendars
displayed (or visible in another open Schedule window:
a. Drag the appointment to the desired timeslot while holding down the mouse button.
b. At the desired timeslot, release the mouse button.
6. To move the appointment to another timeslot that is not visible on the calendar or calendars
displayed:
a. Drag the appointment to the Clipboard button.
b. With the cursor over the Clipboard button, release the mouse button. The Clipboard icon
will then display a red checkmark (
the clipboard.

) indicating there is at least one appointment on

c. Change the Schedule view by selecting the desired date or calendar.
d. Position the cursor over the Clipboard button, and then press and hold the left mouse
button.
e. Drag the appointment to the desired timeslot while holding down the mouse button.
f.

At the desired timeslot, release the mouse button.
Please note that if the clipboard contains more than one appointment, the appointment
that is moved is the appointment you most recently placed on the clipboard (last in, first
out).

7. To view the contents of the clipboard, select the Clipboard button. This opens the
Appointment Clipboard slider.
8. When the Appointment Clipboard slider is open, you may drag and drop an appointment to
it in the same way you drag and drop an appointment to another timeslot.
9. To move an appointment from the open Appointment slider to a time timeslot that is visible
on the calendar or calendars displayed:
a. Position the cursor over the appointment date and time, and then press and hold the left
mouse button.
b. Drag the appointment to the desired timeslot while holding down the mouse button.
c. At the desired timeslot, release the mouse button.
d. If the calendar to which the appointment is being moved has a different designated
provider or service site than the original appointment, a popup message appears. You
may change the providers and service site, retain the original providers and service site,
or cancel the move.
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Copy an Appointment via the Appointment Clipboard
You can use the Appointment Clipboard to copy an appointment. When you copy the
appointment, then the original appointment remains at its original timeslot. When you place the
appointment in a new timeslot, a new appointment is made and the status of the original
appointment is changed. You may choose to change the status of the original appointment to
either No Show or Canceled.
1. Schedule (

) icon

2. Select the desired Calendar or calendars.
3. Position the cursor over the patient name of the appointment you want to move.
4. Press the left mouse button and hold it down.
5. Drag the appointment to the Clipboard button.
6. With the cursor over the Clipboard button, release the mouse button. The Clipboard icon will
then display a red checkmark (
clipboard.

) indicating there is at least one appointment on the

7. To view the contents of the clipboard, select the Clipboard button. This opens the
Appointment Clipboard slider.
8. To copy an appointment from the open Appointment slider:
a. Position the cursor over the appointment date and time, and then press and hold the
right mouse button.
b. Drag the appointment to the desired timeslot while holding down the mouse button.
c. At the desired timeslot, release the mouse button. This displays a popup menu.
d. From the popup menu, select the ‘Copy—Change Status For Original Appointment’
option.
e. Select the either the No Show or Canceled status for the original appointment.
This creates a new appointment in the selected timeslot and changes the status of the
original appointment.
f.
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If the calendar to which the appointment is being copied has a different designated
provider or service site than the original appointment, a popup message appears. You
may change the providers and service site, retain the original providers and service site,
or cancel the copy.
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Check In a Patient
1. Open the Appointment window for the desired appointment by either:


Schedule → Patient Name



Desktop → Time Link

2. Select “Checked In” as the Appointment status.
The time that the appointment status is changed to Checked In is displayed beneath the
status field. You must use the system-defined status in order for the time to display.
3. If desired, select the Download e-Med Hx checkbox to download the patient’s medication
history. This is necessary only for appointments that were not scheduled at least one day in
advance. The request will be made when you select the OK button to close the window.
4. Select the Account tab to enter a payment from the patient.
5. Select the Account to which payment will be applied. This field defaults to the main account
associated with the patient in Patient Demographics. You can change the account if more
than one account has been defined for the patient.
6. The Copay Amounts displayed are the amounts entered in the patient’s account. ‘N/A’
indicates no amount was entered; $0.00 indicates the copay amount is zero.
7. Enter a copay for the visit by completing the Visit Payment fields:
a. Enter the Amount being paid.
b. Select the Method of payment: cash, check, credit card, debit card.
c. Enter a Reference to identify the payment. You may choose to use the check number,
patient name, last four digits of a credit/debit card, or some combination of information.
d. Select the Date.
e. Select the financial Batch of the payment. If you have a default batch, it will be
populated here.
f.

Enter a Billing Note to identify what the payment is for, if desired.

8. Enter a payment toward a balance due on the account by completing the Account
Payment fields:
a. Enter the Amount being paid.
b. Select the Method of payment: cash, check, credit card, debit card.
c. Enter a Reference to identify the payment. You may choose to use the check number,
patient name, last four digits of a credit/debit card, or some combination of information.
d. Select the date.
e. Select the financial Batch of the payment. If you have a default batch, it will be
populated here.
f.

Enter a Billing Note to identify what the payment is for, if desired.

9. Select the Print Payment Receipt button to print a receipt.
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Print a Group Visit Roster and Sign-In Sheet
You may print a roster of the participants in a group appointment. This may be used for sign-in as
patients arrive.
The roster includes the appointment date and time, appointment type, provider, service site,
and group name, and list of each patient with a sign in line.
1. Access the Appointment window by either:


Schedule → Select appointment time hyperlink



Desktop window→ Select appointment time hyperlink t

2. Select the Group Patients tab.
3. Select the Print button.

Check In a Patient for a Group Visit
Check in the individual patients as they arrive for the appointment. You must also set the status
of the appointment as a whole.
1. Open the Appointment window for the desired appointment by either:


Schedule → Appointment Type Name



Desktop → Time Link

2. Select “Checked In” as the Appointment status.
The time that the appointment status is changed to Checked In is displayed beneath the
status field. You must use the system-defined status in order for the time to display.
3. Select the Group Patients tab.
4. In the patients list, select “Checked In” as the Appointment Status for the individual patient.
If a patient cancels or does not show up for the appointment, select the appropriate
appointment status. The system-defined “Canceled” and “No Show” statuses will display the
patient and patient information as struck through.
5. To set the same status for all patients:
a. In the Appointment Status field, select the desired status.
b. Select the Set Status – All button.

Update the Appointment Status
If your practice uses appointment statuses to indicate the patient’s location as the visit
progresses, update the appointment status as the patient is moved to an exam room or other
location.
Update the appointment status when an appointment is cancelled or when the patient does
not show up for the appointment.
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If your practice charges a fee for cancellations or no-shows, then your administrative super user
will have created specific appointment statuses to trigger the creation of a superbill. For
example, you may have a status for cancelling within a certain timeframe, such as 24 hours
before the appointment, which triggers a cancellation fee. The application generates the
superbill as soon as the appointment status is selected, so it is important to select the status
carefully. Superbills that are created in error can be deleted by your billing staff. You must have
a default financial batch selected in order for a superbill to be generated for a cancellation fee.
(Please note that automatic cancellation fee functionality does not work for group
appointments.)
From the Desktop or Schedule:
1. Select the More Options (

) icon.

2. From the dropdown menu, select the desired appointment status.
From within the Appointment window:


In the Appointment Status field, use the Find icon to select the desired status.

Checkout a Patient
When the provider concludes a patient visit, she will save the visit note and update the
appointment status to Ready to Discharge. When you checkout a patient, you can collect the
copay if not already done, print any patient information, and schedule a follow up appointment
if needed.
1. Select the Checkout icon (

) for the appointment from either the Schedule or the Desktop.

2. Review the Account Information to determine whether payment needs to be collected.
a. The Account Balance is the outstanding amount due on the patient’s account.
b. The Patient Balance is the total outstanding amount due on all of the patient’s accounts.
c. The Charge Estimate is the is the amount the patient is expected to owe for the charges
on the current visit. This amount is calculated based on the patient’s insurance eligibility
information and the provider’s in-network/out-of-network status. (This is the same as the
Estimated Patient Balance on the Appointment window’s Account tab. See the Viewing
the Estimated Patient Balance Information section for more information.)
d. The Copay Amount is he amount entered in the patient’s account. ‘N/A’ indicates no
amount was entered; $0.00 indicates the copay amount is zero.
e. Select the Update Payment button to enter a payment (if not done at check in).
1. Enter the Amount being paid.
2. Select the Method of payment: cash, check, credit card, debit card.
3. Enter a Reference to identify the payment. You may choose to use the check
number, patient name, last four digits of a credit/debit card, or some combination of
information.
4. Select the Date.
5. Select the financial Batch of the payment. If you have a default batch, it will be
populated here.
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6. Enter a Billing Note to identify what the payment is for, if desired.
7. Select the OK button to return to the Checkout window.
3. To schedule a follow up appointment, select the link the follow up time period. This link
appears only when a follow up appointment is indicated in the visit note.
4. If the patient is being referred to another provider, that provider’s name and specialty will be
shown under the Referrals heading.
5. To print patient information, select the item or items to be printed and select the Print
Selected Forms button.


You can print the clinical summary for any visit. You can also print prescriptions and
education forms, if they have been requested in the visit note. If an item is not available
(for example, a prescription has not been written or has been transmitted electronically),
the checkbox is not available.



If the patient declines the patient plan or clinical summary, select the Declined by
Patient radio button.



If the prescriptions have already been printed, then the checkbox for prescriptions will be
disabled. If the prescription needs to be reprinted for any reason, it must be reprinted
from the patient visit note.



When checking out a patient with an electronic prescription, a warning message will
appear if the prescription cannot be correctly transmitted to the pharmacy. You must
print the prescription when it cannot be transmitted correctly.

6. Select OK to complete the checkout and change the appointment status Discharged.
The time that the appointment status is changed to Discharged is displayed beneath the
status field on the Appointment window. You must use the system-defined status in order for
the time to display.

Discharging a Group Appointment
Individual patients cannot be discharge through the group appointment. When the visit is
complete, change status of the appointment as a whole.
1. Open the Appointment window for the desired appointment by either:


Schedule → Appointment Type Name



Desktop → Time Link

2. Select “Discharged” as the Appointment status.
The time that the appointment status is changed to Discharged is displayed beneath the
status field. You must use the system-defined status in order for the time to display.
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Visit Note Complete
When the patient visit note associated with the appointment has been marked as complete, the
Medical Record Complete ( ) icon is displayed in front of the patient’s name on the
appointment entry when displayed on the Desktop.

Mass Appointment Updates
You can make changes to a group of appointments at one time using the Mass Appointment
Update window. It enables you to move appointments from one calendar to another, to
associate the appointments with a different provider, and to change the status of the
appointments.
When you make a mass appointment update, you can send a message explaining what was
done. The message includes the selection criteria, the appointments changed, and any
comments entered when the updates were requested.
A progress window will appear while the process is running. You can cancel the process by
selecting the Stop button. You can continue other tasks in the application while this process is
running.
1. Tools → Mass Appointment Update (

)

2. Enter the filtering criteria you want to use to select the appointments that need to be
changed. Criteria include the calendar, start date and time, and end date and time.
3. Enter the change that needs to be made. You can


Move the appointments to a different calendar.



Associate the appointments with a different provider.



Change the status of the appointments.

4. If you want a task message generated when the change is complete, then:
a. Select the Create a Message After Processing checkbox.
b. Select the person who will receive the message.
c. Enter any text to be included in the message in the Comments field.
5. Select Process to process the appointment changes.
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Access a Visit Note or Superbill for an Appointment
You can access the patient visit note and the subsequent superbill from the Appointment
window. If either of these items does not exist, you can create them. The creation of a patient
visit note is a clinical function, so it is not covered in this user’s guide. The creation of a superbill is
covered in the Charge Entry section.
1. Open the Appointment window for the desired appointment by either:


Schedule → Patient Name



Desktop → Time Link

2. Select the Visit Note & Superbill tab.
3. You may:


Select the visit link to access the patient visit note.



Select the superbill link to access the superbill.



Select the New Superbill button to create a new superbill.

Associate a Patient Visit Note with an Appointment
Patient visit notes, charted in Full Note Composer or another clinical note type window, are
typically associated with an appointment. Most patient visit notes are created from an
appointment entry on a calendar on the Desktop or in the Schedule. A patient visit note
created in this manner is automatically associated with the appointment from which it was
created.
However, there are times when a patient visit note is created through another path, such as the
Patient Demographics, One Page Summary, or Review Past Notes window. A patient visit note
created in this manner is not associated with an appointment.
If you attempt to a create a new patient visit note for an appointment when an incomplete
note exists and that incomplete note is not associated with another appointment, you will be
presented with prompts that enable you to associate the existing note with the appointment if
desired.
When you create a patient visit note from Patient Demographics, One Page Summary, or
Review Past Notes, you can select the appointment with which you want the visit note
associated. You can also select an appointment to associate with the patient visit note from Full
Note Composer or other clinical note type window. You can also change the appointment to
which a patient visit note is associated. However, you need specific security permissions to do
this.
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Creating a Patient Visit Note and Associating an Appointment
1. Either:


Patient Demographics → New icon on toolbar → Full Note Composer or other clinical
note type window



One Page Summary → New icon on toolbar → Full Note Composer or other clinical note
type window



Review Past Notes → New icon on toolbar → Full Note Composer or other clinical note
type window

2. In the Visit Information window, select the Billing Provider.
3. Select the Rendering Provider if different than the billing provider.
4. Select the Service Site at which the visit is performed.
5. Enter the insurance payer’s Authorization Code, if applicable.
6. Select a Referring Provider, if appropriate. If entered, the referring provider will be used in the
insurance claim. When a referring provider relationship exists for the patient, this field will
prepopulate with that provider.
7. Enter the Referring Date, if appropriate.
8. Select a Patient Case, if appropriate.
9. Modify the Date of Service, if needed. This defaults to today’s date.
10. Select the Appointment Date hyperlink to associate an appointment with the visit note.
a. Search for and select the desired appointment.
b. Select the OK button to return to the Visit Information window.
11. Select the Financial Center, if other than the default.
12. Select the patient insurance Account to be associated with the patient visit.
13. Select the Require Superbill checkbox if you want to create a superbill from the visit note.
14. Select a Patient Condition if desired.
15. If you want to restrict access to this visit note, then in the Visit Note Access field, select the
users and user groups to whom you want to grant access for this particular visit note. All other
users will be restricted.
16. To make the visit note private:
a. Select the Private Visit radio button.
b. Use the Reason For Type note field to explain the reason is the visit type has been
assigned. This field is required.
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Associating an Appointment from the Patient Visit Note
1. Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window
2. Select the Visit Information slider.
3. In the Visit Information slider, select the Appointment Date hyperlink to associate an
appointment with the visit note.
a. Search for and select the desired appointment.
b. Select the OK button to return to the Visit Information window.

Disassociating an Appointment from the Patient Visit Note
If a patient visit note is incorrectly associated with an appointment, you can disassociate the
appointment. You must have the necessary security rights to do this.
1. Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window
2. Select the Visit Information slider.
3. In the Visit Information slider, the Appointment Date field will display the date of the
appointment associated with the patient visit note.
4. To disassociate the appointment, select the Appointment Date hyperlink.
5. A popup message will ask you to confirm the action.


Select the Yes button to disassociate the appointment from the patient visit note.



Select the No button to cancel the action and maintain the association between the
appointment and the visit note.

Visits Without a Superbill
This window enables you to search for patient visits that do not have an associated superbill,
and to generate the superbill where required. Superbills are generated with a status of
Preliminary.
1. Billing → Visits Without Superbill
2. Select the desired search criteria.
3. Select Search to list the appointments that meet your criteria.
4. If desired, select the Date/Time link of an item to access the appointment.
5. Select the checkbox of each item for which you want to generate a superbill. Select all
items by checking the checkbox at the top of the window.
6. Select the Generate Superbills button.
Once the superbills are generated for the selected items, they are removed from the display.
Use the Track Superbills window to access the new superbills.
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Copying Appointments to Microsoft Outlook®
You can copy appointments from a calendar in the application to a calendar in Microsoft
Outlook®, and from there it can be sent to any handheld device (smart phone, PDA, etc.) that
supports or can display Outlook records. This enables physicians, physician assistants, nurse
practitioners, nurses, and other users to access information about their schedules remotely. Users
can only view appointment information; they cannot change appointment information or
create new appointments on their handheld device.
When a calendar’s appointments are copied to Outlook, new and changed appointments are
added to the Outlook calendar and deleted and old appointments are removed from the
Outlook calendar. Appointment information goes only from the application to Outlook.
Changes, additions, and deletions made in Outlook or from a handheld device synching with
Outlook are not made in the application calendar.
Users who are granted the necessary security rights to copy a calendar’s appointments are then
able to copy appointments from any calendar that they choose. So, for example, a nurse can
copy a provider’s calendar.
Appointment copying to Outlook is defined at the user level. You can select the calendar from
which you want to copy, the Outlook account to which you want it copied, the frequency of
the copy, and the appointment information that you want included. The date and time of
appointments are always included. You may choose to include the patient name, service site,
and appointment notes.
Once you a define appointment copying, you can copy appointments on-demand from your
Desktop.

HIPAA Regulation Considerations
Appointments contain patient identifying information, and they are therefore subject to HIPAA
regulations. When you copy appointments to an Outlook calendar, you must treat all devices
from which that Outlook calendar can be accessed with the same care that you give to the
computers, tablet PCs, and servers on which the application runs. So, if you copy appointments
to an Outlook calendar that you access from a home computer, you must ensure that the
patient information on that computer is secure. If you copy appointments to an Outlook
calendar that you then display on a handheld device, you must ensure that the patient
information on that device is secure.

Define Your Appointment Copying
1. Tools → Modify Current User
2. Select the Outlook Update tab.
3. Select the Update Outlook Calendar checkbox.
4. Select the Calendar or calendars that you want to copy.
5. The Computer field displays the name of the computer you are using. If desired, you may
enter the name of another computer on which the Outlook calendar resides.
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6. Select the Update Time Period. Appointments within this time period will be copied to
Outlook.
7. Select the Outlook Profile to which the appointments are to be copied. This defaults to the
default Outlook profile on the selected computer.
8. If desired, use the Update Data field to identify the information from the application
calendar to be copied to the Outlook calendar. The date and time of appointments are
always copied.
9. If you wish to remove old appointments from the Outlook calendar to conserve space, enter
the time period after which appointments should be removed in the Remove From Outlook
After field.
10. In the Update Frequency field:
a. Select the frequency at which you want to copy appointments to the Outlook calendar.
b. If needed, enter the additional frequency information.
11. Select the Update When Scheduler is Opened checkbox if you want the appointment data
copied any time you open the selected calendar in the Schedule window.
12. If you want to use the Outlook reminder functionality for the appointments:
a. Select the Remind checkbox.
b. Enter the number of Minutes Before Appointment that you want to be reminded.

Copy Appointments on Demand
When you display a calendar that you have selected for copying to Outlook on your Desktop,
you can copy the appointments on that calendar to the defined Outlook calendar at any time.
You can do this only after you have defined the calendar for copying on your User profile.
You can only copy appointments on demand for yourself. This does not copy the appointments
on the calendar to other users who may also copy appointments from the same calendar.
1. On the Desktop, select the Calendar that you want to display.
2. Select the Outlook Update button to copy the appointments to the defined Outlook
calendar.
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Attachments and Document Linking
You can attach document files to a variety of records within the application, including patients,
patient visit notes, external patient list entries, responsible parties, and payment items. Attaching
a file enables you to keep documents that provide additional information with the record that
they support. Some examples of the types of documents that you may want to attach include:


Patient photograph



Insurance card



Images that are preconfigured in the application, such as anatomy images



X-rays



Lab results, that may have been entered manually or via a laboratory interface



Charts, such as an EKG



Dictated notes, that may include the original voice dictation plus the transcribed note



Generated documents, such as referral letters or ABN forms



Sound recordings, such as a sonogram of a baby’s heartbeat



Explanation of benefits (EOB) document



Signed credit card receipt

In some cases, you will have a file that you want to attach to a record. For example, if you use
dictation, you will have a text file of the transcribed dictation. Or you may receive faxes as
image files in a folder on the server instead of as printed paper documents. In other cases, you
will have a document that you must scan in order to create a file to be attached. For example,
you may want to scan lab results or x-rays so that you can attach the file. Some documents must
be scanned into a file, the file imported into the database, and then the file attached to the
correct record. Other documents, such as insurance cards and driver’s licenses, can be
scanned and attached in one step if you have the necessary hardware and software.
You can also attach images and documents that are in or are created by the application. For
example, you can attach an anatomy image or education form to a patient visit note or
generate and attach an advance beneficiary notice or referral letter.
You can create attachments from a number of places within the application, including:


The Attachments slider that appears in a number of windows, including Patient, Responsible
Party, External Patent, Full Note Composer and other clinical note type windows, Payment,
and others.



The Patient Photo in the Patient window.



The Driver’s License Number link in the Patient window.



The Insurance Card link in the Account window.



The Education Forms slider in Full Note Composer and other clinical note type windows.



The Document Linking window.
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When you attach files to records using the Document Linking window, you can attach a single
file or multiple files to the record. When you attach multiple files at one time, the files are
considered as an attachment group.
You also have the option to automatically attach a large number of documents for one or more
patients at one time. This requires that you have already scanned the documents to create the
necessary files, and that you have stored the files in a specific file folder structure. This option is
typically used when a practice first begins using the application and scans a large number of
existing documents.
Attaching a file to a record through an Attachment slider, the Education Form slider, or the
Driver’s License or Insurance Card links always copies the file into the application database.
Importing files, either automatically through the import job or on-demand by a user, imports the
document or image files into the database. You can either keep the original files on the server,
or you can have them delete once they are imported. When you attach file through the Old
Document Linking window, you can either:


Move the file into the application’s database. This deletes the original document file from
the source location.



Copy the file from the source location into the application’s database. This leaves the
original file intact, and available for other actions.



Link the file directly from its source folder to the application’s database. This leaves the
original document intact and available for other actions. However, it does not put a copy of
the file into the database. Therefore, if the original document file is moved or deleted, the
link will be broken and the document will not be accessible. This option should be used with
care.

Attached items may be accessed and viewed from a number of locations, depending on the
record to which they are attached.


In the Patient window, the Attachments slider displays all documents attached to the
patient, but not documents attached to any visits.



In Patient Demographics, the Attachments slider displays all documents attached to the
patient, but not documents attached to any visits. Attachments cannot be added from this
Attachment slider.



In Account, the Attachments slider displays only those documents attached to the current
account and responsible party. Documents attached to a prior account are available from
the Responsible Party window.



In Full Note Composer, the display is limited to attachments that relate to the specific visit
only.



The Attachment slider in One Page Summary displays all documents that have been
attached to the patient visit, but not documents attached to the patient.



Review Past Notes shows all attachments for the patient and patient visits.



The Attachment slider in the Responsible Party window displays collection letters generated
for the Responsible Party.



The Attachment slider in the Payment window displays documents attached to the payment
item.
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The Attachment slider in the Track Payments window displays documents attached to the
selected payment item. Attachments cannot be added from this Attachment slider.

When viewed in any Attachment slider, attached items are group by the attachment type you
assign when creating the attachment. A number of attachment types are predefined, and your
administrative super user may have defined additional attachment types for your practice. You
can order the attachments by date and type, type and date, or type.

Attachment Types
When you attach a document or file to a record, you assign it an attachment type. Attachment
types are primarily used to categorize the different documents, such as scanned images and
lab results, which may be linked to a patient record. However, some attachment types are used
for additional purposes, including MIPS and other quality programs.
The Advance Directive attachment should be used for advance directive and living will
documents so these documents may be accessed from the Advance Directive icon on the
Patient Toolbar.
The following attachment types are important for proper counting of various MIPS and other
quality program measures.


Attachment types that are defined as summary of care should be used for any continuity of
care (CCD or C-CDA), visit summary, or similar document received for a patient who
transferred to your practice, has been referred to your practice by another provider, or has
been seen by another provider between visits with a provider in your practice. The use of this
attachment type automatically identifies the patient as a transition of care of patient.



The Consultation Report attachment type should be used for any document received from a
provider to whom your practice has referred a patient. This attachment type indicates that
you have received information from the referral. Then, if appropriate, the referral make may
be marked as complete.



The attachment types Radiology Results, Radiology Images, and Lab Results should be used
for all radiology and lab test results. Radiology Images should be used only for results that are
an image (such as an X-ray.) These attachment types identify service order results and that
service orders have been fulfilled.
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Attach a Document to a Record using an Attachment Slider
Use this procedure to attach a document file from the Patient, Full Note Composer, Superbill
Composer, or Payment windows.
If you add more than one attachment, you will have the option of replacing the original
attachment or appending to the file. If you choose to append (for example, if you have a series
of images that you want to save together), you will see a Select Attachment slider that allows
you to select which image to view.
1. Open the Attachments Slider and select New.
2. In the Attachments window, select Import to choose the format of the attachment.


Existing Images: This accesses one or more images that form part of the database, such
as ankle bone, cardiac anatomy, or beneficiary notice. These images comprise images
that were predefined in the application, plus any images that you have imported via List
Editor. If you select an image, you can annotate the image by selecting the line tool and
color. (When the application is hosted on a Citrix server, inking with a tablet PC stylus is
limited slightly.)



Direct image import: Allows you to scan images directly into the application from a
specified scanner, rather than scanning files to the server and linking separately.



A scanned document or a file that you can import into the note from your server.



A voice attachment.

3. If you use an existing image, the name of the image will be included in the Name field. Edit
this if required and add any notes.
4. Select the attachment Type. This is important in categorizing the attachment in the
Attachment slider, especially if the attachment is to be used in Results Tracking.

Attach Document Files to Records in the Database
Once document files have been imported into the database, you may attach them to various
types of records in the database. You can attach one or more files to a record (such as a
patient, visit note, payment deposit). When attaching more than one file, the files must have the
same attachment type.
The Document Linking window displays thumbnail images of the files that have imported into a
destination folder. The application includes a General folder, and your administrative super user
may have defined additional destination folders for different types of documents, different
sources of documents, or documents for different people. The application also includes a Direct
Message folder for documents received through the optional Direct messaging functionality.
1. Either:


Documenting Linking (

) icon



Desktop menu → Document Linking

2. In the Destination Folder field, select the destination document linking folder from which you
want to process document files.
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3. Thumbnail images of the available document files appear in the left pane of the window.
a. To view the document, move the mouse over the thumbnail image of the document.
b. When the file name becomes a hyperlink, select the file name hyperlink.
c. The document displays in the bottom pane of the window.
4. When the document was received through the optional Direct messaging functionality, then
you can use the Attachment Notes button to view information from the Direct message.
a. Select the thumbnail image of the desired document.
b. Select the Attachment Notes button.
c. The Attachment Notes popup window displays.
5. Select the document or documents to be attached by dragging them into the box marked
“Drop Documents Here To Be Linked.
Select multiple documents only if they are to be attached to same item (patient, visit note,
service) and are of the same attachment type.
6. Select the appropriate radio button for the record to which the file or files are to be
attached:


Select Patient Photo to attach a patient photograph to a specific patient’s
demographics record. You may only attach one photo file at a time.



Select Patient to attach the file to a patient’s demographic record. This is useful for
driver’s licenses, insurance cards, advanced directives, and similar items that are not
specific to a patient visit or procedure and are not specific to a particular payment.



Select Visit to attach the file to a specific patient visit note. This is useful for referral letters
and similar items.



Select Order to attach the file to a specific service in a specific patient visit note or to a
specific referral.



Select Relationship to attach the file to a specific patient/provider relationship.



Select Deposit to attach the file to a specific payment item.

The option you select will determine which of the remaining fields will be required, available,
or unavailable. Some of the following steps will not be needed depending on your selection.
7. Select the Patient Name. This field is not available when you select the Deposit option.
8. Select the desired Attachment Type. The attachment type allows you to categorize the file
and is used to group the attachments for display.
9. Enter a Doc Name for the document group if desired, or accept the default. This simply
names the group of files that you are attaching together. The document group name is used
in this window to categorize files, and also appears in the Attachment slider.
10. If you selected the Visit radio button, you must select a Visit Date.
11. Select the Include in Summary checkbox if you want the attachment included in the One
Page Summary window’s Attachment slider.
12 If you selected the Order or the Relationship radio button, search for and select the
procedure, referral, or provider relationship to which the document is to be attached.
Attaching a document to an order or referral completes that order or referral.
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13. If you selected the Lab Results, Radiology Images, or Radiology Results attachment type, you
must select a Result Date.
14. If you selected the Deposit radio button, then select the Deposit, or payment item, to which
the document is to be attached.
15. If the attachment requires approval:
a. Select the Create Approve Attachment Message checkbox.
b. Select the Reviewer, using the search button.
c. Select Urgency if required. If not selected, urgency is assumed to be routine.
16 Add any Notes that you require.
17. To define another document attachment, select the New button and then repeat steps 4
through 15.
18. Select the Performed Linking slider to review the document attachments you have defined.
The items listed are defined to be attached, but the attachment has not yet been saved to
the database. Once saved, the item will no longer be listed in this slider.
19. To undo an attachment that you have defined but not yet saved, select the desired item
from the Performed Linking slider so that the Linking Detail fields are populated. Then select
the Undo ( ) button. The document is then added to left pane again, and is available to be
attached.
20. To save the document attachments that you have defined, either:


Select the Apply button to save the attachments to the database, and then continue
working with additional file attachments.



Select the OK button to save the attachments to the database, and close the window.

Attach a Document to a Record using Old Document Linking
Use this procedure to attach a document file or an image file that has already been scanned
and is stored in a folder on your machine or the server. Attaching a document can be done
from the Desktop, Schedule, and Patient Demographics windows.
If you add more than one attachment, you will have the option of replacing the original
attachment or appending to the file. If you choose to append (for example, if you have a series
of images that you want to save together), you will see a Select Attachment slider that allows
you to select which image to view.
1. Either:


Desktop → Document Linking



Select the Document Linking icon (

)

2. Select the Manually Integrate From Folder radio button.
3. Select the From Folder checkbox.
4. Enter the path to the file or select the Browse button, and then browse to the desired folder.
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5. Select the desired Document Integration Option.


Copy: this copies the selected file to the application database.



Link: this creates a link from the database to the file location, but it does not put the file
into the database.



Move: this moves the file from its original location to the database.

6. Select OK to access the Documents Are Being Copied (or Linked or Moved) window.
This window displays thumbnail images or icons of the files that are available in the selected
folder.
7. Select the document or documents to be linked. Select multiple documents only if they are
to be attached to same item (patient, visit note, service) and are of the same attachment
type.


Select individual documents for linking: select the checkbox located on the top-left
corner of the document icon you want to link.



Select all documents for linking: select the checkbox link located at the bottom of the
Open documents field.



Deselect all open documents from linking: select the Empty checkbox link located at the
bottom of the Open documents field.

8. Select the “Attach Selected Files” button. This moves the selected files to the Document
Pages field on the right side of the window.
9. Select appropriate radio button for the record to which the file or files are to be attached.
The option you select will determine which of the remaining fields will be required, available,
or unavailable. Some of the following steps will not be needed depending on your selection.


Select Patient Photo to attach a patient photograph to a specific patient’s
demographics record.



Select Patient to attach the file to a patient’s demographic record. This is useful for
driver’s licenses, insurance cards, and similar items.



Select Visit to attach the file to a specific patient visit note. This is useful for referral letters
and similar items.



Select SP/SO to attach the file to a specific service a specific patient visit note. The
service must have already been entered in the visit note via Full Note Composer or other
clinical note type window. This is useful for test results, advance beneficiary notices, and
similar items.

10. Select the Patient Name.
11. Select the Type of the document or file you want to attach. The attachment type allows you
to categorize the file and is used to group the attachments for display.
12. Enter a Name for the document group, if desired, or accept the default. This simply names
the group of files that you are attaching together.
The document group name is used in this window to categorize files, and also appears in the
Attachment slider.
13. If you selected the Visit radio button, you must select a Visit Date.
14. If you selected the Lab Results attachment type, you must select a Result Date.
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15. If you selected the SP/SO radio button, search for and select the service that has been
performed for the patient.
16. If the attachment requires approval:
a. Select the Create Approve Attachment Message checkbox.
b. Select the Reviewer, using the search button.
c. Select Urgency if required. If not selected, urgency is assumed to be routine.
17 Add any Notes that you require.

Attach a Photo Using a Webcam
The Webcam add-in application enables you to use a webcam attached to your PC, laptop, or
tablet to capture an image and save it as an attachment. You can use the webcam add-in to
create a new attachment from any attachments slider.
1. Any Attachments slider.
2. Select the New button.
3. From the Attachment Editor window, select the Import button.
4. Select Webcam.
5. In the Webcam Capture window:
a. Select the Webcam you want to use.
b. Verify that the image displayed is as desired.
c. Select the Take Snapshot button.
d. Select the OK button to save the image.

Import Files for Document Linking On Demand
The first task in attaching document and image files to records in the database is to import the
files into the database. The documents and images to be imported into the database must be
available as document or image files on the server or other storage location. You can add files
to the source file folder or folders on the server by saving a file to that location, by scanning a
document and saving the resulting file to that location, by receiving fax files into that location,
etc. Files that are in the source file folder on the server can then be imported into a destination
folder in the application database.
Your administrative super user may have established a single source folder on the server, and a
single destination folder in the database for all your document files. Or the administrative super
user may have established separate folders for different types of documents, different sources of
documents, or document for different people.
Your administrative super user may have scheduled the document import job to run against the
source folders to import document and image files automatically. You may import files on
demand if you wish. This may be done in addition to importing document files automatically
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using the job, or it may be done instead of using the job for automatic importing. Importing the
files stores them in a destination folder in the database.

Importing Documents Larger Than Maximum Allowed Size
Your administrative super user may have defined a maximum file size for documents that users
import into the database for document linking. File size limits help reduce the number of ‘time
out’ errors that may occur when viewing large attachment files.
If you attempt to import a file that is larger than the allowed size, the application will display a
“Documents Not Imported” error message after importing all files that are acceptable. A
message is also sent to the recipients defined for document importing error messages.
When a document file is larger than the defined limit, then you can either decide not to import
and attach the file, to break a large document file into two or more smaller files which can be
imported and attached, or to change the maximum file size temporarily so that the file can be
imported.

<<Revised>> Documents Received through Direct Messaging
Documents received through Direct messaging are stored in the Direct Message folder.
Some EHR applications create a zipped file of a C-CDA document that is then sent through
Direct messaging. The standard format for these zipped files is IHE XDM Media content. When a
zipped file in this format is received through Direct messaging, the application automatically
extracts the C-CDA document that is in IHE XDM format and any other or other documents that
are in formats recognized by the application. The extracted file or files are then imported, and
the zipped file is discarded and not imported.
The zipped file is discarded if at least one file is extracted. So, if the zipped file contains a file that
is not in a recognized format, that file is discarded with the zipped file and is not imported.
If a zipped file is received that does not contain any file in a recognized format, then the zipped
file is imported into Document Linking as a zipped file. You or another staff member must export
the zipped file from Document Linking, extract the contents, and then import the extracted files
back into Document Linking.
The application recognizes and extracts the following file types when received in a zipped file
through Direct messaging.


.txt



.xml (when CCDA format only)



.pdf



.rtf



.doc



.docx



.tif



.gif
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.jpg



.png

Documents Received through FaXit MD™
Documents received through the optional FaXit MD fax service are stored in the FaXit folder.
These documents do not have to be imported.

Zipped Files
Zipped files received through any means other than Direct messaging are imported as a zipped
file. However, zipped files should not be attached to records in the database because they
cannot be unzipped once they are attached.
Therefore, when you receive a zipped file, you should unzip it and then import the individual files.
When a zipped file is received directly into the database, such as through an interface, you must
export the file, then unzip in, and import the individual files.

Import Files
1. Either:


Documenting Importing (

) icon



Desktop menu → Document Import

2. Select the Import Files For Document Linking radio button if you want to import now.
3. Select the Source Folder. This is the source folder on the server in which the files are stored.
4. Select the Destination Folder. This is the destination folder in the database into which the files
will be imported.
5. Identify whether you want to continue with document linking to attach the imported files to
patient records or other items in the database.


Select the ‘Continue Document Linking After Importing Files’ if you want to attach the
document files once they have been imported.



Unselect the ‘Continue Document Linking After Importing Files’ checkbox if you do not
want to attach the files at this time.

6. The import process will identify the number of files in the folder. If the number is greater than
100, a warning message will be displayed. The message includes the number of files to be
imported.
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Select the Yes button to continue the import process.



Select the No button to cancel the import process.
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JPEG Image Rescaling
The application includes image rescaling for JPEG (.jpg or .jpeg) image files. The rescaling
changes the image to greyscale and reduces the file size. Please note this changes a JPEG file
to a smaller JPEG file; it is not used to convert another type of image file to a JPEG.
Your administrative super user will have configured the JPEG image rescaling if your practice is
using this functionality. When the image rescaling functionality is used, then the rescaling occurs
automatically when you import a JPEG file into the database.

View and Manipulate a Document File
You can view document files that are available for attachment in a destination document
folder. Some file formats, such .TIF, allow you to manipulate a file before attaching it. This enables
you to rotate a file that was scanned upside down, for example.
1. Desktop menu → Document Linking
2. In the Destination Folder field, select the destination document linking folder from which you
want to process document files.
3. Thumbnail images of the available document files appear in the left pane of the window.
4. Select the file name hyperlink of the document you want to view. The document appears in
the bottom pane of the window.
5. If the file format of the selected file enables you to manipulate the file, the following buttons
and icons will appear at the top of the window.


Interactive Mode dropdown menu. These options enable you to pan the image file,
zoom into a particular portion of the image, or use the magnifying glass on the image.



Zoom slider enables you to zoom into or out of the document image.



File rotation icons enable you to flip the image horizontally or vertically or to rotate the
image 90 degrees to the right or left.

6. If you flip or rotate a file to correct its orientation, then you must save the file by selecting the
File menu, and then the Save Unlinked File option. If you do not save the unlinked file, then
when you attach the file it will be in its original orientation.

Viewing Multipage Attachments
When an attachment group includes a document with multiple pages or includes multiple
documents, then the Attachment Editor window will include Forward and Backward icons for
moving from page to page or document to document.


Attachment Slider → Attachment Group link



Document Management → Attachment Group link
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Printing an Attachment
You can print most attachment files from within the application, and all attachment files may be
opened in and printed from their external, native application (for example, a .doc file will open
in Microsoft Word™).
To print from the application:
1. Select the desired attachment.
2. Select the File menu.
3. Select the Send Documents option.
4. In the Send Documents window:
a. Select the Other Recipient radio button.
b. Select the appropriate Disclosure Reason.
c. Select the Print radio button.
d. Select the Print button to print the document.
To print from the external, native application:
1. Select the desired attachment.
2. Select the File menu.
3. Select Open With External Application.
4. When the application opens the file, print in the usual fashion for that application.

Drawing on Attachments
If you are using a tablet PC or have implemented the inking function on your PC, you can draw
on images and other attachments when you create or view them.


Use the stylus or mouse to draw.



Invert the stylus to erase ink strokes. (If using the Tablet PC XP operating system, you must .NET
3.0 or later installed to use this feature.)



Select the Erase icon, and then select to erase an entire ink Stroke or single Point in an ink
stroke.



TIFF images cannot be drawn upon.
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TIFF File Toolbar
When the attachment is a TIFF file (.tif), the TIFF file toolbar appears in the attachment or
message window. The TIFF file toolbar includes:


Interactive Mode button: Includes options for Pan, Zoom To, and Magnify Glass.



Zoom slider



Flip horizontal button



Flip vertical button



Rotate 90 degrees to left button



Rotate 90 degrees to right button

Remove a Document File From a Document Linking Destination Folder
There may be files in a document linking destination folder that you do not want to attach to
any item in your database, and instead simply want to remove from the folder. This may happen
if a particular document is accidently scanned or saved twice, or if you have a folder in which
you receive faxed documents, you may receive unsolicited junk fax files. You may select the files
to be ignored.
A file selected to be ignored is removed from the destination folder into which it was imported,
and is moved into the Ignore destination folder. Users can review all the documents in the Ignore
folder to determine whether the files need to be attached to record in the database. And
administrative user can permanently delete files that are unneeded from the database.
1. Desktop menu → Document Linking
2. In the Destination Folder field, select the destination document linking folder from which you
want to process document files.
3. Thumbnail images of the available document files appear in the left pane of the window.
You may the image in the bottom pane of the window by selecting the file name link.
4. Select the document or documents to be ignored by dragging them into Ignore (
the right of the Destination Folder field.

) icon to

This removes the document from the destination folder and from the list of thumbnail images
in the left pane of the window.
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Review and Process Ignored Documents
A file selected to be ignored is removed from the destination folder into which it was imported,
and moved into the Ignore destination folder. A user with administrative rights to the Ignore
folder should review all the documents in the Ignore folder periodically, and permanently delete
from the database any files that are unneeded.
1. Desktop menu → Document Linking
2. In the Destination Folder field, select Ignore folder.
3. Thumbnail images of the available document files appear in the left pane of the window.
You may the image in the bottom pane of the window by selecting the file name link.
4. To permanently delete a file from the database, select the file and drag it to the Delete (
) icon to the right of the Destination Folder field.
5. To attach a file to a record in the database, follow the instructions in the Attach Document
Files to Records in the Database procedure above.

Process Rejected Attachments
An attachment that must be approved is not permanent until it has been approved. If the
attachment is rejected by the approver, then the document file is unattached from the patient
or other record in the database and moved into the Rejected destination document folder. You
must periodically work the Rejected destination folder to review the document files and either
attach them to the proper item in the database or move them to the Ignore file so that they can
be deleted.
The Rejected By field identifies the user that rejected the attachment. Please note that the user
is identified only for attachments rejected after upgrading to the 2014 release of the application.
The user cannot be identified for attachments rejected in previous releases.
1. Desktop menu → Document Linking
2. In the Destination Folder field, select Rejected folder.
3. Thumbnail images of the available document files appear in the left pane of the window.
You may the image in the bottom pane of the window by selecting the file name link.
4. To attach a file to a record in the database, follow the instructions in the Attach Document
Files to Records in the Database procedure above.
5. Select the document or documents to be ignored by dragging them into Ignore (
the right of the Destination Folder field.

) icon to

This removes the document from the destination folder and from the list of thumbnail images
in the left pane of the window.
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Import Files for Multiple Patients
For new users, it is often necessary to scan and attach hundreds of paper files for input to the
database. You can scan all the documents in advance and import them all at once into the
database.
Before you can import files in bulk, you must complete the following activities.


Create a patient record in the database for each patient to which you will be attaching
files.



Scan the documents you wish to import. These may be in any format (.jpg, .tiff, etc.).



Create a file structure for the files using the format illustrated below.

Where:


There must be a folder for each patient. The folder name must include the patient
medical record number or the external ID from the patient demographics record in the
database. This is the field that links the documents to the patient in the database.
Optionally, you can add LastName FirstName. It is recommended that you use these
fields, as they are appended to individual file names when the files are attached to the
patient file. The format of the folder name must include a space between ID and
lastname, and between lastname and firstname.



The patient ID folder must contain at least one folder with a date. Each date folder then
contains all the files that will be attached for that date. The files should be arranged by
attachment type (EKG, labs, progress notes, etc.). If the attachment type has not
already been defined in the application, a new attachment type will be created.

Once you import and attach the files, you can verify the attachments by opening the Patient
Demographics window for each patient and selecting the Attachments slider. All attachments
will be linked in date order under the corresponding attachment types.

Import and Attach the Files
1. Desktop → Document Import
2. Select the radio button for Automatically Integrate From Folder.
3. Select the Browse button, and then navigate to the folder containing the scanned
documents.
4. Select OK to return to the Import Files for Document Linking window.
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5. Select the OK button to validate that all files in the folder have associated patient records in
the database.
6. Select the Validate button. The application will verify that all files in the folder have
associated patient records in the database.
7. Correct any errors that are listed. View Logs if necessary.
8. Select the Integrate button to attach all valid files to the appropriate patient records.

Document Management
The Document Management window enables you to search for attachments using a variety of
search criteria. From this window, you can access an attachment, print or fax an attachment,
access file conversion for a single attachment, convert multiple attachments from one file type
to another, compress the files for one or more attachments, import into the database files that
are only linked to the database, and export an attachment from the database to a file.
Attachments that have been imported into the database are exported in the same format as
the original file. Attachments created from the existing images graphics in the database must be
exported as .jpg files. Graphics files that have been annotated will include the annotations
when exported.
Compressing attachment files decreases the size of the database, which can improve the
application’s performance. You can compress attached files that are in the database without
opening them. Files that are compressed can be uncompressed with no loss of data or quality.
Compressed files will be uncompressed automatically when any user attempts to view them.
You can convert multiple files from one file type to another at one time. All of the selected files
will be converted to the same file type with the same file characteristics. You cannot preview
the results of conversion when converting multiple files. Converting files is resource intensive and
can take some time. It is suggested that you convert files in small batches and at times when the
application is not being used, such as on evenings and weekends.
The Document Management window has additional options for sending documents to referring
or consulting providers, to patients, or to other individuals or entities outside your practice. You
can:


Fax the documents if you are using an optional fax service and if the provider record for the
recipient has a phone number with a phone type of Fax. (XML files cannot be faxed.)



Print the documents.



Save the documents as a zipped, encrypted file.



Direct message the documents as an encrypted file if you are using the optional Direct
messaging functionality and if the provider record for the recipient includes the provider’s
Direct address.

A patient disclosure record is created whenever you release files or documents through the
Document Management window using any of these methods.
When selecting items to print from the Document Management window, the application will
print all items which can be viewed and printed from within Aprima. If a selected attachment
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item is a file type that must be opened in its external application to be viewed, Aprima will open
the attachment in the proper external application (such as the PDF Reader). You must then
initiate the print from that external application.
Note that to fax a document, your practice must be using an optional faxing service. To use
Direct messaging, your practice must be using one of the optional Direct messaging services.

Search for Attached Documents
1. Desktop → Document Management
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria.
3. Select the Search button to display a list of the attachments matching your criteria.
4. To view the attachment, select the Attachment Group hyperlink.
5. To access the Patient Demographic window for a patient, select the Patient name hyperlink.

Send Attached Documents
1. Either


Desktop → Document Management



Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Documents

2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Select the checkboxes for the files that you want to release to another person or entity.
4. Select the Send Documents button.
5. In Send Documents window, select the radio button for the type of person or entity to whom
the documents will be released.
6. Select or enter the person or entity that will receive the documents or file. The name of the
field and whether the name of the person or entity can be selected or be entered as text
depends on the recipient radio button selected.
7. The Description field is automatically populated with the information selected in step 6. You
may change this information if desired.
8. The Disclosed By field is populated with the name of the rendering provider on the visit note.
This cannot be changed.
9. Select the Disclosure Reason.
10. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
11. Select the desired Send Type radio button. This defaults to the most direct method, but you
may change it if desired.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, do not include any patient identifying protected
health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not limited to,
patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.
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Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.



<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.



Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.
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Reject an Attachment
You may reject an attachment from a patient, visit, or other record. When you reject an
attachment, the application moves it to your document linking Rejected folder so that it can be
reviewed and attached to the correct record, if appropriate.
When an attachment group contains multiple documents, you may reject individual documents
in the group. It is not necessary to reject the entire group of documents.
1. Desktop menu → Document Management
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Select the Attachment Name column heading to sort the search results by attachment
group. This helps identify when a document is part of a group.
4. Review the documents as needed.
5. To reject a document:
a. Select the checkbox for the individual document or documents you want to reject.
b. Select the Reject button.
c. A popup message will appear identifying the number of documents to be moved to the
document linking Rejected folder.
Only the selected document or documents will be rejected. Other documents in the
same attachment group will not be rejected.
d. Either:


Select the Yes button to reject the selected documents.



Select the No button to cancel the rejection.

Import Attachments
Use this procedure to import attachment files that were linked to the database (rather than
copied or moved into the database).
1. Desktop → Document Management
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Select the checkbox for the desired linked document or documents.
4. Select the Import Attachment button to copy the selected files into the database.

Export Attachments
1. Desktop → Document Management
2. Search for the desired attachment, and then select the Attachment Group link.
3. In the Attachment Editor window, select the File menu, then the Export Attachment option.
4. In the Save Attachment As window,
a. Browse to the desired file folder.
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b. Enter the desired file name or accept the file name shown.
When you export an attachment created from an existing image graphic, you must add
‘.jpg’ as the extension to the file name.
c. Select the Save button.

Compress Attachments
1. Desktop → Document Management
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Only Include Uncompressed Files
checkbox.
3. Select the Search button.
4. Review the information in the File Extension and File Size columns to determine the attached
files you wish to compress.
5. Select the checkboxes for the attached files you want to compress.
6. Select the Compress button.

Convert Files to Another File Type
1. Desktop → Document Management
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Review the information in the Attachment Type, File Extension and File Size columns to
determine the attached files you wish to convert.
4. Select the checkboxes for the attached files you want to convert.
5. Select the Change Image Format button.
6. In the Compress Image Options window, define the characteristics for the converted file.
7. When you select the OK button, all the selected files will be converted to the defined file
type with the defined characteristics. Conversion cannot be undone.

Rotate an Image Attachment
You may rotate images if the orientation is incorrect. You can only rotate TIFF files using this
process. Rotate other file types using the appropriate external application.
1. Desktop → Document Management
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. View the attachment to determine if rotation is needed.
a. Select the Attachment Group hyperlink for the desired attachment.
b. In the Attachment Editor window, view the attachment to determine if the image is
correctly rotated.
c. Select the OK button to close the window and return to the Document Management
window.
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4. If images need to be rotated:
a. Select the checkbox for the desired attachment or attachments.
b. Select the Rotate Image button.
c. In the Rotate Options popup window, select the radio button for the desired rotation
(clockwise, counter-clockwise, flip).
d. Select the OK button to rotate the image.
5. Repeat step 3 to verify that the image is correctly rotated. If not, repeat step 4.

Strike Out Attachments
Occasionally, an item is attached to the incorrect patient or patient visit note and approved in
error. You can unattach the erroneous attachment and mark it as struck out, indicating that was
originally attached in error. Once the attachment has been unattached, you can then attach it
to the correct patient or patient visit note.
The strike out functionality applies only to attachments that have been approved. Attachments
that are not yet approved or that did not require approval may simply be detached from the
patient or patient visit note.
When you strike out an attachment, the application sends a message to the original reviewing
user or to other recipients for review.
Attachments that have been struck out follow the same rules as patient visit notes that have
been struck out. You can view the struck-out attachments in One Page Summary and Review
Past Notes if you have enabled viewing the visit type for struck out patient visit notes. Please refer
to the Visit Types section for more information.

Strike Out an Attachment
1. Desktop → Document Linking (

) icon

2. Select the Attach/Detach Files checkbox.
3. Select the parameter or parameters to identify the document to be “unlinked.” Search
options are:


The Date range when the document linking occurred. If you specify only the “From”
date, the application assumes the “To” date as today.



The Patient Name.

4. Select OK to continue the process on the Documents Are Being Copied (or Linked or Moved)
window.
5. In the Documents Are Being Copied (or Linked or Moved) window, select the patient record
or patient visit note from which you want to strike out an attachment.
6. In the Document Pages section, select the checkbox for the document that you want to
strike out.
7. Select the Strike Out Selected Files button.
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8. A message will display asking you to confirm that you want to strike out the attachment.


Select OK to strike out the attachment. Got to step 9.



Select Cancel to cancel the strike out and return to the window. Return to step 6.

9. A popup window appears in which you must explain the reason for striking out the
attachment.
a. In the Reviewer To Notify field, select the user who must be notified that the attachment
has been struck out. This defaults to the user who approved the attachment, but you can
change this or enter additional users if needed.
b. In the Reason to Strike Out field, enter an explanation of why the attachment has been
struck out.
c. Select the OK button to send the message.
10. Select the OK button to strike out the attachment and return the attached document to the
attachment folder so that it is available to be attached to another visit or patient.

Clinical Summaries
A clinical summary is a document that summarizes information from a patient visit. The
document may be given to the patient or to another a provider, such as the referred-to or
referred-by provider.
Some performance measures for MIPS and other clinical quality programs require that patients
be provided with a clinical summary of each office visit within a certain time. Other
performance measures require that a clinical summary be sent to a referred-to provider. The
clinical summary used for performance measures must include diagnostic test results, problem
list, medication list, and medication allergy list, and may include other information as
appropriate.
The continuity of care document (CCD) is by definition designated as a clinical summary
document. Your administrative super user may have defined formatting models for document
generation that are designed as clinical summary document. When you generate a CCD or
other designated clinical summary document for a specific patient visit within three days of that
visit, the application records that you have met the clinical summary requirement for that visit.
The clinical summary may be provided in paper or electronic format. A clinical summary that is
provided in electronic format must be readable by people, not just by a computer application.

ChartCapture™
If you have archived patient records from a previous EHR with ChartCapture™, then your
administrative super user may configure access to those records from the Patient Toolbar.
When ChartCapture has been configured, a quick link icon ( ) is included on the Patient
Toolbar. Use this icon to access ChartCapture and the records for the selected patient.
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Complete Charts
It is sometimes necessary to print all or part of a patient chart for an insurance company,
consulting physician, or other purpose. Complete chart print definitions enable your practice to
create print definitions that identify the sections of a patient chart to be printed. You can have
complete chart print definitions for various purposes, and then use them to easily print all or
specific parts of a patient chart when needed.
If your administrative super user has created complete chart print definitions, you can place a
button for desired print definitions on the toolbar in the Patient Demographics, Full Note
Composer, One Page Summary, and Review Past Notes.
You can also use any defined complete chart print definition to batch print charts for several
patients from the Reports window.

Including Attachments in a Complete Chart Print Definition
Depending on the file type of an attached document, the attachment may not be included or
may not be included correctly when generating and printing a complete chart. To address this
issue, you can create complete chart print definitions that will produce a zipped file of
documents rather the generating and printing a single document for the complete chart. The
zipped file contains the generated chart document, without attachments, and includes
separate files for attached documents. You can then either print all the documents in the
zipped file, or give the zipped file to the recipient of the chart.
The zipped file created for the complete chart will only include attachments that are a file type
identified in your complete chart print definition. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that you
include all file types. This ensures that any complete chart generated from the complete chart
print definition includes all the attachments in the patient’s chart.
The system-defined Zipped Complete Chart complete chart print definition includes all file types.

Generated Complete Chart with and without Attachments
The contents of a generated complete chart depend upon the complete chart print definition
used, and whether that print definition is defined to include attachments as files in a zipped file.


Attachments included in complete charts are subject to the following maximum size limits.


.TIF: 34 MB



.PDF: 13 MB



All other file types1.4 MB



When the complete chart print definition is defined to include attachments as files in a
zipped file, then attachments of the file types identified are included as files when you
generate a zipped file. The complete chart .rtf file will refer to the attachment files with the
statement “This file has been saved to the accompanying zip file as filename”.



When the complete chart print definition is defined to include attachments as files in a
zipped file, but you generate a printed document instead of zipped file, then the generated
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document attempts to print the attachments. Attachments may not be included or may not
be included correctly depending on the type of file. Attachments that are .RTF files which
were generated within the application through a formatting model will include the
complete text, images, and signatures. Attachments that are .RTF files that were imported
into the application will only include text; they will not include images or signatures. All .RTF
files are subject to the maximum allowed file size.


When the complete chart print definition is not defined to include attachments as files, then
the generated printed document or the .rtf file in the generated zip file may not include all
attachments or may not include them correctly depending on the type of file.


If you printed the complete chart, then attachments that are .RTF files which were
generated within the application through a formatting model will include the complete
text, images, and signatures. Attachments that are .RTF files that were imported into the
application will only include text; they will not include images or signatures. All .RTF files
are subject to the maximum allowed file size.



If you generated the complete chart as a zipped file, it will include only the .rtf complete
chart file. It will not include files for attachments.

Using the Zipped File of a Complete Chart
Once you have a created a zipped file of a complete file, you may:


Unzip the file, and then print the individual files. Then, you can give all of the printed
documents to the person or entity that needs the complete chart.



Give the zipped file to the person or entity that needs the complete chart. The recipient can
then unzip the file and view or print the individual documents as needed.

The following process is recommended for handling the zipped file and its contents, whether by
you or by the recipient.
1. When creating the zipped file, make sure that you save to a folder location that you have
access to and where you can easily find it.
2. Either:


If you are unzipping the file yourself, move it from the location in which it was created to
an empty folder. The folder must be completely empty to ensure that once the file is
unzipped, all the files are from the patient’s chart.



Give the zipped file and its password to the recipient. Tell the recipient to place the
zipped in an empty folder. The folder must be completely empty to ensure that once the
file is unzipped, all the files are from the patient’s chart.

3. Extract (or unzip) the zipped file. You will need the password to extract the zipped file. All the
files from the zipped file will now be in the folder in which you put the zipped file.
4. Open the .RTF file that has the same file name as the zipped file. This is the chart summary,
which contains most of the information from the patient’s chart.
5. The chart summary contains references to all the attachments in the patient’s chart. The
reference says “Attachment Information”, the attachment name as seen in your database,
and the file name.
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If the attachment could be included in the summary, then it appears beneath this
reference.
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If the attachment could not be included in the summary, then find the reference file in
the folder and open it.

Including Struck Out Messages and Attachments a Complete Chart Print
When defining a complete chart print definition, you can select whether or not to include
messages and attachments that have been struck out of a patient’s chart. By default, systemdefined complete chart print definitions, other than the Legal Medical Record definition, do not
include struck out messages or attachments. The Legal Medical Record definition does include
struck out messages and attachments.

Add a Complete Chart Print Icon to the Patient Toolbar
You must have the necessary security access rights to perform this procedure. Be aware that
changing the user settings changes the settings for all users who are assigned this user setting
definition; the change does not apply only to you.
1. Tools → Modify Current Settings
2. Select the Printing tab.
3. In the Print Tools area, select the complete chart print definitions that you want to be
available as buttons in the toolbar of any of the following windows.


Patient Demographics



Full Note Composer



One Page Summary



Review Past Notes
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Print a Chart Using a Complete Chart Print Button
When you have placed a complete chart print button on a window, you can use that button to
generate and print the chart for the selected patient. The report will include the sections of the
chart defined in the complete chart print definition.
The button will contain the name of the complete chart print definition, and it will appear on
only the windows to which you add it.
Printing a complete chart creates an instance of a patient record disclosure. You must enter a
reason for the release of information and the person or entity to which the information is given.
1. In the Releasing Provider field, select the provider in your practice who is releasing the
patient’s information.
2. In the Reason field, select the reason for the disclosure.
3. Either:


If the person or entity to whom you are disclosing information is entered in your database
as a provider, select the desired external provider in the Recipient Provider field. This will
populate the Recipient field with the name and address.



If the person or entity is not a provider entered in your database, type the name and
address in the Recipient field.

Complete Chart Request Message
Complete chart request messages help you keep track of patients’ requests for their medical
charts and visit summaries, and make sure these requests are fulfilled in a timely manner. You
can create a complete chart request message as a task message or by selecting a complete
chart print button from the toolbar of a patient-identifying window, such as Patient
Demographics or Full Note Composer.

Create a Complete Chart Request Task Message
1. Desktop → New Message→ New Task Message
2. Select the Patient.
3. Select the Urgency level appropriate for the messages action.
4. In the Sub-Type field, select Complete Chart Print.
5. In the Due Date field, select a date no more than three business days from today.
6. In the Assign To field, select the user or users to receive the message.
7. Enter the text of the message in the Task field.
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Process a Complete Chart Request Task Message
1. Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options icon (

) → Process Message

2. In the Message window, select the Print Patient Chart tab.
The message displays the patient’s name and the date the request was submitted.
3. The Chart Type field displays the complete chart definition requested by the user who
created the request message. You may select another complete chart definition if desired.
4. Enter the Patient Record Disclosure information.
a. In the Releasing Provider field, select the provider in your practice who is releasing the
patient’s information.
b. In the Reason field, select the Released to Patient reason.
c. In the Recipient field, enter the patient’s name.
d. Select the Print Chart button.
5. In the Print window:
a. Select the desired printer. This may be Microsoft XPS Document Writer, Adobe PDF, or
other file-generation application or a physical printer.
b. Select the OK button.
c. If in substep a, you selected a file-generation application as the printer, browse to the
location where the file is to be saved.
6. After the document has printed or the file saved, return to the Message window and select
the Complete button.

Batch Print Charts Using a Complete Chart Print Definition
In addition to using your complete chart print definitions to print the chart for a single patient,
you can also use them to print the visit notes and charts for a group of patients. This is a
convenient way of printing charts for an insurance payer or audit. This will create an instance of
a patient record disclosure for each patient.
When using the batch print option, be aware that your batch print job may take some time to
generate and print if your patient selection criteria results in a large number of patients, your
print definition includes many sections of the chart, or the selected patients have large charts.
1. Reports icon (

)

2. Select the Batch Print Patient Charts button.
3. In the Customized Report field, select the desired complete chart print definition.
4. Select the Show Expected Count Before Printing checkbox if you want to find out how many
charts will be printed before printing begins.
5. Select the desired patient selection criteria. Selecting a checkbox may access additional
fields with which to define the selection criteria.
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6. Enter the patient record disclosure information.
a. In the Releasing Provider field, select the provider in your practice who is releasing the
patient’s information.
This is the provider who gets credits for core measure 12. If no provider is selected, then
this release is credited to all providers in the practice.
b. In the Reason field, select the reason for the disclosure.
c. Either:


If the person or entity to whom you are disclosing information is entered in your
database as a provider, select the desired external provider in the Recipient Provider
field. This will populate the Recipient field with the name and address.



If the person or entity is not a provider entered in your database, type the name and
address in the Recipient field.

7. Select the Create Reports button. Note that this button will not be active if the selection
criteria are not complete.
8. If you selected the checkbox in step 2, a popup message will appear telling you how many
charts will be printed as a result of your selections.


Select OK to print.



Select Cancel to modify your selections.

Continuity of Care Document
CCD and C-CDA continuity of care document files are standard HL7® electronic specifications
for exchanging patients’ demographics, medication, and allergy information. Continuity of care
files are in XML format. You may create a continuity of care file as an attachment for a patient
record, create and save a file to be given to a patient or sent to another provider, and import a
file you have received and attach it to a patient record. You may also import a continuity of
care record (CCR) file, which is in the ASTM standard electronic format. The application does
not, however, create CCR files.
You can create a CCD file and save it to a directory or storage drive outside the database.
When you create the file, you assign it a password which the recipient of the file must use in
order to access the file contents.
Use the Generate Patient Document window to create CCD documents. Please see the
Document Generation section of this guide for instructions.
Use the Document Linking window to attach received CCD documents to patient records.
Please see the Document Linking section of this guide for instructions.
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Desktop
You may configure the Desktop window in different ways to best suit your working practices. The
Desktop may be configured to display up to three vertical panes and a horizontal pane. It can
also display multiple items per pane. Your Desktop configuration can be as simple or as complex
as you like so that it displays all the information that you need to see at a glance.
The Desktop window includes:


Menus that provide access to functionality. (These menus are also available on the Schedule
and Patient Demographics windows.)



Quick link icons that provide access to frequently used functions.



Display panes that present one or more sets of information. You can display:


Calendar: Displays the appointments on a specified calendar.



Document Linking: Displays the number of documents in each destination folder, and the
number of documents being processed at the time.



Electronic Prior Authorization: Displays a list of responses to requests for prior authorization
for prescriptions. Then you can review the responses and complete questionnaires to
obtain authorization.



External Patients: Displays a list of patients who have entered a secondary service site,
such as a hospital. This can be used as rounding list.



Meaningful Use: The Meaningful Use Dashboard enables you to monitor your practice’s
or a single provider’s meaningful use of the EHR module of the application.



Message Counts: Displays the number of messages by message filter.



Messages: Displays messages by a specified filter.



Provider E&M: Displays a graph that shows the number of visits with an Evaluation and
Management (E&M) level of care of 1 to 5.



Replication Monitor: The replication monitor enables you to monitor laptops and tablet
PCs that are used in replication mode so that you can identify when the database on
the replication machine was last updated.



Visit Notes: Displays incomplete patient visit notes.



Waiting List: Displays the patients on a specified waiting list.



Web Part: Enables you to add an html script to access third-party application, Google
gadget, or similar item.

The color of the display is taken from your Windows settings.
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Menus
Desktop Menu
Icon
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Menu Item

Description

My Desktop

Returns to the Desktop from the Schedule or Patient
Demographics.

Document Importing

Enables you to import documents into the database so
that they are available for document linking.

Document Linking

Document Linking enables you to attach a document to
patient information, a patient visit, or a service.

Review Electronic Prior
Authorization/Medication
Management

Enables providers or other clinical users to send an
authorization request when prescribing a medication, and
if needed, respond to any authorization questionnaires.
Medication management enables clinical users to review
patients’ adherence with prescriptions.

Document Management

Document Management enables you to search for
attachments using a variety of search criteria.

Message Center

Message Center enables you to search for messages using
a variety of search criteria.

Visit Center

Visit Center enables you to search for patient visit notes
using a variety of search criteria.

Insurance Payer/Plan
Center

Enables you to view basic information for insurance payers
and their associated plans, including address, phone
number, and notes entered on the insurance plan.

Reports

Reports enables you to generate and print clinical and
practice management reports.

Recalls

Accesses the Patient Recalls window.

Schedule

The Schedule window enables you to view and make
appointments.

Care Management
Review

The Care Management Review window enables you to
review and approve care management minutes, and
either approve them for billing or deny them.

Copay Log

Copay Log enables you to search for patient copays using
a variety of search criteria, such as payment date,
patients, and whether they are new, credited, or void
payments.
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Icon

Menu Item

Description

Result Tracking

Results Tracking enables you to enter information for lab
results.

Voice Transcription

The Voice Transcription Log facilitates managing dictated
notes and associated transcriptions.

Audit Trail

The Audit Trail lists actions taken on the system. For
example, it records when a patient visit note is changed,
by whom and at what time.

Interface Data Detail

Interface Data Detail lists all error messages that are
associated with any electronic interfaces that you have
defined on your system.

Job History

The Job History enables you to monitor and query job logs.
The display is a log of all jobs that are executed. It records
the job name, when it started and when it ended. It also
lists the status, successful or failed, and the failed reason.

Replication Client

The Replication Client window enables users with the
necessary security to monitor replications of data from the
main server to site servers or to providers’ tablet or laptop
PCs.

Find Patient

Find Patient enables you to search for patients using a
variety of search criteria, such as patient name (first
and/or last), medical record number, SSN, address, and
phone.

Find Patient and Open
OPS

Enables you to search for a patient and open One Page
Summary (OPS) for the selected patient.

Find Patient and Open
RPN

Enables you to search for a patient and open Review Past
Notes (RPN) for the selected patient.

External Patients

The External Patients window enables you to track patients
who may enter a secondary service site (such as a
hospital), but who are under the care of a provider at the
primary service site. This is in effect a list of patients who will
be seen on rounds. When providers are associated with
the patients, the patient charts will be replicated to any
replication PCs associated with those providers.

Patient Center

Enables you to search for and list a group of patients that
you need to work with in some way. For example, you can
search for all the patients with the same responsible party
when you need to change account or address
information for all of them.
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Icon

Menu Item

Description

Instant Messaging

Instant messaging enables users to chat with other users
who are logged into the application.

Close All

During daily use of application, you may have several
windows open at once. If you use this link from the
Schedule window, you will close all windows except for the
Schedule and the Desktop. If you use this link from the
Desktop, it will close all windows except the Desktop.

Exit

This link closes all windows, including the Schedule and
Desktop, and exits the application.

Tools Menu
Some options on this menu are used by or under the supervision of administrative super user
personnel only.

Icon
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Menu Item

Description

Configure
Practice Settings

Enables the administrative super user to configure practice wide
settings for the application.

Configure Patient
Portal Settings

Enables the administrative super user to configure the optional
Patient Portal.

Configure Patient
Dashboard

Enables you to configure the Patient Dashboard with the
information you want to include and how you want the
information arranged. You may define dashboard configurations
for the PC and mobile devices.

Configure My
Desktop

Configure your own view of the Desktop. Specify one or two
panes, and options to viewing messages, appointments, or
incomplete notes etc.

Configure My
Signature Pad

Configure your optional, external signature pad.

Default Batch

Enables you to select the default batch for the charges,
payments, and adjustments you process.

List Editor

Enables the administrative super user to configure the
application database.

Required Fields

Enables the administrative super user to define the data fields
that are required on various windows.
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Icon

Menu Item

Description

Reset
Configuration

If you have made changes to preferences or configuration
parameters, Reset Configuration resets all parameters to the
default settings at installation.

Reload Cache

This option is obsolete.

Print Set

This item leads to a drop-down menu of all print sets that are
available at your site. Choose the print set or print sets you want
to use from those in the list.

DICOM Image
Viewer

Enables you to select and view a DICOM (.dcm, .dic, or .dicom)
image.

Track Rx

Lists all prescriptions that have been transmitted and filled
electronically.

Track e-Med Hx

Opens the Track e-Med Hx window which enables you to review
the medication history download requests to determine the
status of the download.

Track Rx Benefits

Opens the Track Rx Benefits window which enables you to
review the prescription benefits download requests to determine
the status of the download.

Track Fax

Opens the Track Fax window which lists all faxed prescriptions
and documents. You can resend a failed fax if needed.

Patient Provider
Tracking

Enables you to keep track of all the providers involved in a
patient’s care. This may include a provider who referred a
patient to you, providers to whom you have referred the patient,
or any other providers the patient sees.

Referral Tracking

Enables you to monitor outgoing referrals throughout their
lifecycle.

Unlock Patient

Enables the administrative super user to unlock a patient record
that has become accidently locked.

Mass
Appointment
Update

The Mass Appointment Update enables you to make changes to
a group of appointments at one time. You can change it to a
different calendar, a different provider or a different status.

Align HCFA

Use the HCFA Alignment window to align the text of the CMS1500-NPI claim form report to the preprinted CMS-1500 claim
form.

Document Batch
Management

Accesses the Document Batch window where you can view and
monitor the document batches created when generating the
CQM report.
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Icon

Menu Item

Description

Batch Process
Management

Accesses the Batch Process window where you can monitor
batch processing of financial transaction and other file
generation. Financial files include claim generation, statement
generation, and payments from credit card consent
agreements. Not all batch processes are functional in this
release.
Security is defined for each type of batch process. You will only
be able to view and generate batch files for the batch process
types for which you have security access.

Reload License

The Reload License functionality contacts the Aprima licensing
server and downloads your practice’s most current application
and third-party add-in and device licenses. You can do this if
you have made a purchase and want to update your licenses
immediately.
License information is automatically updated daily; so ondemand license updating will rarely be needed.

Reload Current
User

The Reload Current User functionality reloads your user settings
and security settings. This is needed only when your
administrative super user has made a change to either your user
settings or your security settings, and you want the new settings
to apply to your current login session.
Your user settings and security settings are automatically
updated each time you log into the application.
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Modify Current
User

Accesses the Modify User window for the currently logged in
user.

Modify Current
Setting

Accesses the User Settings window for the user setting definition
currently assigned to the user. Note that any changes will apply
to all users assigned this user setting definition, not just to the
current user.
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Icon

Menu Item

Description

Enable High DPI
Support

On some high DPI devices, such Microsoft Surface or Apple
MacBook, the application cannot adjust to the resolution
settings of the device. As a result, some windows within the
application may not display correctly.
If you are unable to adjust the resolution setting on the device so
that the application displays correctly, then you can turn off the
application’s ability to detect that the device is high DPI.
Turn off high DPI detection from the PC or device that has this
issue.
1. Select the Tools menu, and then look at the Enable High DPI
Support entry toward the bottom of the menu.
2. If there is checkmark next to the Enable High DPI Support
entry, then high DPI detection is turned on. Select the Enable
High DPI Support entry to turn it off.
3. A popup message will inform you that you must restart the
application in order for the change to take effect.

Clear Desktop/
Restore Desktop



Select the Yes button to close the application. When you
reopen the application, the change will take effect on
the PC or device you are using.



Select the No button if you want to cancel the change.

Enables you to remove all the display panes and their contents
from your Desktop window. This results in a blank Desktop
window, which you can then reconfigure as desired.
The Restore Desktop option appears after clearing the Desktop.
Select this option to restore your Desktop configuration.

Billing Menu
Icon

Menu Item

Description

Batches

Accesses the Batches window which displays a list batches, and
from which you can access additional information.

Track Superbills

Access the Track Superbill window which displays a list of
superbills meeting your selection criteria.

Track Superbill
Procedures

The Track Superbill Procedures window enables you to review
the procedure and charge information on superbills.
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Icon
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Menu Item

Description

Track Financials

The Track Financials window enables you to view your ledger of
financial activity.

Track Payments

Accesses the Track Payments window from which you may
select payment items to be allocated to superbills.

Track Payer
Credits

The Payer Credit window enables you to display a list of payer
credits. You can then apply credit amounts to superbills and
charges, or enter refunds if needed.

Track Transactions

The Track Transactions window lists transactions that match your
selection criteria.

Process Claims

Accesses the Process Claims window which enables you to
select superbills within specified categories, and to transmit
electronic claims or print paper claims.

Filing History

Accesses the Track Claim History window which lists all filed
claims, paper or electronic, accepted or rejected. It provides a
means of searching for previous claims batches, review filing
history or resubmit a batch of claims where necessary.

Superbill Reports

Accesses the Superbill Reports window which is used for claim
error handling. It lists any claim errors generated by either the
validation on the superbill performed by the application for
missing information, or received electronically from the claim
clearinghouse or the payer.

Update Closing
Date

Accesses the Update Closing Date window which enables you
to lock all the financial batches for the selected financial centers
through the selected close date.

Track EDI
Responses

Accesses the Track ERAs window which enables you to import
and track ERA messages, and view them like a paper EOB.

Credit Card
Settlement

The Settlement History window enables you to view settlement
batches and the credit card payments that have been settled
(paid) by the credit card company.

Credit Card
Transactions

The Credit Card Transaction History window enables you to view
credit card transactions and to select transactions for
settlement.

Credit Card
Scheduled
Payments

The Credit Card Scheduled Payments window displays list of
payments scheduled through recurring consent agreements.

Visits Without
Superbill

Accesses the Track Visits without Superbill window which enables
you to search for patient visits that do not have an associated
superbill, and generate the superbill where required.
Ref: 1195.08

Icon

Menu Item

Description

Appointments
Without Superbill

Accesses the Track Appointments without Superbill window
which enables you to list appointments that do not have an
associated superbill, and generate the superbill where required.

Statement

Accesses the Batch Process window which enables you view
and generate statement batches, and to select a batch to
finalize and complete the statements. You can access this
window only if you have security permissions to generate
statements.

Responsible Party
Collections

Accesses the Account Responsible Party Filter which lists the
accounts that must be followed up on in some way.

Insurance
Promises

Accesses the Insurance Promise Filter which lists insurance payer
promises to pay overdue claims.

Print Collection
Letters

Accesses the Print Collection Letters window which enables you
to select the letters you wish to print.

Help Menu
Icon

Menu Item

Description

Contents

Links to the online help contents and index.

Release Notes

Accesses a list of the most recent additions and enhancements
to the application.

FAQ

Opens the help topic for frequently asked questions.

Documentation

Accesses the Aprima Customer Portal, which enables you to
download user guides, quick reference guides, and other
documents. You must have a user ID and password to access
the Aprima Customer Portal. If you do not have an ID, please
contact Support.

Aprima Academy

Accesses the Aprima Academy on Aprima.com, which contains
computer-based training modules on a large number of the
application features and functionality. You must have an Aprima
Academy user ID and password to access the training modules.
If you do not have an ID, please contact Support.

Support

Accesses the Aprima Customer Portal, which enables you to
enter and review your support cases and enter and rank ideas
for improving the application. You must have a user ID and
password to access the Aprima Customer Portal. If you do not
have an ID, please contact Support.
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Icon

Menu Item

Description

About

Provides information about the current version of the
application, and includes a link to View Log Files.

Quick Link Icons
Quick link icons are buttons across the top of the window that provides shortcuts to frequently
used functions.

Icon

Description
Opens the Schedule window for managing patient appointments.
Opens the Message Center.
Select this icon to open the Find Patient window to search for a specific patient.
You can search using ID, name, medical record number, social security number,
phone, or date of birth.
Enables you to select a patient, and open One Page Summary (OPS) for
Enables you to select a patient, and open the Review Past Notes window
Opens the Import Files for Document Linking window so that you can import files into
the database.
Opens the Document Linking window to attach documents to Patient
Demographics, a patient visit, or to services.
Opens the result tracking window to manually enter data into a defined template.
Opens the voice transcription log, to manage voice dictation and any associated
transcribed notes.
Opens the Instant Message chat window.
Opens the List Editor.
Opens the Reports window, where you can generate, view, and print reports.
Opens a menu enabling you to create call, task, or prescription refill message.
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Configure the Desktop
Use the following procedure to configure your Desktop. Once you have added the desired
items to your Desktop, you may need to configure them. See the Display Panes section for
instructions.
1. Tools → Configure My Desktop
2. Choose the radio button for the number of vertical panes you want to display. You may
have one, two, or three panes.
3. If desired, select the Include Bottom Panel checkbox to display a horizontal pane at the
bottom of the Desktop.
4. For each pane, select the Height of the primary control. This defines the vertical space
allotted to the selected item.
5. Select the item you wish to display as the Primary Control in that pane.
6. Select the automatic Refresh rate for the item.


Select the Disabled radio button if you do not want the item to automatically refresh.



Select the other radio button and enter the desired refresh rate in seconds.

7. If desired, select the Enable Secondary Control and select an item as the Secondary Control.
When a secondary control is selected, you may switch between the two items on the
Desktop.
8. If desired, repeat steps 4 through 7 to add another primary control item in the same pane.
This item will appear on the Desktop beneath the first primary control. You may add any
number of primary controls to a pane.
9. Repeat steps 4 through 8 for each pane.

Display Panes
The Desktop’s display panes can display various types of information that you may need
frequently throughout the day. The information that you can display on the Desktop includes:


Calendars



Client Profiler



Document Linking



Electronic Prior Authorization



External Patient List



Meaningful Use Dashboard



Message Counts



Messages



Provider E&M Counts



Replication Monitor



Visit Notes
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Waiting Lists



Web Parts

You can display up to three vertical panes and a horizontal pane on your Desktop, and you can
display one or more items per pane. This enables you to define the Desktop that best suits your
needs. For example, a provider may define the Desktop with display panes for her calendar, her
messages, and her patient visit notes. A front desk clerk may define the Desktop with two display
panes for two different calendars, a display pane for a waiting list, and a display pane for
messages.
The following functions are common to many items which may be displayed in a display pane
on the Desktop. The sections below briefly describe the types of information that can be
displayed on the Desktop, and specific information about the information display.


Use the View radio buttons to select the primary or secondary view of the pane. You will
have View radio buttons for the pane only if you configured the pane with a secondary type
of information.



Use the Sort Order icon ( ) to select whether the information is displayed in ascending or
descending order. Some types of information have additional sort criteria.



Use the Refresh icon (



Use the Print (

) to refresh the data in the pane.

) icon to print the data in the pane.

Calendar
A calendar displays appointments and other events for particular providers or other users. Your
administrative super user will have created one or more calendars for your practice. Patient
appointment entries include the time and status of the appointment; the patient name, date of
birth, and medical reference number; and the patient’s phone number.
1. Use the Find icon to select the calendar or calendars that you wish to display on your
Desktop.
2. By default, the appointments for today are displayed. To select another day, you may:


Type the desired date and press the Tab key.



Use the Find icon to access a calendar from which you may select a specific date.



Use the arrow buttons to select the previous or next date.

3. Select the appointment time link to access the Appointment window for the appointment.
4. Select the patient name link to access the Patient Demographics window for the patient.
5. The Money Owed ( ) icon displays next to the appointment time when patient responsible
party has a balance due. (Please note that this functionality is not available when using a
third-party practice management system.)
6. Use the More Options icon (
functions.

) to access a menu of patient and appointment related

7. To create a new appointment, select the New Appt button.
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Patient Address and Map from Appointment
Providers making home visits can quickly access a patient’s address from the appointment
shown on the Desktop. You can also access a map showing the location of the patient’s
address.


To see a tooltip of the patient’s address, move the cursor over the Patient Information (
icon in the appointment entry on the Desktop.



To access a map showing the patient’s address:
1. Select the Patient Information (

)

) icon in the appointment entry on the Desktop.

2. Select the Address link in the Patient Information popup window.
This accesses a browser window displaying the patient’s location on a map.

Visit Note Complete on Appointment Entry
When the patient visit note associated with the appointment has been marked as complete, the
Medical Record Complete ( ) icon is displayed in front of the patient’s name on the
appointment entry when displayed on the Desktop.

Client Monitor
The Client Monitor is a support tool. It is not intended for general use. Support may use this when
investigating an issue.

Document Linking
You can monitor the documents that have been imported but have not yet been attached to a
patient record or other item in the database. This enables you to ensure that all files are
attached in a timely manner.
1. Identify the destination document folders you want to monitor.


Select the All radio button if you want to monitor all of your practice’s destination
document folders.



Select the Selected radio button if you want to monitor all some of your practice’s
destination document folders.

2. If you want to monitor only some folders, select the desired folders.
3. Select the Document Import hyperlink to access the Import Files For Document Linking
window if you want to import additional files.
4. The destination folders are listed with the number of files unlinked and the number of files
being processed (that is, being attached to patient or other records in the database) by
users at the time.
5. Select the folder name hyperlink to access the Document Linking window so that you can
process the files in the folder by attaching them to a patient or other item.
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Electronic Prior Authorization
You can display a list of responses to requests for prior authorization or specialty enrollment for
prescriptions. Then you can review the responses and complete questionnaires to obtain
authorization. The list of responses and the questionnaires are displayed from the Surescripts
clearinghouse. This information is not in your database.


Select the Providers whose requests you want to monitor.



Select the Worklist tab to display a list of items



Sort the responses by selecting a desired column heading.



Select the Refresh button to refresh the list. The list displays content from the Surescripts
clearinghouse, so it may take a moment to refresh.



Select a hyperlink in the Task column to access a response. If a questionnaire must be
completed to obtain authorization, you may complete and submit the questionnaire here.

External Patients List
You can display a list of external patients on the Desktop. External patients are patients who
have entered a secondary service site, such as a hospital. You can define a filter that creates a
rounding list for a provider who does rounds at a hospital, nursing home, or home visits. Filters
which you have defined in the External Patients window are available on the Desktop when
displaying external patients.
You can create a patient visit note or a superbill for the external patient treatment event by
selecting the More Options icon ( ), and then selecting the desired option from the drop-down
menu. Information from the external patient entry will default to the visit note or superbill.
<<Revised>> Meaningful Use Dashboard
The Meaningful Use Dashboard enables you to monitor your practice’s or a single provider’s
meaningful use of the EHR module of the application. Meaningful metrics are defined by the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of the Health Information Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009.
The dashboard displays the summary information from the Stage 3 Meaningful Use report and
from the MIPS 2018 Promoting Interoperability (ACI) report. Metrics that have met the
requirements for the selected date range are displayed in green. Metrics that have not met the
requirements for the selected date range are displayed in red.
After selecting either of the reports, you can access the report itself by selecting the Display
Meaning User Report link. From the report, you can access more detailed information.
Please note that the dashboard does not automatically refresh because of the amount of data
used for meaningful use metrics.
1. Select the Provider you want to monitor or leave the Provider field empty to monitor the
entire practice.
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2. If you selected one or more providers, then select the desired radio button for either Billing
Provider or Rendering Provider
3. Select the Date Range which you want to monitor.
4. Select the hyperlink for the desired report to display the metrics in the lower portion of the
pane.

Message Counts
Message counts enable you to quickly monitor various types of messages that need to be
processed. You can select any number of message filters to monitor. The pane then displays for
each filter the number of incomplete messages by urgency.
Select a message filter link to access the Message Center window using that message filter. Then
you can process the messages.

Messages
The application includes a number of different types of messages which communicate a variety
of information for different purposes. Some messages are informational, while others require
some type of action. Message filters enable you to select the type, urgency, and status of
messages that you display on the Desktop. A number of filters are predefined in the application.
Your administrative super user may have created additional message filters, and you may define
message filters of your own.
The content of the message displayed on the Desktop varies slightly by message type. All
messages include the date and time the message was created, the urgency of the message,
the due date of the message, and the message reason. The message will also include the
patient name when the message is associated with a patient.
You can display one or more types of messages in a single filter. Or, you may configure your
Desktop to display more than one message filter.


Use the Find icon to select the message filter you wish to use.



Select the message date and time link to access the Message window.



Select the patient name link to access the Patient Demographics window for the patient.



Use the More Options icon (



Select the Message Center link to access the Message Center using the currently selected
message filter.
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) to access a menu of patient and message related functions.
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Provider E&M
You can display a graph that shows the number of visits with an Evaluation and Management
(E&M) level of care of 1 to 5. This enables you to see an up-to-date snapshot of E&M statistics for
your practice. You can view E&M information for one or more providers, specify a date range for
the visits, and choose either a pie or bar chart. The pie chart combines the statistics for every
provider selected. The bar chart displays the number of visits for each individual provider.
Information shown is based on patient visits and not superbills.
1. In the Providers field, select the provider or providers whose information you want to view.
2. Select either the Pie or Bar radio button to determine the type of chart displayed.
3. Select a Date Range to limit the number of visits shown. If the date range is left blank, all visits
recorded in the system are shown.

Replication Monitor
You can configure the Replication Monitor on the Desktop window. It enables you to monitor
your replication client PC so that you can verify replication completes when you connect to the
network. When using a replication database, you may only use the Replication Monitor while
connected to the network. Please refer to the Maintain, Monitor, and Use Replication guide for
more information.
Use this process to add the Replication Monitor to the Desktop window. Since you will only use
the Replication Monitor when your PC is connected to the network, you can configure it as a
secondary control. This enables you to have controls you more often as primary.
1. Tools → Configure My Desktop
2. In the desired pane, configure the Replication Monitor control:
a. Select the Enable Secondary Control checkbox.
b. In the Secondary field, select the Replication Monitor.
3. Select the OK button to save the changes and close the window.

Visit Notes
This option displays any patient visit notes for the user that are incomplete. Select the More
Options icon (

) to choose from the following options.



Open Demographics, which opens Patient Demographics.



Open One Page Summary, which opens the One Page Summary that relates to the latest
note.



Review Past Notes, which displays all previous visits, notes, attachments, results etc.



Patient History, which opens the Patient History window.



View Incomplete Note, which opens the incomplete note that is listed in the display.



Note Approval, which opens the Note Approval window. This window displays the patient
visit note in One Page Summary format. It also includes the functionality from the Visit
Checkout window. Thus, it enables you to save the note as complete or incomplete, forward
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the note to another provider for approval, view the list of superbills associated with the visit
note, and set the superbill status. (When you access the Note Approval window for a patient
visit note, the application considers the patient visit note open and locks it so that other users
cannot access and change it.)

Waiting List
Select the desired waiting list or waiting lists. Patients are listed in the waiting list in manner similar
to the appointments on a calendar.


Select the time or N/A link to access the waiting list entry.



Select the patient name link to access Patient Demographics.



Select the More Options icon (

) to access the popup menu. From this you can:



Open the Patient Demographics window.



Convert the waiting list entry to an appointment.



Delete the waiting list entry.



Use the New button to add a patient to the waiting list.

Web Parts
A web part is any application that you want to access through the Desktop. This may be a thirdparty application, a Google gadget, or similar item.
1. Select the Edit Web Part button.
2. Type or paste the html code needed to access the desired application, Google gadget, or
similar item. You may enter html scripts for multiple items if desired.
3. Select the Save Web Parts button. The application or gadget will appear in the Web Part
pane of your Desktop.

Clear Desktop
The Clear Desktop option enables you to remove all the display panes and their contents from
your Desktop window. This results in a blank Desktop window, which you can then reconfigure as
desired.
Tools → Clear Desktop
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DICOM Image Viewer
DICOM stands for Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine. DICOM includes file formats
for medical images (.dcm, .dic, or .dicom) that are very detailed. DICOM images are generally
received through an optional interface with a medical services provider. Some medical service
providers send messages that include a link which enables you to access an image stored in
their own repository. Others send messages that include the DICOM image file. You may
occasionally receive a DICOM image file through some means other than an interface.
You can display DICOM images within the application. Be aware, however, that DICOM image
files are very large because they are so detailed. You should consider your system capacity and
the number of DICOM images received to determine whether to store these images in the
database as attachments. Use the following procedure to view a DICOM image that is stored
outside the database.
1. Tools → DICOM Image Viewer (

)

2. In the DICOM Image Viewer window, select the File menu, and then the Open option.
3. Search for and select the DICOM image file that you want to view.
4. When the image is displayed, you may:


Adjust the size of the image by selecting the Actual Size or Fit buttons.



Increase or decrease magnification by selecting the Zoom In or Zoom Out buttons.



Invert the colors of black and white images by selecting the Invert button.



Adjust the Brightness and Contrast of the image by adjusting the appropriate slider.

Document Generation
Document generation enables you to use document models to generate customized
documents for and about patients from the data in application. By using models that include
static text and variable fields, you can generate documents that follow the same format but are
populated with patient-specific information or with responsible party-specific information via the
variable fields.
There are two ways in which document generation can be done. Document generation can be
performed entirely within the application using document generation formatting models. It can
also be done using Microsoft Word™ using rich text format (.rtf) or Word (.doc, docx) files as
document models.
Regardless of which functionality is used, document generation can be used for several types of
documents:


Visit documents



Appointment documents



Patient documents



Responsible party documents
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Collection letter documents

Document generation models for these types of documents can pull data using a wide range of
variable data fields, including patient and responsible party demographic information, history,
visit, appointment, case, and provider and practice information. Document models for patient,
visit, appointment, and responsible party documents cannot include data fields for collections
data.
Patient, visit, appointment, and responsible party documents are generated on demand by a
user. They may be generated from a number of windows, including Full Note Composer and
other clinical note type windows, Superbill Composer, Patient Demographics, One Page
Summary, and Review Past Notes. When you want to generate a document, you can either
generate the document immediately or you can send a task message to another user to have
that user generate the document.
Documents generated from within a clinical note type window may be generated within the
window itself, or may be selected and generated from the Visit Checkout window when the
provider exits the visit note. Providers may also select documents while charting a patient visit
and have them printed at the front desk during checkout. You must have security permissions to
Full Note Composer to generate documents, regardless of where the document generation is
performed.
Collection letter documents are generated in batches by a scheduled job, rather than
individually by user action. They are also generated on the server on which the job engine
resides, rather than on a user’s client machine. Collection letters can only be generated using
the formatting template functionality that is internal to the application. They can no longer be
generated using the old document generation functionality that uses Microsoft Word for
document generation.

Types of Generated Documents
Visit Documents
Visit documents are specific for a particular patient visit. However, the document generation
fields for a patient visit document may pull information from Patient Demographics, Patient
Case, and History as well as the visit note itself. This enables you to create such things as referral
letters, worker’s comp forms, ABN forms, and similar items.
Document generation for a patient visit can be done within an open clinical note type window
or from any place the document generation functionality can be accessed. When you
generate a document from within Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window, the
application automatically saves the visit note.
When you generate a document associated with a patient visit, you can generate that
document for a single visit or for all the visits within a date range. This creates a separate
document file for each visit within the selected date range. Generating documents by date
range can be very useful when you need to send a consulting physician or insurance payer
information on several patient visits.
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The application includes a document formatting model, Complete Chart History, which can be
used to generate a report for a patient visit note. The report resulting from the Complete Chart
History document formatting model is useful when a report is needed for audit purposes.
The Complete Chart History document formatting model includes:


Header with patient name, medical record number, and date of birth



Chief Complaint/HPI



ROS



Current Medications



Allergies



Current Problem List



Past Medical History



Past Surgical History



Past Family History



Past Social History



Physical Exam



Diagnoses



Rx



Services Performed



Services Ordered



Plan

If this predefined document generation model does not exactly meet your needs, you can copy
it by saving it with a new name, and then modify your new model to meet your needs.

Table Layout
Certain types of information, such as observation values, services ordered history, and services
provided history, can be presented in a table layout. It is important to recognize that the number
of columns and rows in the table will be determined by the data in the patient record when a
document is generated. This means, for example, that when using the table layout for
observation values, the actual table that appears in a generated document will depend on the
lab tests and other observations that have charted for a patient.
If the data requires more columns than can fit in the width of the page, then the table may
display and print in multiple sections. The first section of the table will include as many columns as
possible, and all rows for the observation items, services, or other items. The next section of the
table will include the next set of columns, and all rows. Sections of the table will continue until all
columns are displayed. When a table is split into sections, then the first column of the table is
repeated in order to identify the related information.
Multiple sections of the table can be confusing for people reading the document. At first
glance, the reader may think that there are several tables, instead of one. Or that the table
does not contain complete information, since it may appear to be missing columns. If the table
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has enough columns that it appears in multiple sections, but contains only one or two rows, then
the reader may think the table is duplicating the row entries.

Appointment Documents
Document generation for appointments enables you to create letters telling patients how to
prepare for a scheduled procedure, workers compensation forms, or similar items.
Generated documents associated with an appointment are attached to the patient record
and are available from the Attachments Slider in the Patient Demographics window.
Document generation models used with appointments can include fields that pull data from
Patient Demographics, including insurance and accounts, contacts, employer, and pharmacy
data, and from the Appointment window for the specified appointment. When a patient case is
associated with the specified appointment, fields that pull data from the patient case may also
be used.
Once a patient visit note has been associated with an appointment, then fields that pull data
from the visit note can be used when generating a document for an appointment. It is
important to remember that when data is not available for a document generation field, then
the generated document will simply not contain the expected information. The generated
document will not contain the document generation field or a blank space for the missing
information so there is no obvious indication that expected information is missing. So, before
selecting a document generation model that includes document generation fields related to a
visit, you should verify that a visit has been associated with the appointment.

Patient Documents
Documents can be generated for a patient, unrelated to a particular visit or appointment.
Generated documents associated with a patient are available from the Attachments Slider in
the Patient Demographics window.
Document generation models used for patient documents can include fields that pull data from
Patient Demographics, including insurance and accounts, contacts, employer, and pharmacy
data. Fields that pull data from a patient visit note, case, superbill, or appointment should not be
included. These fields cannot be populated when no specific visit or appointment is identified.

Referral Documents
Referral documents are visit or patient documents that you associate with an inbound referral
from another provider to you or with an outbound referral from you to another provider. This may
include consultation letters, referral letters, clinical summaries, continuity of care or CCD
documents, or any other document needed by the other provider.
To properly populate referral documents, you must select the referral record in the Document
Generation window when generating the document.
When an inbound referral, an outbound referral, or other patient/provider relationship exists for a
patient, you may associate one or more document formatting models with that referral or
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relationship. This enables users to easily generate documents for another provider when
completing a visit note for the patient.

Continuity of Care Documents
CCD and C-CDA continuity of care document files are standard HL7® electronic formats for
exchanging patients’ demographics, medication, and allergy information. Continuity of care
files are in XML format. You may create a continuity of care file as an attachment for a patient
record, create and save a file to be given to a patient or sent to another provider, and import a
file you have received and attach it to a patient record. You may also import a continuity of
care record (CCR) file, which is in the ASTM standard electronic format. The application does
not, however, create CCR files.
For more information, please see the Continuity of Care Document section of this guide.

Responsible Party Documents
Letters and other documents may be generated for a responsible party, rather than for a
patient. Be aware, however, that documents associated with a responsible party are not
associated with a patient, patient visit, or patient appointment and so cannot pull data
associated with those items. Document generation models used for responsible party
documents can include fields that pull data from the Responsible Party window and information
calculated by the automated collection process.
Generated documents associated with a responsible party are available from the Attachments
Slider in the Responsible Party window.

Collection Letter Documents
Collection letter documents are generated in batches by a scheduled job, rather than
individually by user action. The variable fields within these document models are populated with
data from the responsible party record and collections data calculated from the patient
accounts for which the responsible party is responsible.

Signature and Date Signed Fields
Document formatting models may contain a signature field and a date signed field. The
signature can then be entered by a patient, responsible party, or other person when a
document is generated from the formatting model. The signature can be entered on a tablet
PC, data entry pad, or one of the supported Topaz signature pads.
There are two different date signed fields that can be used in document formatting models. One
of the date signed fields automatically populates the date when the person signs and accepts
their signature. This results in a printed date that is acceptable for most documents.
Some documents, such as an ABN, require that the person signing also handwrite the date. The
second date signed field is used for these types of documents. This date signed field enables the
person to write the date on the data entry pad or signature pad such like entering their
signature.
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Sending Generated Documents
When you generate a document or documents, you can:


Direct Message the documents as an encrypted file if you are using the optional Direct
messaging functionality and if the provider record for the recipient includes the provider’s
Direct address.



Fax the documents if you are using an optional fax service and if the provider record for the
recipient has a phone number with a phone type of Fax. (XML documents cannot be faxed.)



Print the documents.



Save the documents as a file.

The application tries to send the documents using the most direct method with the least amount
of work from you. So, the application will send the documents by Direct messaging or by fax if
possible. If not, then you must either print the documents or save them to file.

Generate a Document
Generate a Document for a Visit
Documents generated for patient visits contain clinical data. Therefore, you must have security
permission to Full Note Composer in order to generate visit documents.
1. Patient toolbar → Document Generation (

) icon

2. Select the Patient radio button to create document for a patient. This may be preselected,
depending on how you accessed the window.
3. Identify the type of document and the sources of data:


Select the Visit radio button and a visit date for a document that contains data from a
particular visit.



Select the Visits Between radio button, and then enter start and end dates for the date
range. This produces a document file for each visit within the date range.



Select the Visits For Procedure radio button, and then select the date and Procedure.

4. If the generated document is for an outgoing referral, select the Related Patient Referral.
5. Select the documents to be generated.


Select the Use Formatting Model radio button to use the document formatting model
functionality. Then, select the document formatting model or models you wish to
generate.



Select the Use Word Model radio button to use the original document generation
functionality. Then, select the document model or models you wish to generate. (This
option cannot be used when using the Visit for Procedure source option.)

6. Select the Attachment Type. The attachment type is used to name the attachment and to
group it in the Attachment slider and in Review Past Notes.
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7. Select the Print button to access the Send Documents window.
Please note that if you are using the optional Direct messaging or faxing functionality, and
you have a Direct address or fax number entered for the provider identified in the referral
selected in step 4, then the application immediately sends the document to that provider.
This completes this process. Otherwise, you must continue with the next step to complete this
process.
8. In Send Documents window, select the radio button for the type of person or entity to whom
the documents will be release.
9. Select or enter the person or entity that will receive the documents or file. The name of the
field and whether the name of the person or entity can be selected or be entered as text
depends on the recipient radio button selected in step 5.
10. The Description field is automatically populated with the information for the selected
recipient. You may change this information if desired.
11. The Disclosed By field is populated with the name of the user releasing the information. This
cannot be changed.
12. Select the Disclosure Reason.
13. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
14. Select the desired Send Type radio button. This defaults to the most direct method, but you
may change it if desired.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, you must not include any patient identifying
protected health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not
limited to, patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.


Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.



<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.
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Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.

Generate a Document for an Appointment
Document generation for appointments enables you to create documents with information
about the patient and the appointment. The appointment must have been created and saved
for a generated document to be associated with it. Generated documents associated with an
appointment are attached to the patient and available from the Attachments Slider in the
Patient Demographics window.
Document formatting models used with appointments can include fields that pull data from
Patient Demographics, including insurance and accounts, contacts, employer, and pharmacy
data, and from the Appointment window for the specified appointment. When a patient case is
associated with the specified appointment, fields that pull data from the patient case may also
be used. Once a patient visit note has been associated with an appointment, then fields that
pull data from the visit note can be used when generating a document for an appointment.
It is important to remember that when data is not available for a document generation field,
then the generated document will simply not contain the expected information. The generated
document will not contain the document generation field or a blank space for the missing
information so there is no obvious indication that expected information is missing. Verify that a
case or a visit has been associated with the appointment before selecting a document
generation model that includes document generation fields related to a case or visit.
1. Patient toolbar → Document Generation (

) icon

2. Select the Patient radio button to create document for a patient. This may be preselected,
depending on how you accessed the window.
3. Select the Appointment radio button, and then select the desired appointment.
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4. Select the documents to be generated.


Select the Use Formatting Model radio button to use the new document formatting
model functionality. Then, select the document formatting model or models you wish to
generate.



Select the Use Word Model radio button to use the original document generation
functionality. Then, select the document model or models you wish to generate.

5. Select the desired Attachment Type. This defaults to Generated Document, but you can
change it to the attachment type that you wish to use to group the attachment in Review
Past Notes.
6. Select the Print button to access the Send Documents window.
7. In Send Documents window, select the radio button for the type of person or entity to whom
the documents will be release.
8. Select or enter the person or entity that will receive the documents or file. The name of the
field and whether the name of the person or entity can be selected or be entered as text
depends on the recipient radio button selected in step 5.
9. The Description field is automatically populated with the information selected in step 6. You
may change this information if desired.
10. The Disclosed By field is populated with the name of the rendering provider on the visit note.
This cannot be changed.
11. Select the Disclosure Reason.
12. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
13. Select the desired Send Type radio button. This defaults to the most direct method, but you
may change it if desired.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, you must not include any patient identifying
protected health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not
limited to, patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.


Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.



<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
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b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.


Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.

Generate a Document for a Patient
Documents can be generated for a patient, unrelated to a particular visit or appointment.
Generated documents associated with a patient are available from the Attachments Slider in
the Patient Demographics window.
Document generation models used for patient documents can include fields that pull data from
Patient Demographics, including insurance and accounts, contacts, employer, and pharmacy
data. Fields that pull data from a patient visit note, case, superbill, or appointment should not be
included. These fields cannot be populated when no specific visit or appointment is identified.
1. Patient toolbar → Document Generation (

) icon

2. Select the Patient radio button.
3. Identify the type of document and the sources of data:


Select the Visit radio button and a visit date for a document that contains data from a
particular visit.



Select the Visits Between radio button, and then enter start and end dates for the date
range. This produces a document file for each visit within the date range.



Select the Visit for Procedure radio button for a document that contains data from a
particular visit and procedure.
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Select the Appointment radio button and an appointment date for a document that
contains data from or for a particular appointment.



Select the Only Use Patient Data radio button for a document that does not require visit
or appointment data.

4. In the Related Patient Referral field, select the desired outgoing referral entry.
Please note that the referral entry must exist before you attempt to generate the document.
You cannot create the patient/provider tracking entry or associate a referral entry to a
patient/provider tracking entry when generating a document.
5. Select either the Use Formatting Model or Use Word Model radio button, and then select the
document model or models you want to generate.
6. Select the Attachment Type. The attachment type is used to name the attachment and to
group it in the Attachment slider and in Review Past Notes.
7. If you want to preview the generated document:
a. Select the Preview button.
b. In the Generated Document From Formatting Model window, review and edit the
generated document.
c. If a signature is needed, select the Sign Document button to initiate the signature
capture process.
d. If you made any edits or captured a signature, select the File menu and Save and Close
option. This accesses the Send Documents window.
e. Select the OK button to access the Send Documents window.
8. Select the Print button to generate the document and access the Send Document window.
Please note that if you are using the optional Direct messaging or faxing functionality, and
you have a Direct address or fax number entered for the provider identified in the referral
selected in step 4, then the application immediately sends the document to that provider.
This completes this process. Otherwise, you must continue with the next step to complete this
process.
9. In the Send Documents window, select the radio button for the type of entity receiving the
document.
10. Select or enter the recipient of the document. The label on the recipient field is determined
by the radio button selected in the previous step.
11. The Description field may be automatically populated with information for the selected
recipient. You may change this if desired.
11. In the Disclosed By field, select the provider who is authorizing release of the information.
12. Select the Disclosure Reason.
13. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
14. Select the desired Send Type radio button.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, you must not include any patient identifying
protected health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not
limited to, patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.
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Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.



<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.



Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.

Generate a Continuity of Care Document
CCD and CCDA continuity of care documents are generated as if they were document
formatting models. Your CCDA document definitions are listed with the formatting models, with
‘CCDA’ or ‘C32’ appended at the beginning of the document definition name.
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CCD and CCDA may be generated for a patient or for a particular patient visit. When
generated for a patient, the resulting document contains information from the patient record
and all of the patient’s visits. When generated for a particular patient visit, the resulting
document contains information from the patient record and the identified patient visit.
You can use the system-defined Care Plan CCDA definition to document a patient’s care plan
or care plans, if the patient has more than one.
1. Patient toolbar → Generate Documents (

) icon

2. Select the radio button for Patient.
3. Select the Only Use Patient Data radio button.
4. In the Related Patient Referral field, select the desired outgoing referral entry.
Please note that the referral entry must exist before you attempt to generate the document.
You cannot create the patient/provider tracking entry or associate a referral entry to a
patient/provider tracking entry when generating a document.
5. In the Use Formatting Model, select the desired CCD or C-CDA document definition.
6. Select the desired Attachment Type or accept the default.
7. Select the Print button.
Please note that if you are using the optional Direct messaging or faxing functionality, and
you have a Direct address or fax number entered for the provider identified in the referral
selected in step 4, then the application immediately sends the document to that provider.
This completes this process. Otherwise, you must continue with the next step to complete this
process.
8. In Send Documents window, select the radio button for the type of person or entity to whom
the documents will be release.
9. Select or enter the person or entity that will receive the documents or file. The name of the
field and whether the name of the person or entity can be selected or be entered as text
depends on the recipient radio button selected in step 5.
10. The Description field is automatically populated with the information for the selected
recipient. You may change this information if desired.
11. The Disclosed By field identifies the user releasing the information.
12. Select the Disclosure Reason.
13. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
14. Select the desired Send Type radio button. This defaults to the most direct method, but you
may change it if desired.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, you must not include any patient identifying
protected health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not
limited to, patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.


Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
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a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.


<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.



Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.
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Generate a Document for a Responsible Party
Letters and other documents may be generated for a responsible party, rather than for a
patient. Be aware, however, that documents associated with a responsible party are not
associated with a patient, patient visit, or patient appointment and so cannot pull data
associated with those items. Document generation models used for responsible party
documents can include fields that pull data from the Responsible Party window and information
calculated by the automated collection process.
Generated documents associated with a responsible party are available from the Attachments
Slider in the Responsible Party window.
1. Patient toolbar → Document Generation (

) icon

2. Select the Account Responsible Party radio button.
3. Select the responsible party.
4. Select either the Use Formatting Model or Use Word Model radio button, and then select the
document model or models you want to generate.
5. Select the Attachment Type. The attachment type is used to name the attachment and to
group it in the Attachment slider and in Review Past Notes.
6. If you want to preview the generated document:
a. Select the Preview button.
b. In the Generated Document From Formatting Model window, review and edit the
generated document.
c. If a signature is needed, select the Sign Document button to initiate the signature
capture process.
d. If you made any edits or captured a signature, select the File menu and Save and Close
option. This accesses the Send Documents window.
e. Select the OK button to access the Send Documents window.
7. Select the Print button to generate the document and access the Send Document window.
8. In the Send Documents window, select the radio button for the type of entity receiving the
document.
9. Select the Other Recipient radio button.
10. In the Recipient Name field, enter the name of the responsible party.
11. In the Disclosed By field, select the provider who is authorizing release of the information.
12. Select the Disclosure Reason.
13. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
14. Select the desired Send Type radio button.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, you must not include any patient identifying
protected health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not
limited to, patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.
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Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.



<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.



Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.
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Generate a Document for Signature Capture
When you generate a document that can capture a signature, a popup window will display for
the patient’s signature. At this point, the patient can sign using the signature pad. When the
patient accepts the signature on the pad, the signature will appear in the popup window. You
may then accept, clear, or cancel the signature.
If another signature or a handwritten date is required on the document, another popup window
will display, and the patient can again sign or enter the date on the signature pad. When all the
needed signatures have been captured, the document will generate with the signatures and
with data from the database.
If the formatting model also includes an automatically populated date signed field, the current
system date is entered in that field when the signature is entered in the generated document.
1. Generate Document (

) icon

2. Select the Patient radio button. This may be preselected, depending on how you accessed
the window.
3. Identify the type of document and the sources of data:


Select the Visit radio button and a visit date for a document that contains data from a
particular visit.



Select the Visits Between radio button, and then enter start and end dates for the date
range. This produces a document file for each visit within the date range.



Select the Visit for Procedure radio button for a document that contains data from a
particular visit and procedure.



Select the Appointment radio button and an appointment date for a document that
contains data from or for a particular appointment.



Select the Only Use Patient Data radio button for a document that does not require visit
or appointment data.

4. Select the Use Formatting Model radio button, then select the document formatting model
or models you wish to generate.
5. Select the Attachment Type. The attachment type is used to name the attachment and to
group it in the Attachment slider and in Review Past Notes.
6. Select the Preview button. This generates the document, and begins the signature capture
process.
7. In the Generate Document From Template window, either:
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Select the specific [{[Signature]}] field to be signed.



Select the Sign Document button to enter a single signature to sign all signature fields in
all documents.
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8. In the signature window:
The signature window displayed depends upon the type of signature pad or computer
being used. Below are two examples. The window title depends on the signature field name
if signing a single field or is Enter Your Signature if signing all fields at one time.
a. Have the patient sign in the window using the tablet PC, data entry pad, or signature
pad.
b. Select the OK or Accept button to access the Send Documents window.
9. From the File menu, select the Save and Close option to save the document with the
signature, and attach it to the patient record, visit note, or other item.
10. In the Send Documents window, select the radio button for the desired recipient.
11. Select or enter the recipient. The recipient field name depends on the recipient radio button
selected.
12. In the Disclosed By field, select the name of the provider authorizing the release of
information.
13. Select the Disclosure Reason.
14. In the Requested of Provider field, select the provider authorizing the disclosure.
15. Select the desired Send Type radio button. This defaults to the most direct method, but you
may change it if desired.
The selected Send Type determines which of the remaining fields are enabled and which are
required.
Note: To comply with HIPAA requirements, you must not include any patient identifying
protected health information in the Subject or Message fields. This might include, but is not
limited to, patient name, date of birth, procedures, or diagnoses.


Direct Message
The Direct Message addresses are automatically populated when the Direct Message
option is selected.
a. The Direct Address (To) field will be populated with the Direct address defined in the
recipient provider’s Provider record.
b. In the Direct Address (From) field, select the provider for whom the message is being
sent. This field will automatically populate if the sending user is a provider.
c. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
d. In Message field, enter a brief message.
e. Select the Direct button.



<<New>> Secure Mail
a. The Email To field will be populated with the email address in the recipient’s record,
when defined. You may change the prepopulated address or enter one when the
field is not prepopulated.
b. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
c. In Message field, enter a brief message.
d. Select the Send button.
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Fax
a. In the Subject field, enter a brief subject message.
b. In Message field, enter a brief message.
c. The Fax Number field is populated with the fax number from the provider record and
cannot be changed.
d. Select the Service Site if needed to determine the fax cover sheet options available.
e. Select a Cover Sheet if desired.
f.



Select the Fax button.

Print
a. Select the desired Printer.
b. Select the Print button.



Save to File
a. Enter a File Name.
b. Select the Browse button, the browse to the file location in which you want to save
the file. If needed, you may change the file name in the browse window.
c. Select the Save button to save the zipped file.

Signature and Date Signed Fields in Attached Generated Document
Signatures and dates do not have to be entered at the time a document containing signature
fields is generated. A signature can be added after the document has been generated and
attached.
1. Open the generated document in the Attachment Editor window. You may access this in
several different ways depending upon the type of record (patient, visit note, etc.) to which
the document is attached.
2. Scroll to location of the [{[Signature]}] field.
3. Select the [{[Signature]}] field to access the signature window.
4. In the signature window:
The signature window displayed depends upon the type of signature pad or computer
being used. Below are two examples. The window title depends on the signature field name
if signing a single field or is Enter Your Signature if signing all fields at one time.
a. Have the patient sign in the window using the tablet PC, data entry pad, or signature
pad.
b. Select the OK or Accept button to return to the Generate Document From Template
window.
5. If there are additional signatures needed, repeat steps for each signature.
6. Select the OK button to save the signature in the document and close the Attachment
Editor window.
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Name a Generated Document
When you generate a document from a document formatting model, the generated document
is named “Modelled From xxxx”, where xxxx is the name of the document formatting model
used. You can give the generated document a specific name if desired.
1. Document Generation (

) from the Patient Toolbar in any window

2. Enter the information for the document to be generated in the usual manner, and then
select the Preview button.
3. In the Generate Document from Template window, review the generated document and
make any changes, if desired.
4. Select the File menu, then the Rename option.
5. In the New Document Name popup window:
a. Enter the New Name for the generated document.
b. Select the OK button to save the generated document with the new name.

Print Multiple Documents
When you select two or more document generation formatting models, you can print all of the
generated documents at one time. The Generate Document window displays a tab for each
generated document. To print all the documents, select the File menu, then select the Print All
option.

Create a Document Generation Message
1. Generate Document icon (

)

2. Either:


Select the radio button for Patient, and then select the radio button for the source of
data, such as visit or appointment, to be included in the generated document.



Select the radio button for Responsible Party, and then select the responsible party for
which the document is to be generated.

3. Select the documents to be generated.
4. Select the Attachment Type for the generated document.
5. Select the “Defer Generation until Task Performed By” checkbox.
6. Select the recipient of the task message.
7. If desired, enter additional information or instructions in the Notes field.
8. Select the Create Task Message button. This closes the window and creates the message.
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<<Revised>>

Batch Generation of Patient Documents

You can generate a patient document, such as a CCDA or complete chart, for a group of
patients at one time. This is useful, for example, when you need to provide documents to a
nursing home or care facility for several patients in that facility or need to provide documents to
an insurance payer for an audit.
You can batch generate CCD documents and formatting models that have a Patient or a Visit
origin of content.
You can filter the patients for whom a document is generated based on a variety of criteria,
including the practice provider on the patient record, patient demographics, insurance payer
and plan, visit date, visit provider, diagnosis code, and procedure code. To help avoid possible
HIPAA violations, it is recommended that you select the filtering criteria so that a batch only
contains patients for whom documents will be sent to the same recipient for the same purpose.
Your administrative super user may also schedule a job to generate a batch of patient
documents. This enables the batch to be created during off hours or to regularly generate
documents for a group of patients.
Once the batch has generated, either by a user or by the job, then you can select documents
to process. This uses the standard document generation Send Document window to print, save a
file, send by Direct message, or send by fax. As with standard document generation, you will
select a recipient, the provider authorizing the release of information, and the disclosure reason.
This creates the attachment on the patient record or visit note.
It is recommended that once you print or save files of the generated patient documents, you
either delete or archive the batch. Patient information changes frequently, so the patient
documents in a batch are current only at the time the batch is generated. Deleting or archiving
a batch helps ensure that you create a new batch when needed, and not accidently use an
old batch with potentially out of date patient information.
Please note that you must have the necessary security rights to the Patient Document batch
process type in order to batch generate patient documents.
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Generate a Batch of Patient Documents
1. Tools menu → Batch Process Management
2. In the Batch Process Type field, select the Patient Document option.
3. Select the New button.
4. In the Batch Process window, define the batch and the filtering criteria.
a. Enter a Name for the batch.
Note: The batch name may include letters, numbers, and the following special
characters: &@#$%.+-[](). The batch details will not open if the name includes any other
special character.
b. Enter the filtering criteria for the batch. This identifies the patients for whom a document
will be generated. (Filtering does not affect the information that is included in the
generated documents.)
c. Select the desired Formatting Model. This identifies the patient formatting model,
complete chart print definition, or CCDA document definition to be generated.
If you select a CCDA definition as the formatting model, then you may select a timespan
for the data to be included in the generated documents.
d. Select the File Name Format. This format defines how individual patient document files
will be named.
5. Select the Generate Summary on Save checkbox.
6. Select the Auto Start Detail checkbox.
7. Select the OK button to start generating the batch. Processing is performed in the
background, and it may take some time depending on the amount of data in the defined
batch.
If desired, you may select the batch Name hyperlink to access the Batch Process Summary
window while the batch is generating. The number of items generated or errored will change
as the documents are generated.
8. When the batch has finished generating, the Status will be Detail and the Mode will be Not
Running. This information is displayed in the both the Batch Process and the Batch Process
Summary windows.
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Process the Patient Documents in a Batch
1. Tools menu → Batch Process Management
2. In the Batch Process Type field, select the Patient Document option.
3. Select the Search button.
4. Select the batch Name hyperlink to access the Batch Process Summary window. This window
displays summary information for the patient documents batch, including the status, the total
number of documents in the batch, and the number of completed documents in the batch,
and other information.
5. In the Batch Process Summary window, select the View Batch Detail hyperlink. This accesses
the Patient Document Detail window.
6. The Patient Document Detail window lists each document in the batch by patient name.
7. <<Revised>> Sort or filter the documents as needed.


Select any column heading to resort the documents by ascending or descending order.



Select the Filter (

) icon to enable filtering.



The Patient column can then be filtered or searched by entering text.



The Generated and Status columns can be filtered by selecting the All button, and
then selecting or deselecting the items desired.

8. To review a patient document:
a. Select the Generated hyperlink in the Generated column. This opens the Patient
Document window to display the generated document.
b. Select the Close button to return to the Patient Document Detail window.
9. To review patient document errors:
a. Select the Error hyperlink in the Generated column. This opens the Document Generation
Error window. Depending on the error, the information in this window may indicate the
problem so that you can correct it. For other errors, you may need to contact Support so
that the error can be investigated and addressed.
b. Select the Close button to return to the Patient Document Detail window.
10. To send documents:
a. Select the checkboxes for the patient documents you want to send to a single recipient.
b. Select the Send Documents (

) icon. This accesses the Send Documents window.

c. Enter the needed information in the Send Documents window in the usual manner, and
then select the button to send the documents. If you need instructions for using this
window, please refer to the ‘Print, Fax, or Direct Message Attached Documents’ section
of this guide.
d. In Patient Document Detail, the status for the sent documents is now Attachment
Created. The generated and sent document is now attached to the patient record.
If the statement batch is large, you may need to select the Refresh (
status changes.

) icon to see the

11. Select the Close button to close the Patient Document Detail window.
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Employer Insurance
An employer’s workers’ compensation insurance may be entered in the employer record so that
it can be applied to multiple patient accounts as needed. There are three steps to this process:
1. Create the employer record and an insurance account for that employer.
2. Create a responsible party from the employer record.
3. Apply the employer’s insurance to a patient account.

Create the Employer Record and Insurance Account
You may enter a patient’s employer into the database as a corporate entity simply to identify
the employer or to use the employer as a responsible party if needed.
1. Either:


List Editor (

) → Demographics → Employer → New button



Patient Demographics (
→ New button

) → Employment tab → Add button → Employer field Find icon

2. Enter the Name of the employer.
3. Add ID and Notes, if desired.
4. Enter contact details as required:


Primary and Secondary Contact names



Address and Phone numbers



Emails

5. Select the Workers’ Comp tab.
6. Enter an Insurance Period using the New button. For a current account, it is not necessary to
add an End Date, but if the Insurance changes, you may wish to add an end date to prior
insurance using the Modify button.
7. Search for and select the desired Insurance Plan. Address and phone information will be
populated for the selected plan.
8. Search for and select the desired Insurance Contact, if desired. Phone and email information
will be populated for the selected contact.
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Create a Responsible Party from the Employer Record
When a responsible party record has been created from an employer record that includes
worker’s compensation insurance information, the Responsible Party window will include a
Worker’s Comp tab. Worker’s compensation insurance information entered or changed in either
the Responsible Party window or the Employer window will update the record and display
correctly in both windows.
1. List Editor (

) → Demographics → Responsible Party

2. Select the New button to add a new responsible party.
3. Enter an External ID, if desired.
4. Select the Corporation radio button.
5. In the Contact Info tab, select the search icon
, the search for and select the desired
employer record. This populates the Name, Primary Contact, Address, and Phone Number
fields.
It is very important that the responsible party record be created from the existing employer
record. If not, then the responsible party record will not be associated with the insurance
information in the employer record.
6. Select the Workers Comp tab to view or modify the insurance information.

Applying an Employer’s Insurance to a Patient Account
1. Patient Demographics (

) → Accounts tab → Add New Account button

2. Enter an External ID, if desired.
3. Enter a Name for the account.
4. Search for and select the appropriate Account Type. Account type is used to identify
accounts such as Commercial, Medicare, Workers’ Compensation, or others.
5. Search for and select a Coverage Type, if desired. Coverage type indicates the type of
medical care covered by the account.
6. Enter an Account Period using the New button. The system automatically adds yesterday’s
date as the End Date of the previous account period.
7. In the Responsible Party field, search for and select the desired employer corporation.
8. A message will appear informing you that an insurance plan is in effect for the employer and
asking if you want to add it to the account list. Select Yes.
This populates the Insurance Payer/Plan Name field.
9. In the Relationship to Responsible Party field, select Employee.
10. By default, the Insurance Subscriber is set to the patient’s name, and Relationship to Insured
is set to Self. Modify these fields, if necessary, using the Find buttons.
For some workers’ compensation insurance payers, the employer will be the insurance
subscriber. Check with the insurance payer if you are not sure how the payer handles this.
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11. Check Authorize Assignment if the patient is authorizing the insurance payer to send the
check to the provider.
12. Add Member ID and Group ID as appropriate.
13. Workers’ compensation plans typically do not include copays. However, you may enter
Insurance Copay amounts for Primary, Specialist, and Other providers if needed.
14. If the insurance payer/plan has an associated drug formulary, this is automatically added to
the account. You can select another drug formulary by selecting the Find icon by the Drug
Formulary entry field.
When searching for a drug formulary, the Find window initially displays only those formularies
you have previously assigned to an insurance payer or plan or to a patient account. To
search the full master list of drug formularies select the Include Unused Items checkbox.
Note: If multiple accounts are associated with the patient, the drug formulary used when
creating prescriptions is the plan associated with the patient’s main account; that is, the first
account listed. This may not be the account for which the employer is the responsible party.

External Patients List
The External Patients feature enables you to track your patients who enter external secondary
service sites (such as a hospital), but who are under the care of a provider at the primary service
site. This enables the provider to see a list of patients at the secondary site. This is useful, for
example, if the provider wants to see a list of patients to see during hospital rounds.
This feature provides a means of associating all relevant information: patient, service site,
admittance and discharge dates, and providers. If any associated provider has a replication
PC, this feature ensures that the records for external patients are replicated to that provider’s
PC, just as the records for patients with upcoming appointments are replicated.
The External Patients window enables you to:


Add an existing patient to the list of external patients, with appropriate associations of
provider and service site.



Modify the associations for an existing patient.



Generate a list of external patients by service site and admittance and discharge dates.

Filters created and saved for the External Patients window are also available when displaying
external patients on the Desktop.
You can access One Page Summary or Review Past Notes for a patient listed in the External
Patients window. If you have more than one patient entry selected when you open One Page
Summary or Review Past Notes, a window will open for each patient selected.
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Add a Patient to the External Patients List
1. Desktop menu → External Patients (

)

2. Select the New button to display the External Patient window.
3. Select the Patient.
4. Select one or more Providers. This is optional; however, the patient’s record will be replicated
only to the selected providers’ replication PC. If no provider is selected, the patient record is
not replicated to any replication PC.
5. Select the External Type.
6. Select the service Site. This is the site where the external patient is located, such as a hospital
or another office that the doctor visits, so is likely to be a site other than the primary service
site.
7. Enter the Location, if desired.
8. Select the Admit Date. This is the date the patient entered the service site.
9. Optionally, specify Discharge Date.
If you do not have a discharge at the time of entry, you will want to enter a discharge date
when it is known. This enables you generate lists of current external patients.
10. If desired, you can select one or more Diagnoses to associate with the patient.
11. Add Notes, if desired.

Generate a List of External Patients
1. Desktop menu → External Patients
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria.
To see only current external patients, make sure that the Include Items With Past Discharge
Date and Include Inactive Items checkboxes are not selected.
3. Select Search, and the window displays all patients who meet the criteria you selected.
4. Select the Save As button to save the filter.
a. Enter a Name for the filter.
b. Enter an ID if desired.
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Attachments on an External Patients List Entry
You can attach files and documents to a patient’s entry on the external patient list. This enables
you to attach admittance or discharge forms or other documents with a particular hospital stay.
Attachments are associated with the patient record, so they are accessible from either the
External Patient window or the Patient Demographics window. The Attachment slider in the
External Patient window works like the Attachment slider in Patient Demographics and Full Note
Composer, but it only displays attachments with the type ‘External Patient’.
1. Desktop menu → External Patients
2. Search for the desired external patient entry, and then select the Admit Date link.
3. In the External Patient window, select the Attachments slider.
4. Select the New button to add an attachment.

Create a Visit Note or Superbill for an External Patient Treatment Event
You can create a patient visit note or a superbill for an external patient treatment event
displayed on the Desktop by selecting the More Options icon ( ), and then selecting the
desired option from the drop-down menu. Information from the external patient entry will default
to the visit note or superbill.

Mass Updates to External Patient Entries
You can make changes to a group of external patient entries at one time. You may change the
provider or service site associated with the entries and you may change admission and
discharge dates.
1. Desktop menu → External Patients
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria.
3. Select Search, and the window displays all patients who meet the criteria you selected.
4. Select the checkbox next to each external patient entry that you want to change.
5. Select the Update button.
6. In the Update External Patient window, enter the change that needs to be made. You can:


Select a provider.



Select a service site.



Select the admit date.



Select the discharge date.



Set the discharge date to today and copy the external patient entry with a new
admission date

7. Select the OK button to apply the changes to the selected external patient entries.
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Faxed Prescriptions and Documents
If you are using the optional fax server, you can fax patient documents and prescriptions. For
information on faxing patient documents, please refer to the Document Management section
and Printing and Faxing Patient Documents subsection.

Tracking Faxes
If you are using an optional fax server functionality, you can check whether a prescription or
document fax transmission has completed, and whether it was successful by viewing the Track
Fax window. This window lists all faxes transmitted. When a transmission fails, information about
the cause of the failure may be available.
Note: If you submit an electronic prescription to Surescripts for a fax only pharmacy, then that
prescription will be tracked through the Track Rx window. Only prescriptions faxed through the
fax server are tracked through the Track Fax window.
A prescription or document can be resent when there is problem with the original fax. In order to
resend faxed prescriptions, the user must have the necessary security access.
Before you resend a faxed prescription or document, you should determine the problem with
the original fax and correct it if possible. For example, if the fax failed because of some problem
with your setup, then correct your setup before attempting to resend the fax. If the fax failed on
the receiving end, then you can resend the fax when the recipient has corrected the problem.
1. Tools → Track Fax
2. Enter the desired search criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Items matching your criteria are displayed in the window.
4. To resend a fax, highlight the desired entry and select the Refax button.

Change the Fax Number When Resending a Fax
You can change the fax number associated with a faxed document when you need to resend
a fax. This is a temporary number that is not stored in the database.
1. Tools menu → Track Fax
2. Search for and select the desired fax.
3. Select the checkbox for the fax.
3. Select the hyperlink in the Number field.
4. In the popup window, enter the new fax number and select the OK button.
5. In the Track Fax window, select the Refax button.
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Health Data Exchange
CommonWell®
You may choose to enroll with the optionally purchased CommonWell Health Alliance health
data exchange. CommonWell enables you to link a patient record in your database with a
person enrolled in the CommonWell health data exchange through one or more other
participating physicians or medical services providers. Once you have linked your patient record
with a CommonWell person record, then you may view and download documents from other
physicians or medical services providers who also participate with CommonWell and who have
also provided services to that person. Those other participating physicians and medical services
providers are also able to view and download documents from the patient records you have
linked with a CommonWell person record.
CommonWell is not a document repository. It does not collect and hold documents created by
participating providers. Instead, CommonWell maintains a database of person records with
pointers to the participating providers who have linked their patient record with the
CommonWell person records. Those patient-to-person links enable participating provider to
obtain documents directly from each other.

Matching of Patient Records
CommonWell links your patient record with a person record in their database based upon
patient name, birth date, gender, address, phone number, and driver’s license number. The
application sends this information from your patient record to CommonWell. CommonWell than
searches their records for matching information.
CommonWell has four levels of link assurance (LoLA) for matching patients. These levels indicate
CommonWell’s confidence that both your patient record and CommonWell’s record represent
the same person. Level 1 is the lowest level of confidence, and level 4 is the highest.
CommonWell only identifies possible matches for you when the LoLA is level 2 or greater.
When CommonWell finds a possible match, the application opens a window that displays the
CommonWell person record. The window includes the person’s name, birth date, and gender as
they appear in the CommonWell record. The window also displays the strong ID type, if
CommonWell was able to match the driver’s license state and number in your patient record to
the driver’s license information in their person record. The LoLA column in the window displays
the CommonWell level of link assurance for the match.
The CommonWell Person Matching window also displays the name of the physician or medical
service provider that created the CommonWell person record. You can verify with the patient
that they have received care from that provider in order to confirm that the match is correct. If it
is, then you may link your patient record to CommonWell’s person record.
Once you have linked your patient record to a CommonWell person record, then you can
access document and image files created by any participating providers who have also linked
their patient record to the same CommonWell person record. Your documents and visit notes for
that patient are also available for retrieval by any participating providers who have also linked
their patient record to the same CommonWell person record.
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Document Types Available Through CommonWell
CommonWell points to the following types of documents, enabling participating providers to
view or download these types of documents from other participants.


XML CCDA files



TXT text files



PDF document files



DICOM image files



GIF image files



JPEG image files



TIFF image files

In addition, CommonWell points to all patient visit notes in your database. If no CCDA file exists
for the visit note, then the application generates a CCDA for that visit when a CommonWell
participant requests to view or download it. A CCDA file generated in this manner becomes an
attachment on your patient record.
Documents and visit notes from your database are only available for patients who have granted
consent and who have been linked to a person record in the CommonWell database.

Patient Information Disclosures
When another CommonWell user downloads a document file from your database, the
application creates a patient information disclosure record. In the disclosure record:


Disclosed By is identified as “Integration Partner API”,



Disclosed To is identified as “CommonWell”,



Disclosed to Description is identified as “CommonWell”,



In the Disclosure Description, the Requester and the Org are both identified as
“CommonWell”, and



Disclosure Purpose is identified as “Integration Partner Request”.

CommonWell Batch Job
Your administrative super user may schedule the CommonWell Batch job to run nightly. The job
queries CommonWell for the patients with appointments scheduled for the next day. This makes
it faster for you to process the patients when they check in for their appointments.
If the patient record has already been linked to a CommonWell person record, then the job
downloads the list of available documents for the patient. This makes it faster for you to access
the list of documents.
If CommonWell does not have a person record for the patient, then the job creates the
CommonWell person record and links it to the patient record in your database.
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Please note that the job only queries CommonWell for patient records that identify that the
patient has given consent to participate in CommonWell. If consent has not been identified in
the patient record or if the patient record identifies that the patient declined, then the job does
not query CommonWell for that patient.

Patient Consent
Before you can match your patient record to a CommonWell person record, and obtain a
patient’s health records, the patient must give their consent to participate. You must mark the
patient’s consent in the patient record in order for the application to transmit files through
CommonWell.
1. Find Patient → Patient Demographics → Name link
2. In the Patient window, select the Additional tab.
3. In the Patient Partner Consent area, find the entry for CommonWell. Then:
a. Select either the Agree radio button, when the patient gives consent, or the Disagree
radio button when the patient does not consent.
b. Enter the date on which the patient’s consent or decline was given.
c. If the HL7 or integration partner shares patient data with third-parties, then select the
radio button indicating whether the patient authorizes the partner to share the patient’s
data.

Download Patient Documents through CommonWell from an Appointment
When you check in a patient for an appointment, you may download patient document and
image files through CommonWell. The application sends patient identifying information from
your database to CommonWell. CommonWell then determines whether they have a patient
record for the patient.
The first time you request documents from CommonWell for a patient, the application sends
CommonWell the patient’s enrollment information.
1. From the Desktop or Scheduler window, either:


Select the appointment time to open the Appointment window.



Select the More Options ( ) icon for the appointment, and then select the Set
Appointment Status option.

2. Select “Checked In” as the Appointment status. (You must use the system-defined Check In
status.)
3. If the patient’s consent for CommonWell has not be entered, then a prompt appears asking
if the patient does or does not consent.


Select the Patient Does Consent button if the patient consents to exchanging data.
Continue with the next step of this process.



Select the Patient Does Not Consent button if the patient does not consent to
exchanging data. This closes the window and ends the CommonWell match process.
The appointment status is set.
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4. The CommonWell Person Linking window appears. Either:


If your patient record has not been linked to a CommonWell person record and a
matching CommonWell person record exists, then this window lists possible matches to
the patient from CommonWell. This enables you to link your patient record with an
existing CommonWell person record or to create CommonWell person record if none
exists. Go to step 5 to continue.



If your patient record has not been linked to a CommonWell person and no matching
CommonWell person record exists, then a new person record is created in CommonWell
and your patient record is automatically linked to it. The CommonWell Person Linking
window opens to the Documents page, but no documents are listed since none are
available from other participants yet. Select the OK button to close the window and end
the CommonWell process. The appointment status is set.



If your patient record is already linked to a CommonWell person record, then the
CommonWell Person Linking window displays the Documents page with a list of the
documents available for the patient. Go to step 6 to continue.

5. Using the information displayed in the CommonWell Persons Linking window, confirm with the
patient that the CommonWell record is for them.


If the record is for the patient, select the Link button. Continue with the next step.



If the record is not for the patient, then select the Cancel button to close the window
and end the CommonWell process. The appointment status is set.

6. The window displays the Documents page with a list of the documents available for the
patient. An entry includes the document name, the date it was created, the provider or
medical services provider that created it, and the document type.
7. To view a document, select the document Name hyperlink to open the document.
Reviewing documents enables you to make sure they are for the correct patient, and that
they contain information meaningful to your practice. Click anywhere in the CommonWell
Persons Linking window to close the document window.
8. To download a document:
a. Select the Action button for the desired document.
b. Select the Send for Approval option. This attaches the document to the patient record as
an unapproved document. The document is moved from the New Documents to the
Processed Documents list.
c. Repeat for any other documents you want to download.
9. To ignore a document that you do not want:
a. Select the Action button for the desired document.
b. Select the Ignore option. The document is moved from the New Documents to the
Processed Documents list.
c. Repeat for any other documents you want to ignore.
10. When you have processed all the documents, select the OK button. This closes the window
and sets the appointment status.
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Download Patient Documents through CommonWell from the Patient Information Window
Once you have linked a patient record to a CommonWell person record, then you may access
the CommonWell documents from the Patient Information popup window. The Patient
Information popup window is available from the any window that displays the Patient toolbar,
such as Patient Demographics or Full Note Composer.
1. From the Patient toolbar, select the patient information (

) icon.

2. In the Patient Information popup, select the CommonWell hyperlink.
3. The CommonWell Person Linking window displays the Documents page with a list of the
documents available for the patient. An entry includes the document name, the date it was
created, the provider or medical services provider that created it, and the document type.
4. To view a document, select the document Name hyperlink to open the document.
Reviewing documents enables you to make sure they are for the correct patient, and that
they contain information meaningful to your practice. Click anywhere in the CommonWell
Persons Linking window to close the document window.
5. To download a document:
a. Select the Action button for the desired document.
b. Select the Send for Approval option. This attaches the document to the patient record as
an unapproved document. The document is moved from the New Documents to the
Processed Documents list.
c. Repeat for any other documents you want to download.
6. To ignore a document that you do not want:
a. Select the Action button for the desired document.
b. Select the Ignore option. The document is moved from the New Documents to the
Processed Documents list.
c. Repeat for any other documents you want to ignore.
7. When you have processed all the documents, select the OK button.

Revoking Patient Consent
If a patient who has previously consented to participate in CommonWell decides that they no
longer want to participate, then you must unlink your patient record from the CommonWell
person record. Then, you must change the patient record to indicate that the patient does not
consent to CommonWell.
1. Either:


From the Patient Toolbar, select the patient information (
CommonWell hyperlink.

) icon, then select the



Change the status of an appointment for the patient to ‘Checked In”.

2. The CommonWell Person Linking window appears, and then displays the Documents page.
Select the Patient Information button.
3. On the Patient Information page, select the Unlink button.
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4. Select the OK button to close the window and unlink the patient and person records. This
also changes the status of the appointment.
5. On the Desktop or Scheduler window, select the patient name hyperlink in the appointment
entry. This accesses the Patient Demographics window.
6. In the Patient Demographics window, select the patient name hyperlink to access the
Patient window.
7. In the Patient window, select the Additional tab.
8. In the Patient Partner Consent area, find the CommonWell entry and select the Disagree
button.

Instant Messaging
Instant messaging enables users to chat with other users who are logged into the application.
This is useful when, for example:


A doctor in an examination room needs to communicate a message to the front office (or
vice versa).



A billing clerk is on the phone with an insurance payer representative, and needs to
communicate with the office manager about a claim issue.



The front desk clerk needs to communicate with the office manager or provider about
making an appointment for a patient with an overdue account.

A user’s instant message status identifies whether the user is available for instant message chats.
A user’s default instant message status is the status given to the user each time the user logs into
the application. All users have the default instant message status ‘hidden’ when the application
is initially installed. A different default status may be defined in the User window.

Send and Receive Instant Messages
Use the Instant Message dialog to conduct instant message chats with other users of the
application. All users who are logged into the application and who do not have a status of
Hidden are listed in the Instant Message dialog and are available for chat. Statuses such as Busy
or Do Not Disturb identify a user’s preference, but the application does not prevent you from
sending a message to user with any status other than Hidden.
1. Desktop → Instant Message icon (

)

2. Double-click the user with whom you wish to chat from the list on the left.
3. Type your message in the lower section of the tab for the selected user.
4. Messages to and from the other user appear in the top of the tab.
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Save an Instant Message Chat
1. Desktop → Instant Message icon (

)

2. Select a user and conduct your chat.
3. Select the Save button.
4. Enter a Name for the chat or accept the default.
5. Enter an ID and Notes, if desired.
6. If desired, select the Create a Message checkbox to send the chat as a message to yourself
or to other users.
a. In the Assign To field, select the message recipients.
b. If desired, associate the message to a:


Patient



Visit



Superbill



Responsible Party



Payment

c. If desired, select the Save As Completed Message if you want the message to be
completed when sent.

Review Past Chats
1. Desktop → Instant Message icon (

)

2. Select the Review Past Chats button.
3. In the Find Instant Message window, search for and select the desired saved chat. Selection
criteria include:


Name



External ID



Participants, either one or both



Conversation, which enables searching for text

Change Your Instant Message Status
1. Desktop → Instant Message icon (

)

2. In the My Status field, use the dropdown arrow to select the status you want to display to
other users. Your name will not appear to other users when you select the Hidden status.
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Assign Users to Groups
1. Desktop → Instant Message icon (

)

2. Select the Add Group button.
3. A New Node will be added to the list of users and groups. Enter a name for the new group.
4. To add users to a group, select the desired user and drag the name to the desired group.

Insurance Authorization
The insurance authorization message function enables you to obtain authorization from an
insurance payer for a procedure or procedures that will be provided by your practice in the
near future. The authorization message function integrates with the messaging and patient case
functionality. (Please note that insurance authorization messages are not for obtaining
authorization for a specialist to whom you are referring a patient. Outbound referrals are
handled with Patient/Provider Tracking.)
Insurance authorization messages can help you manage a patient case over time. A patient
case is associated with the patient and specific patient visits, but not with the patient’s account
or insurance. An insurance authorization is associated with the patient’s account, the insurance
payer for that account, and the effective date of the account. Therefore, you do not need to
create a new patient case if the patient’s account or insurance changes; you only need to
create a new authorization message to obtain authorization for any services to be provided
under the new account and insurance. Thus, the authorization message is the association
between the patient case and the insurance authorization.
An insurance authorization message has three states: the request, the response, and the
summary. An insurance authorization request message is created in the same manner as any
other type of message, including from with Full Note Composer. Authorization response and
summary messages are displayed on the Desktop and Message Center as are other types of
messages.
A provider creates an insurance authorization request message when authorization for a
procedure or procedures is needed from a patient’s insurance payer. The request message
includes patient, insurance payer, diagnosis, and procedure information. The provider sends this
message to the person or group responsible for contacting insurance payers to obtain
authorization.
The message recipient (nurse, insurance clerk) contacts the insurance payer to request
authorization using the diagnosis and procedure information in the request message. When the
authorization or denial is obtained from the insurance payer, that user enters the information into
an authorization response message. Approval information can include the authorization
number, authorized number of units, and expiration date. This authorization response message is
sent to the provider who sent the initial request.
The provider receives an authorization summary message, which includes all the information
entered in the response message in summary form. All the information from the insurance
authorization response messages is associated with the patient case.
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You can also enter insurance authorizations directly into the patient case, without request and
response messages. An authorization entered directly into the case contains the same
information as an authorization response message.
Not all referrals to your practice and insurance authorizations are associated with an ongoing
patient case, and you do not need to create an unnecessary case to keep track of them. You
can enter a referring provider, insurance authorization number, or both in the Appointment
window or the Full Note Composer Visit Information Slider without entering a patient case.
When you need to request an authorization number to be associated with a single visit and not
a case, use a simple task message to request and record that number instead of using the
authorization request message, which must be associated with a case. The authorization
number may be entered into the Appointment, in the Visit Information slider in Full Note
Composer, and into the Superbill.

Create an Authorization Request Message
1. Either:


Desktop → New → Authorization Message (

)



Full Note Composer → New → Authorization Message (



Patient Demographics → New → Authorization Message (

)
)

2. Select the desired Patient. (This field will include the active patient when the message is
created from Full Note Composer or Patient Demographics. You may change it if needed.)
3. Select the desired message Urgency. The default is Routine.
4. Select a Due Date if desired.
5. In the Assign To field, select the recipients of the message.
Note: If you have defined default recipients of authorization request messages in the User
window, then this field will be prepopulated. Please refer to the User Settings for Messages
section for more information.
6. Enter a Reason if desired.
7. Select the Visit Date that initiated the authorization. This will be the date of the current visit
when the message is created from within Full Note Composer.
8. Select the Rendering Provider who will perform the services for which authorization is
requested.
9. If appropriate, select the Referring Provider who sent the patient to you.
10. Select the Service Site at which the authorized services will be performed. This may be
different from the service site of the current visit.
11. Select the anticipated Service Date of the services for which authorization is requested.
12. Select the Patient Case that this authorization request is associated with.
If you do not select a Patient Case, a case will be created. The case name will include the
primary diagnosis, if entered in the associated visit note, and the visit date.
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13. An Authorization Name is generated for this request using the convention case
name_mm/dd/yyyy_nn, where nn is the sequential number of the request for this patient and
date. You may change the authorization name if desired.
14. Select one or more diagnosis codes associated with the services for which authorization is
requested.
15. Enter the services for which authorization is requested. Either:


Select the Consultation checkbox to request authorization for a consultation visit only.
This disables other service entry.



Select the individual procedure codes or authorization code sets:
a. Select the appropriate radio button for a Service or Code Set.
b. Select the desired Service Requested/Code Set.
c. Select the checkbox for the diagnosis code the service or code set is associated
with.

Enter the Authorization Response
When the authorization request message is received, the recipient then contacts the insurance
payer or payers to request authorization for the specified procedures. The authorization response
is a record of whether or not the insurance payer authorized the requested procedures. The
information entered in the authorization response becomes part of the authorization and the
patient case that the authorization is associated with.
Thus, authorization number becomes associated with any appointment to which the patient
case is associated for the number of authorized visits. The authorization number is then
populated in the patient visit note and the subsequent superbill. The authorization number
associated with the primary insurance is used when available. When there is no authorization for
the primary insurance, then an authorization number associated with the secondary insurance is
used if available. When there is no authorization for the secondary insurance, then an
authorization number associated with the tertiary insurance is used if available.
1. Select the date and time link for the Authorization message from the Desktop.
2. Review the information in the Authorization Request tab.
3. Select the Authorization Response tab.
4. Using the patient account and insurance information displayed, contact the appropriate
insurance payer to request authorization for the listed procedures.
If the patient has multiple account periods, you may select a different period to view its
insurance information.
5. For the primary insurance payer, indicate whether the requested procedures are authorized.
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Authorization Number: Select this radio button and enter the authorization number if the
insurance payer authorized the procedures. This is the authorization number for the
request as a whole.



No Authorization Required: Select this radio button if the insurance payer does not
require prior authorization for the requested procedures. Skip to step 11.
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Authorization Denied: Select this radio button if the insurance payer declines to authorize
the requested procedures. Skip to step 11.



Not Applicable. Select this radio button if authorization is unneeded or not given for any
other reason. Skip to step 11.

6. Repeat step 5 for any other insurance if needed.
Note: All remaining information is associated with the patient’s primary insurance payer.
7. Enter the Number of Visits Approved.
This is the number of visits authorized for this request. This number will be added to the
available visits for the patient case.
8. Enter the Expiration Date of the authorization.
This is the expiration date for the overall authorization request. If this date is further in the
future than the current expiration date for the patient case, then the patient case expiration
date will be extended to this date.
9. If needed, enter an Authorization number, number of Units, or Expiration Date for individual
procedures or authorization code sets.
10. Indicate who is approved to perform the requested procedures.


Select the All Providers radio button when any provider in the practice may perform the
authorized procedures.



Select the Specific Provider radio button when authorization is limited to a specified
provider or providers. Use the Find icon to select the approved provider or providers.

11. Enter any Remarks to explain the insurance payer’s response to the request.
12. Select the Complete button to complete the message and send the summary to the
requesting provider.

View the Authorization Summary
The authorization summary message is sent to the requesting provider when the authorization
response message is completed.
1. Select the date and time link for the Authorization message from the Desktop.
2. The Message Thread tab displays the authorization information.
3. If desired, select the message date and time link to view the actual authorization request
and response messages.
4. Select the Complete button when you are ready.
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Create an Authorization in the Patient Case
1. Either:


Appointment → Patient Case → New → Authorization tab



Full Note Composer → Visit Information Slider → Patient Case → New → Authorize tab

2. Select the New link.
3. Using the patient account and insurance information displayed, contact the appropriate
insurance payer to request authorization for the listed procedures.
If the patient has multiple account periods, you may select a different period to view its
insurance information.
4. For the primary insurance payer, indicate whether the requested procedures are authorized.


Authorization Number: Select this radio button and enter the authorization number if the
insurance payer authorized the procedures. This is the authorization number for the
request as a whole.



No Authorization Required: Select this radio button if the insurance payer does not
require prior authorization for the requested procedures. Skip to step 10.



Authorization Denied: Select this radio button if the insurance payer declines to authorize
the requested procedures. Skip to step 10.



Not Applicable. Select this radio button if authorization is unneeded or not given for any
other reason. Skip to step 10.

5. Repeat step 4 for any other insurance if needed.
Note: All remaining information is associated with the patient’s primary insurance payer.
6. Enter the Number of Visits Approved.
This is the number of visits authorized for this request. This number will be added to the
available visits for the patient case.
7. Enter the Expiration Date of the authorization.
This is the expiration date for the overall authorization request. If this date is further in the
future than the current expiration date for the patient case, then the patient case expiration
date will be extended to this date.
8. If needed, enter an Authorization number, number of Units, or Expiration Date for individual
procedures or authorization code sets.
9. Indicate who is approved to perform the requested procedures.


Select the All Providers radio button when any provider in the practice may perform the
authorized procedures.



Select the Specific Provider radio button when authorization is limited to a specified
provider or providers. Use the Find icon to select the approved provider or providers.

10. Enter any Remarks to explain the insurance payer’s response to the request.
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Appointment Authorization without Case
You can enter a referring provider, insurance authorization number, or both in the Appointment
window without entering a patient case. Note that if you later associate a patient case with the
appointment, the referring provider and authorization code from the case will overwrite the
previously entered referring provider and authorization code.
1. Either:


Schedule → New → New Appointment



Desktop → New → New Appointment

2. Select the Primary and Resource calendars on which this appointment will be scheduled.
3. Select an Appointment Type, if desired.
4. Enter the details of the Appointment Date and Time.
5. The Provider field is populated as the provider who is associated with the selected primary
calendar. If the selected primary calendar is not associated with a provider, this field will be
blank. Use the Find icon to search for and select a provider or to change the default
provider.
6. Select the Patient Name. This populates the patient’s phone number and type and clinical
decision support rules applicable to the patient.
7. Enter the Reason for the visit, if desired.
8. Select a Referring Provider, if desired.
9. Enter an Authorization Code, if desired.
10. The Service Site field is populated with the service site associated with the selected provider,
but you can change this if needed.
11. The Financial Center is populated with the financial center associated with the selected
provider, but you can change this if needed.

Patient Visit Authorization without Case
You can enter a referring provider, insurance authorization number, or both in the Full Note
Composer Visit Information Slider without entering a patient case. Note that if you later associate
a patient case with the visit note, the referring provider and authorization code from the case
will overwrite the previously entered referring provider and authorization code.
1. Full Note Composer → Visit Information Slider
2. Enter an Authorization Code, if desired.
3. Select a Referring Provider, if desired.
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Insurance Eligibility
If your practice has enrolled with Practice Insight for insurance eligibility, then you can download
patients’ insurance eligibility information. The information is provided to the Practice Insight
clearinghouse by participating insurance payers. Eligibility requests obtain information for the
patient’s secondary and tertiary insurance plans as well as their primary insurance plan.
It is important to understand that eligibility information is valid at the time it is sent to
clearinghouse by the insurance payer. A patient may change insurance plans or payers, or may
meet insurance limits, or the terms of the patient’s plan may change between the time you
receive the eligibility information and the time the provider conducts the patient visit. Therefore,
eligibility information is never a guarantee of payment.
Your administrative super user may have configured the application to automatically make
requests for insurance eligibility information prior to patients’ scheduled appointments. This can
help you determine any patients for whom you need to obtain additional information or
authorization prior to the appointment. Eligibility information can change at any time. Therefore,
it is recommended that automatic requests be made as close to the appointment as
reasonably possible, generally within a few days. However, since a patient’s eligibility information
is unlikely to change during a calendar month, only one automatic request is made per month
for any patient.
You can also make requests on demand. This enables you to check eligibility when a patient did
not have an appointment scheduled in advance or when a new patient contacts your office.
All eligibility requests must be associated with a provider and a service site. The provider
associated with the request must be recognized as credentialed for billing and claims by the
insurance payer to whom the request for information will be made. Therefore, if you have nurse
practitioners, physician’s assistants, or other providers who do not bill under their own names,
then you cannot make eligibility requests for these providers. Instead, the request must be made
for the billing provider.
If a non-billing provider is identified as the provider on an appointment, then an eligibility request
made for the appointment during the nightly processing will attempt to use the provider
identified as the practice’s primary provider for the patient in the Patient window. If there is no
provider identified in the Patient window, then the automated request made from the
appointment will fail. You can make an on-demand eligibility request for patients who will be
seen by non-billing providers from the Patient Demographics window. When you make the
request, you must use the billing provider, not the non-billing rendering provider.
When you make an on-demand eligibility request, you can request both insurance eligibility
information and prescription benefits information or you can request these items independently.
Unlike prescription benefits requests, insurance eligibility requests are made only to the insurance
payer or payers identified in the patient’s account. If the patient account does not include an
insurance payer and plan, then the request will return an error. If the account includes more
than one payer and plan, then the request may return information from each payer and plan.
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Patient Identification
The following patient information is the minimum required to identify patients for insurance
eligibility. Individual insurance payers may require additional information.


Patient last name



Patient first name



Patient date of birth



Patient ZIP code



Patient gender



Patient’s insurance payer and plan



Subscriber ID number

If the patient name is different in the insurance payer record and your record, the two records
may not match. (For example, Tom Smith, Tom Q. Smith, and Thomas Smith are different names.)
Also, patients may move and not notify their insurance payer of their new address. So, the
insurance payer’s record for the patient may include a different ZIP code than your patient
record. Simple data entry errors may also result in the patient records not matching. If any of the
identifying information is entered incorrectly in the patient’s record for the provider or insurance
payer, then the records will not match. As a result, you may receive incomplete information or
even a ‘patient not found’ error.

Eligibility Request Status Icons
You can determine the status of an insurance eligibility request by the icon displayed on the
appointment on the Desktop or Schedule window. You can determine the status of a patient’s
eligibility request or information on Accounts tab of the Patient Demographics window.

Icon

Description
Download request in progress.
Eligibility information received.
Eligibility information received is different payer or member ID than sent. Scroll the
cursor over the icon to review the difference.
No eligibility information available for retrieval.
Eligibility status cannot be determined.
Error in processing the eligibility request.
Previously download eligibility information has expired.
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Insurance Eligibility Mapped to the Account Type
Some insurance payers provide eligibility information for more than one industry-standard payer
type code. This is most frequent with Medicare, which provides eligibility information for Parts A
and B, but may also happen with other insurance payers as well. When a payer sends
information for more than one payer type code, the application displays all the information in
the patient’s eligibility information record. By default, the eligibility information is displayed in the
order sent by the payer, and the first type received is parsed into the detail fields. As a result, the
eligibility information for the payer type code you are interested in may not be the information
that is displayed in the eligibility detail fields at the top of the patient’s record.
Your administrative super user may have set up an insurance payer so that the eligibility
information you are most interested in appears in the eligibility detail fields in a patient’s record.
All of the eligibility information received from the insurance payer is displayed in the Account
Eligibility window.

Download Insurance Eligibility from Patient Demographics
1. Find Patient → Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Download Benefits (

)

2. In the Download Benefits window, the Patient name will default to the selected patient.
3. Select the Provider. This will default to the provider identified as the practice’s primary
provider for the patient if available. The selected provider must have a Surescripts Provider
ID.
4. Select the Service Site. This will default to the provider’s default service site if available.
5. To download prescription benefits and medication history:
a. Select the Rx Benefits checkbox. This enables the prescription benefits and medication
history fields.
b. Select the Benefits Coverage, Formulary checkbox to download prescription benefits
and formulary information.
c. Select the e-Med History checkbox to download medication history.
d. In the Request Date field, select the time period of the medication history requested.
6. To download insurance eligibility information:
a. Select the Eligibility checkbox.
b. Select the checkbox for each account for which you want to request eligibility
information.
7. Select the OK button to request the benefits information.

Download the Insurance Eligibility from an Appointment
You can download medical claims eligibility from the Appointment window regardless of the
appointment status. You can download prescription benefits eligibility only after the
appointment status has been changed to Checked In.
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1. Either:


Schedule → Appointment



Desktop → Appointment time link

2. In the Benefit Download Status section, the dates of the last successful downloads for the
patient are shown in the Last eMed Hx, Last Rx Benefits, and Last Eligibility fields.
3. To download prescription benefits, select the Benefits Coverage, Formulary checkbox. This is
available only if using Surescripts.
4. To download the medication history, select the Medication History checkbox. This is available
only if using Surescripts.
5. The Download Eligibility checkbox is selected by default.
6. Select the OK button to initiate the download and close the window.

Entering Insurance Eligibility Information Manually
When eligibility information is provided by the patient, you can enter the information directly.
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → Eligibility link
2. In the Account Eligibility window, select the New button.
3. Enter the eligibility information provided, which may include any or all of the following.


Eligibility Status



Copay Amounts



Deductible



Amount Met



Remaining



Coinsurance In Network %



Coinsurance Out of Network %



Effective Date



Expiration Date

4. Use the Eligibility Notes fields for information on services that need authorization or are not
covered, or information on how to validate benefits. This is a general Note field, so you can
create and reuse frequently used statements if desired.
Information entered into the Notes field is copied into the new eligibility record when
eligibility information is received from the insurance payer. You can modify the information in
the Notes field for the current eligibility information.
You cannot modify information in the Notes fields of older eligibility records. This maintains
the historical accuracy of notes made in the past.
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Viewing a Patient’s Insurance Eligibility
Once a patient’s insurance eligibility information has been downloaded, you can view it in the
patient’s account. Eligibility requests obtain information for the patient’s secondary and tertiary
insurance plans as well as their primary insurance.
By default, the window displays the information from the primary insurance plan. You can select
another plan to view its information if desired. Please refer to the Viewing a Patient’s Insurance
Eligibility History section below for instructions.

Insurance Eligibility Received for Different Payer or Member ID
To make an insurance eligibility request, you send the eligibility clearinghouse the patient’s
insurance payer and member ID information. There are circumstances under which the
clearinghouse will send back insurance eligibility information for a different insurance payer or a
different member ID. For example, you may send an eligibility request for traditional Medicare,
but receive information for Medicare Advantage or Medicare Replacement.
When the eligibility information received is for a different payer or member ID than was sent in
the request, the application display the Insurance Eligibility Note ( ) icon. On the Patient
Demographics window’s Accounts tab, you can scroll the cursor over the icon to display a note
about the information that is different. Select the Eligibility hyperlink to review all of the insurance
eligibility information.

View Eligibility Information
1. Either:


Desktop calendar → Eligibility icon (

) or Insurance Eligibility Note (



Schedule → Eligibility icon (



Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → Eligibility link



Patient Demographics → Account tab → account name hyperlink → Eligibility button.

) or Insurance Eligibility Note (

)

)

2. Select the Current radio button to display the current insurance information. The information
in the fields at the top of the window is parsed from the download based on how the
eligibility service types are configured for your practice.
3. Additional information received is displayed in the Benefit Details section. If desired, copy
information from here to any unpopulated fields at the top of the window.
4. Select the Benefit Details hyperlink to view the raw HL7 message if desired.
5. Use the Eligibility Notes fields for information on services that need authorization or are not
covered, or information on how to validate benefits. This is a general Note field, so you can
create and reuse frequently used statements if desired.
Information entered into the Notes field is copied into the new eligibility record when
eligibility information is received from the insurance payer. You can modify the information in
the Notes field for the current eligibility information.
You cannot modify information in the Notes fields of older eligibility records. This maintains
the historical accuracy of notes made in the past.
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Viewing a Patient’s Insurance Eligibility History
You may view the history of a patient’s insurance eligibility. You can also view information from a
patient’s secondary or tertiary insurance plan.
Eligibility information is available only if you are using the optional Practice Insight eligibility
functionality.
1. Either:


Desktop calendar → Eligibility icon (

)



Schedule → Eligibility icon (



Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → Eligibility link



Patient Demographics → Account tab → account name hyperlink → Eligibility button.

)

2. Select the History radio button.
3. In the top left pane, select the desired insurance payer.
4. In the bottom left pane, select the desired request date to view the insurance eligibility
information for that date.

Insurance Payer/Plan Center
The Insurance Payer/Plan Center window enables you to view basic information for insurance
payers and their associated plans, including address, phone number, and notes entered on the
insurance plan.
1. Desktop → Insurance Payer/Plan Center
2. Enter the desired selection criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Select the Payer Name or Plan Name link to view the insurance payer or insurance plan
record and its detailed information.
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Messaging
Messages are used extensively in the application. They may be created by users or generated
automatically by the application.
There are a number of different types of messages which communicate a variety of information
for different purposes. Some messages are informational, while others require some type of
action. Messages are used for the following purposes.








Communicate between users, such as:


Requests for tasks to be performed



Information about patients



Requests for approval of results



Prescription refill requests from patients

Facilitate workflow for specific types of activities, such as


Insurance authorizations



Vaccination administration



Clinical orders



Visit billing

Communicate about information sent or received between the application and third-party
applications, such as:


Prescription refill requests from pharmacies



Results from laboratories



Transmission errors

Inform of errors, such as:


Status messages if a transmission fails

Messages may be viewed on a user’s Desktop and from the Message Center. Messages may be
categorized and viewed on the Desktop and in the Message Center using filters.
A user’s messages can be accessed by other users only if those other users have been given
message security access rights. Message security is defined on the User window.
The application is preconfigured with a list of message types, such as phone and Rx. You may
extend these message types by further categorizing the list with sub-types. For example, you
may add sub-types to phone messages to categorize the calls as follow-up calls, personal calls,
etc. In addition, you can apply urgency to messages, so certain messages will always be
classified as urgent or routine.
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Message Access
By default, you can view, complete, and otherwise use all messages sent directly to you. You
can also view messages that you have sent to other users regardless of the message security of
the recipient. This enables you to identify messages you sent that are complete or incomplete.
Access to view any other messages must be specifically granted to you. So, if you are a member
of a user group to which messages may be sent, then your administrative super user must grant
you security rights to view, process, or complete messages sent to the user group. You are not
automatically granted access to these messages simply by being a member of the group. This is
done in the User Group window’s Message Security tab.
If you need to view messages sent to or from another user, then either your administrative super
user or that user must grant you access to that user’s messages. Likewise, if you want another
user to be able to view messages sent to you or by you, then you or your administrative super
user must grant that user security rights to your messages. This is done on the User window’s
Messaging tab.
When you are granted security rights to another user’s messages, you are granted access to all
messages sent to or from the user. When another user is granted security rights to your messages,
that user is granted access to all messages sent to or from you. Message access cannot be
restricted by message type.

Create Messages
You may create messages as a result of a phone call in the office, a patient request for a
prescription refill, as a task that needs to be completed, or for many other reasons.
You can also create a procedure task message, which is a specific subtype of a task message
that can be created only from within Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window.
When a procedure task message is created, it pulls the CPT® codes and descriptions for all
services performed and ordered from the visit note. Messages can be assigned and forwarded.
You can also create and send messages to patients if you are using the optional Patient Portal.
1. Toolbar → New Message → Call, Task, Rx Refill Request Message, or other message type
2. Select the Patient if appropriate. This will be if the application can identify the patient, such
as from the Patient Demographics window.
3. The patient’s Phone number and phone type will be populated from the patient record. You
can change this if desired.
4. Select the Urgency level appropriate for the messages action.
5. Select a message Sub-Type. These are pre-defined for the Message Type to which they are
subordinate.
6. Enter a Due Date if desired. This is the date the message’s action is to be completed.
7. In the Assign To field, select the user or users to receive the message.
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8. Enter the text of the message in the Reason or Task field. (depending on the type of
message).
You can either enter text directly in the field, or you can select the Reason or Task hyperlink
to access the General Notes window. This enables you to select or modify a reason from the
pre-configured list.
Pressing the Enter key in the Reason or Task field or in the General Notes window creates a
new line in the message.
9. If the message is a refill request or insurance authorization, enter the other needed
information.

View Messages
You can view messages from the Message Center window or from the Desktop. The Message
Center enables you to display a list of messages by type, urgency, and status. The Message
Center enables you to create a filter or filters that search for messages which meet your
specified criteria. You can use the message filters that you defined in the Message Center to
display messages on the Desktop.

Message Filters
Message filters enable you to categorize messages that you need to monitor and process. This
may be as simple as all messages sent to you, or you may want to define different filters for
different types of messages, such as all prescription refill messages, lab order requests, or
insurance authorization requests.

Everyone and Personal Filters
Message filters (and filters in other search windows) may be global or personal. A global filter is
available for use by all users. A personal filter is available for use only by the user who created it.
You can identify whether a filter is global or personal by the Filter Is Visible To radio buttons at the
bottom of the Message Center window. The Everyone radio button identifies the filter as a global
filter available to all users. Global filters are referred to as Everyone filters because they are
identified by the Everyone radio button. The Me radio button identifies the filter as available only
to you.
You must have security rights to create or change an Everyone message filter. If you have been
given the necessary security rights, then the Everyone radio button in the Message Center
window will be enabled. If you do not have the necessary security rights, then the Everyone
radio button will be disabled.
If you have rights to Everyone message filters, then be cautious when making changes to a filter.
Any changes made by any user to an Everyone filter affect that filter for all users.
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My Messages Filter
The system-defined My Messages message filter is a global Everyone filter. It filters for the current
user, not for a particular user name.
If you need to customize the filter, then make a copy of it (using the File → Save As functionality).
Give your new filter a name that identifies as specifically yours, such as Joe’s Messages. Then,
make your changes to the new message filter.

Filtering for Messages Sent to a User Group
Messages sent to a user group are identified by the user group name, not by users in the user
group. Therefore, the My Message filter, which identifies the current user, or a custom message
filter that identifies a specific user name, will not display messages sent to a user group.
To display messages that are sent to you as a member of a user group, you must create a new
filter or modify a custom filter, such as a personal copy of the My Messages filter. The filtering
criteria must include the user group name in the Assigned To field. If you want the filter to display
only the group messages, then filter only on the group name. If you want to see all your
messages, then include both your name and the user group name in the Assigned To field.

Message Response Time
You can use the information in the Response Time column to monitor the timeliness of message
processing. The response time is the difference between the created date and time and the
completed date and time of the message. It is shown in hours.

View Messages from the Message Center
1. Either:


Desktop → Message Center



Message Center (

) icon

2. Enter the desired selection criteria, and then select the Search button.


Created From: The timespan in which the message was created.



Completed On: The timespan in which the message was completed.



Created By: The user who created the message.



Assigned To: The user to whom the message was assigned (sent).



Patient: The patient the message is about. You can get the patient’s date of birth and
phone numbers by hovering the cursor over the Patient name field.



Message Type: Message types are preconfigured and cannot be changed. They include
task, refill request, electronic refill request, and others.



Message Subtype: If you select a message type, the subtypes are limited to the selected
type or types.



Message Urgency: Defines whether the message is urgent, routine, etc.
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Message Status. You can choose to display only completed, only incomplete messages,
or both.



Unread Messages: Select this checkbox to display only messages that have not been
read.



Strike Out: Select this checkbox to include messages that have been struck out.



Message Due In: Enter a number to display messages that are due in a specified number
of days.
Note: When you specify a number of days, the filter will select all messages due between
now and the specified number of days (for example, for the next three days). It will also
select any messages without due dates because these are assumed to be due
immediately.



Maximum Items Returned: Select the maximum number of items to be displayed by in a
message filter. The default value for all message filters is 100. You can increase or
decrease this as needed. A very high limit may increase the amount of time it takes for
messages to display on the Desktop.

3. Select the desired message’s Created date hyperlink to open the message.

Viewing Messages from the Desktop
To view messages on the Desktop, you must have configured one or more of the panes on your
Desktop for messages. Please see the Configure the Desktop section for more information and
instructions.
The content of the message displayed on the Desktop varies slightly by message type. All
messages include the date and time the message was created, the urgency of the message,
the due date of the message, and the message reason. The message will also include the
patient name when the message is associated with a patient.


Use the Find icon to select the message filter you wish to use.



Select the message date and time link to access the Message window.



Select the patient name link to access the Patient Demographics window for the patient.



Use the More Options icon (



Select the Message Center link to access the Message Center using the currently selected
message filter.

) to access a menu of patient and message related functions.

Process Messages
Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options icon (

) → Process Message

Processing messages generally includes completing or auto-completing the message and
approving an attachment. These actions are the same whether the message is for a phone call,
task, or refill request and whether the message was created by a user or by the application.
However, some message types have particular characteristics that you need to be aware of.
These are explained in the sections below. Insurance authorization messages require specific
processing steps.
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Patient Information
You can get a patient’s date of birth and phone numbers by hovering the cursor over the
patient’s Name field in any message.

Forwarding and Replying to Messages
You can forward a message to another recipient using the Forward icon ( ). When you select
the Forward icon, the Assign To field is changed to either blank or to your default recipient, if one
is defined. The Reason field also becomes editable so that you can add or change the text if
desired.
You can reply to a message by selecting the Reply icon ( ). This inserts the sender’s name in
the Assigned To field. The Reason field also becomes editable so that you can add or change
the text if desired.

Recipient History
The Recipient History tab in the Message window displays the history of the message. It includes
the date and time sent, the sender’s name, the recipients, and any text entered in the Reason
field.

Complete a Message


Select the Complete button.

Auto Complete a Message


Select the “Auto Complete This Message” checkbox. The application will change the
message status to Completed when all tasks have been completed.

Approve or Reject an Attachment
An approval message for an attachment that is a text file (file extension .txt) will display the text
from the file in the Attachments tab of the Message window. This enables you to read and
review the text without opening the file in Notepad, Word, or another application.
When an attachment group contains multiple documents, you may reject individual documents
in the group. It is not necessary to reject the entire group of documents.
If the patient has one or more outstanding clinical orders or referrals and the attachment is not
associated with an order or attachment, then a warning message will appear in the Message
window. You may associate the attachment with an outstanding order or referral if that is
appropriate.
You can use the Send Documents button to send the attachment to another person or entity.
This accesses the Send Documents window, which works just as when accessed from any other
location.
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1. In the Message window, select the Attachment tab.
2. Select each attachment thumbnail to review the document.
3. To associate the document with an order or referral:
a. Select the Link to Order button.
b. In the Outstanding Orders/Referrals window, select the desired order or referral.
c. Select the OK button to return to the Message window.
4. To reject a document:
a. Select the document to be rejected.
b. Select the Reject Attachments checkbox.
c. Repeat for any other document to be rejected.
5. To approve a document:
a. Select the document to be approved.
b. Select the Approve Attachments checkbox.
c. Repeat for any other document to be approved.
6. When all documents have been reviewed and either accepted or rejected, select the
Complete button to complete the message.
The application will not complete a patient visit note if there are outstanding transcription
files or prescriptions. The attachments will be approved, and the visit note will remain
incomplete.

Associating a Patient to an Existing Task or Call Messages
You can select a patient for a task or call message that was created without an associated
patient.
1. Either:


Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options (



Message Center → Created date

) icon

2. In the Message window, select the desired Patient.

Task Messages
Task messages created from within Full Note Composer or another clinical note type window
include the appointment status when they appear on the recipient’s Desktop. If your
appointment statuses include room numbers, then the person who will perform the task can
quickly identify the patient’s location.
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Document Generation Messages
Document generation messages enable a user, such as a provider, to select a document for
generation for a patient, and request that the recipient of the message, such as the front desk
clerk, actually generate and print the document.
1. In the Message window, select the Generate Documents button.
2. The Generate Document from Model window appears once the document has generated.
a. Edit the document as needed.
b. Select the File menu, then Save.
c. If desired, print the document by selecting the File menu, then Print Current.

Scheduled Report Messages
Your administrative super user may have scheduled regularly used reports to generate
automatically. Reports that are scheduled are generated, attached to a message, and that
message is sent to the user or user group defined in the report schedule. When you receive a
scheduled report message, you can print or view the report as needed. These messages have
the message subtype Scheduled Report.

Patient Demographic Data
These messages are created by Patient Portal functions that may be performed from the
Internet, if your practice has purchased the optional Aprima Patient Portal product. The
messages are created when patients enter or modify their demographic information.


Accept the information, which updates the patient’s demographic record with the new
information and closes the message as complete.



Reject the information, which closes the message as complete. No action is taken on the
information.

Patient Input Message
Patient input messages are created by Patient Portal functions that may be performed from the
Internet, if your practice has purchased the optional Aprima Patient Portal product. These
functions include appointment check in and requests, prescription refill requests, demographic
changes, responding to questionnaires, sending and receiving messages, and printing ledgers
and statements.
Patient input messages are created when a user or the application sends a message to a
patient, and when a patient sends a message to your practice from the optional Patient Portal
on the Internet. When a message is sent to a patient, either on-demand by a user or
automatically by the application, an email message is sent to the patient’s email address. The
email message simply informs the patient that a message has been sent to their Patient Portal
account.
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Messages Automatically Sent to Patients
The application sends messages to patients based on how your administrative super user has set
up your Patient Portal. This may include when a new patient is seen, when a patient is assigned a
Portal account, when changes are made in the patient’s chart, and for other actions. When the
application sends a message to a patient, it also sends a copy of that message to the user
group defined by the administrative super user for that type of message. These copies of patient
messages are automatically completed so that they do not have to be reviewed and
processed. You can, however, review these messages if needed.
1. Either:


Message Center icon (

)



Desktop menu → Message Center

2. In the Message Type field, select the Patient Input type.
3. If desired, select one or more of the Patient Input subtypes.
4. For Message Status, select the Complete radio button.
5. Enter additional selection criteria as desired.
6. Select the Search button.
7. To review a message, select the Created date and time hyperlink for the desired message.

Visit Billing Messages
Please refer to the Visit Billing Messages section for information and instructions on processing
these messages.

Prescription Refill Requests
Refill messages can be created when patients phone your office requesting prescription refills.


The patient’s phone number appears in the refill request message entry on the Desktop.



When processing the message, you are able to process each medication requested
individually. You may refill the prescription using the patient’s medication history, or you may
select a drug and access the SIG Writer window to write a new prescription.



You may enter comments regarding each requested medication.



You can get the pharmacy address and phone numbers by hovering the cursor over the
Pharmacy field.



Drug screening is performed when refilling a prescription from a message, and warning
messages will appear as appropriate.



Select the Print Prescription checkbox to automatically print the prescription when the
message is completed. This checkbox defaults to unchecked for electronic prescriptions,
and to checked for standard prescriptions.



A visit note for the prescription is created when the refill is entered, and the message
completed. It has a visit note type of Refill.



No superbill is created for refills.
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Please refer to the Prescription Refills section of the EHR User’s Guide for instructions on
processing refill request messages.

Electronic Prescription Refill Requests
When a patient calls the pharmacy requesting a refill, the pharmacy can send you an
electronic refill message through the pharmacy clearinghouse. Pharmacy-generated electronic
refill request messages are sent to the provider (if possible) based on the provider’s Surescripts
provider ID.
You can get the pharmacy address and phone numbers by hovering the cursor over the
Pharmacy field.
Please refer to the Prescription Refills section of the EHR User’s Guide for instructions on
processing electronic refill request messages.

Lab Order Request Messages
Lab order request messages enable clinical staff members to complete a lab order for a
provider, and then submit the order to the laboratory vendor or vendors.
Please refer to the EHR User’s Guide for instructions on creating lab order request messages.

Lab Order Results Messages
When lab results are received electronically, the application sends a lab result message to the
ordering provider. The lab result message displays all the lab orders associated with the same
order and accession number.
Please refer to the EHR User’s Guide for instructions on processing lab order results messages.

Vaccine Administration Messages
Vaccine administration messages are used to request that a staff member administer a
vaccination that has been ordered by a provider. The user who receives the vaccine
administration message can document the vaccination details in the message. When the user
completes the message, the vaccination details are then added to the patient’s chart.
The Vaccine Administration tab displays the vaccine administration record, which you can use
in the same manner as when it is displayed in Full Note Composer, another patient visit window,
or the Patient History window.
Select the Complete button to complete the message, and then add the vaccination details to
the patient’s chart.
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Patient Referral Messages
Patient referral messages are a type of clinical order message. A patient referral message
enables you to create a patient/provider tracking record from the message or to review the
patient/provider tracking record created by the provider when ordering the referral.
1. Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options icon (

) → Process Message

2. In the Message window, select the Patient Referral tab.
3. Complete or verify the patient/provider tracking fields as appropriate.

Complete Chart Request Messages
Please refer to the Complete Charts section and Complete Chart Request Message subsection
for information and instructions.

Messages for Preventive Follow Up
One of the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) quality measures is the
percentage of patients whom you remind of preventative care services. You can use clinical
decision support rules to identify preventative care services, such as annual flu shots,
mammograms, and PSA tests.
To use clinical decision support rules in this way, your administrative super user must have
flagged the rule for preventative follow up, associated a care team with the rule, and defined
recipients for messages regarding the rule.
When a patient meets the criteria for the rule, a task message is sent to the defined recipient
user so that a reminder can be sent to the patient. Once the user sends the reminder or
contacts the patient, the user must complete the message in order for the reminder to be
counted. The Meaningful Use report includes the number of patients meeting preventative
follow up criteria and the number reminded, based on the completion of the clinical decision
support rule.

Transcription Import Messages
When transcribed dictation files are imported, a message is generated and sent to the provider
who created the voice transcription file. The message appears on the Desktop with the date
and time the transcribed file was imported, and the name of the associated patient.
The transcribed text, including the necessary codes, appears in the Attachment tab of the
message. You can edit the text if desired.
Select the Approve and Merge checkbox to approve the transcribed text, and then import it
into the patient visit note. You may select the Complete Patient Visit Note checkbox if you want
to complete the associated patient visit note when you approve the attachment. Then select
OK or Complete to approve the transcription and complete the note, as appropriate.
Please refer to the Voice Dictation and Transcription section of the EHR User’s Guide for more
information and instructions.
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Collection Messages
Depending on how your collection status levels are defined, messages may be generated when
an expected payment is not received within the specified time period and when a payment is
received but is insufficient. These messages are purely informational. The message text includes
the name of the responsible party, the payment amount expected, the payment amount
received, and whether or not any previous payments were received.

Claims Messages
If you are using electronic remittance advice (ERA), you will receive claim messages from the
claims clearinghouse. Claim reports from the clearinghouse and insurance payers will be file
attachments received with the messages. You can save the report file to your hard drive if
desired, and then you can use the file as needed. These messages have the message subtype
Claim Report.

Insurance Authorization Response Messages
When the authorization request message is received, the recipient then contacts the insurance
payer or payers to request authorization for the specified procedures. The authorization response
is a record of whether or not the insurance payer authorized the requested procedures. The
information entered in the authorization response becomes part of the authorization and the
patient case that the authorization is associated with.
Please refer to the Insurance Authorization section of this guide for more information and
instructions.

Insurance Authorization Summary Messages
The authorization summary message is sent to the requesting provider when the authorization
response message is completed. The information is included with the patient case associated
with the insurance authorization request message.
Please refer to the Insurance Authorization section of this guide for more information and
instructions.

Complete Messages from the Message Center
You can complete messages from the Message center. However, clinical messages can be
completed from the Message Center window only when they have been viewed by a user.
Clinical messages that have not been opened by a user are indicated by a gray, disabled
checkbox and a small black square. Order approval messages and attachment approval
messages are indicated by a red square. Clinical message types include:


AN: An approve visit note message.



Attachment approvals: Message contains an attachment.



Attachment: Message contains an attachment not associated with a patient.



Electronic Rx refill request: Messages created by the electronic prescription interface when it
receives a refill request from a pharmacy electronically.
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Electronic Rx refill errors: Messages created by the electronic prescription interface when it
encounters an error or situation that requires user intervention.



HL7: An HL7 lab results approval message.



HTML attachments: Message with an HTML attachment.



Patient lab order: Message to complete and send a patient lab order.

Complete a Message
1. Select the checkbox for the message or messages you want to complete.
2. Select the Complete button.
3. A message will ask if you want to add a note to the message or messages. Select Yes or No
as appropriate.

Strike Out a Message
You may strikeout a message that has been sent for the incorrect patient. A message is
automatically completed when it is struck out. A struck-out message cannot be incompleted.
Once the message has been struck out, the phrase ‘Strike Out Message’ appears at the front of
the Reason field. The strikeout reason appears on the next line of the Reason field.
The message cannot be complete to strike it out. To strike out a message that has been
completed, you must incomplete the message first.

Strike Out a Message
1. Either:


Desktop → Message time stamp hyperlink



Message Center → Message time stamp hyperlink

2. In the Message window, select the Strikeout button.
3. In the Strikeout Reason popup window, enter a Reason for striking out the message.

Viewing Struck Out Messages
You may view struck out messages from the Message Center. To search for struck out messages,
select the Strike Out checkbox in the filtering criteria.
Desktop → Message Center
Message Center (
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Message Security
If desired, you can grant other users access to read, modify, and complete your messages. This
can be helpful when two or more people perform similar job functions and cover for each other
during days off or when a nurse reviews messages for a provider.
You can view the messages that you have sent to other users, regardless of the message security
of the recipient. This enables you to identify those messages that are complete or incomplete.

Allow Access to Your Messages
1. Tools → Modify Current User → Messaging tab
2. In the Message Security area, select the User or User Group to have access to your
messages.
3. Select the checkbox or checkboxes for the access to be granted.


Read only: The user or user group is allowed to read messages received by the selected
user, but cannot modify or complete them.



Created by: The user or user group is allowed access to messages created by the
selected user.



Modify: The user or user group is allowed to read and modify the selected user’s
messages, but cannot complete them.



Complete: The user or user group is allowed to complete the selected user’s messages.

4. In the Message Defaults area, define the default message created by the user.


Select the default Message Type.



Select a default Message Subtype, if appropriate.



Select a default User or User Group as the recipient of the user’s messages.

Patients
A patient record contains all non-clinical information about the patient, including identifying
and demographic information, account and insurance information, and other information.
Information in the patient record is used in many parts of the application, including
appointments, patient visit notes, insurance claims, and messages. You must create a patient
record, with at least minimal identifying data, before you can perform any task involving the
patient, such as scheduling an appointment.
The Patient and the Patient Demographics windows are used to create and edit patient
records. Although more than one user may view a patient’s record at the same time, only one
user at a time may have access to create or edit patient information.
From the patient record, you may access the One Page Summary and Review Past Notes
windows which display the clinical information in the patient’s chart. You will be able to access
these windows only if your administrative super user has given you security*y access to these
clinical functions.
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Patient Identification
When medication history and prescription benefits information requests are sent to Surescripts,
the pharmacy clearinghouse identifies the patient using the following information. Therefore, it is
important that your patient records include all of this information if you will use the electronic
medication history and prescription benefits functionality.


Last name



First name



Date of birth



ZIP code



Gender

The Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) requirements for clinical quality programs
includes the following demographic information. If you are participating in MIPS or another
clinical quality program, then you should enter this information for all patients


Preferred language



Gender



Race



Ethnicity



Date of birth

For both race and ethnicity, you may select the Not Provided option if the patient chooses not
to provide specific information. If, however, you leave either of these fields empty, the patient
will not meet the reporting requirements for any clinical quality measure that requires this
demographic information.

Patient Name
The First Name and Last Name fields are limited to 50 characters each. If the person’s first or last
name is more than 50 characters, the name is truncated. The 50-character truncated name will
appear on all windows, documents, and reports that use the person’s name.
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Duplicate Patient Records
The application checks for duplicate names in existing patient and responsible party records
when you create a new patient. The check is made when at least three of the following data
items is entered:


First name



Last name



Date of birth



Social Security number



Driver’s license number

If any of the above checks indicate that the patient has already been entered into the
database, the application displays a Duplicate Person Warning message with information from
the existing patient record or records. If the existing patient record is for the same person, you
can select the patient name to access the existing record and cancel creation of the new
record. If the existing patient record is for a different person, select the Close button to continue
creating the new patient record.
If a person has already been entered into the database, but not as a patient (e.g., as a
responsible party), a search for the patient name will not recognize the existing name as a
patient. However, when you enter details such as the Social Security number, the application will
recognize the information as a duplicate record. You can then select the hyperlinked name to
display the existing information, and to copy this information to create a patient record.

Address History
The patient’s address history is maintained by the application when you make changes to the
primary address. (Please note that only changes made after upgrading to the 2016 release are
automatically stored in the application. Changes made in previous releases are available only
through the patient’s Demographics history.) You may also enter previous addresses for a
patient, if a historical record is needed, such as for a cancer registry.
You can identify an address in the patient’s address history as the patient’s birth place. The
identification of birth place may be needed for a cancer registry, other specialty registry, or
other reporting.
The Address History window displays all addresses entered or automatically captured. Addresses
are displayed in reverse chronological order with the current address first.
Select the Address History hyperlink to access the Address History window. The hyperlink is in the
Primary Address section of the Basic tab.
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Information Release and Consent
You can indicate in the patient’s record when the patient signed an information release form.
You may also want to scan the signed forma and attach it to the patient record.
You can also indicate whether the patient has given written consent for you to request the
patient’s medication history from the Surescripts pharmacy clearinghouse. HIPAA regulations
require that you obtain a patient’s permission before you download their medication history.
Therefore, the application will not request medication history for any patient whose record is not
appropriately marked.

Patient Status
The patient status assigned in this window is used to filter information on the Patients by Diagnosis
or Medication Report. The patient status also displays on the Demographics tab of the Patient
Demographics window. Patient status can be set in a number of ways: by selecting a status, by
selecting the Inactive checkbox (resulting in a status of Inactive), or by entering a date of death
(resulting in a status of Deceased).
Use the Test Patient status to identify patient records that are used for application testing or
training and are not actual patients. Patient records with this status are not included in clinical
quality program reporting and may be excluded from other reports that filter on patient status.

Patient Condition
Patient condition enables your practice to define a classification scheme and classify patients.
There are no predefined patient conditions. Your administrative super user may have defined
patient conditions that are useful to your practice.
When you apply a patient condition to a patient record, that condition is then displayed in the
Patient Toolbar on the Patient Demographics, Full Note Composer, One Page Summary, Review
Past Notes, and other windows that use the Patient Toolbar. Patient conditions on the Patient
Toolbar may appear in different colors, as defined by the administrative super user. The color
defined for the condition is also used on the patient ID in the Find Patient and Patient Center
windows.
You may apply more than one patient condition to a patient record. The Patient toolbar
displays the first condition selected, and the tooltip for the patient condition button displays all
the selections.
The Find Patient and Patient Center windows include patient condition as search criteria.
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Immunization Registry Information
An immunization registry may offer reminder and recall notices to patients whose immunizations
have been reported to the registry. If the registry offers this service, then the patient may decide
whether and how they want to receive notices. Reminder notices are sent when an
immunization is due for patient. Recall notices are sent when an immunization that has been
administered to the patient has been recalled. Notices may be sent to the patient and to the
provider, or to the provider only.
An immunization registry may request the patient’s mother’s maiden name when reporting
immunization data electronically. This is used to identify the patient.

Restricted Access to the Chart and Visit Notes
You can restrict access to a patient’s full chart, including the patient’s demographics
information, all patient visit notes, and their related information, or you can restrict access to just
the visit notes for a patient. When you restrict access to a patient’s chart or visit notes, only users
who are specifically given access to the chart or visit notes can access that information. All
other users are restricted from the chart or visit notes under normal conditions.
Restricted visit note access includes all the patient’s visit notes created from the time at which
the restriction is applied and forward. It does not restrict access to visit notes created in the past,
and it does not restrict access to the patient’s demographic information. Once you restrict
access to the visit notes, then any new visit note created will default to restricting access to the
visit note to the users and user groups identified as the default for the patient. This list of users with
access can be overwritten when any visit note is created, and the restriction can be completely
removed when for a visit note when it is created.
Members of the Emergency Chart Access group will be able to access the patient’s chart or visit
notes by breaking the glass on the chart or a specific visit note.
Please see the Restricted Chart and Visit Note Access section below for more information.

Patient Consent for HL7® and Integration Partners
HL7 partners and integration partners are external entities with which the application interfaces.
HL7 and integration partners may be used for a variety of purposes, such as laboratory
interfaces, immunization registries, governmental and non-governmental quality reporting, and
more. For some of these purposes, it is necessary for the application to send information about a
patient to the HL7 or integration partner. When patient information is needed, then the HL7 or
integration partner (that is, the receiving entity) may require that you obtain the patient’s
consent prior to sending information to them.
When patient consent is required for the HL7 or integration partner, your administrative super
user will have identified this in the HL7 or integration partner record. This enables you to identify a
patient’s actual consent or decline to consent in the Patient window’s Additional tab.
Some HL7 and or integration partners may share patient information with other clinical thirdparties. For example, immunization registries may share patients’ immunization history with other
physicians. These partners may require that you identify whether the patient consents to the
partner’s sharing of the information.
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This consent definition will also have been set up by your administrative super user. You will be
able to identify the patient’s consent for third-party sharing along with the patient’s consent to
send information to the HL7 or integration partner.

Custom-Defined Tabs
The Patient window may include custom-defined tabs created specifically for your practice.
Custom-defined tabs enable you to enter any information needed by your practice not
otherwise entered in the application. Please see the Form Layout section of the Administrative
User’s Guide for more information.

Patient Window Menus
Menu

Menu Item

Description

File

Exit

Closes the window.

View

Show Select Attachments
Tab

Displays or hides the icon for the attachments
slider.

Attachment Slider
The Attachment slider displays all documents attached to the patient, but not documents
attached to any visits. You can also add attachments to the patient record from the slider.
Photos and other images, such as scanned insurance cards or driver’s licenses, should be .jpeg
files.
You cannot add attachments from the slider on the Patient Demographics window. You must
access the Attachment slider on the Patient window to add attachments.
You can order the attachments in the slider by:


Date and type



Type and date



Type

Enter Patient Information
1. Find Patient (

) icon → New button

You may want to search for the patient before creating a new patient record. This can help
avoid duplicate patient records for the same person.
2. If you maintain a system of medical record numbers external to the application, you may
wish to add the reference in the Medical Record Number field.
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3. In the Practice Provider field, select the provider in your practice who has primary
responsibility for the patient. (Note: This field is not intended to identify a primary care
physician when that physician is external to your practice. Rather, the patient’s primary care
physician should be identified using Patient/Provider Tracking.)
4. Enter the patient’s First and Last names. These are the only required fields to add a new
patient record. All other fields are optional; you may enter data into other fields at any time.
Note that if your database is configured for PCMH, additional fields are required when
creating a new patient record.
5. Enter mailing addresses and contact information (phone numbers, phone types, email
addresses).


You can copy contact details from another record, such as for members of a family.
a. Select the Copy icon (

). This displays the Copy Contact Info window.

b. Select the person from whom you want to copy the information, using the Find icon.
c. Check the items you wish to copy (addresses, phone numbers, email addresses).
d. Select OK and the information from the specified record is copied to the record you
are creating.


If the patient does not have or declines to give an email address, select the checkbox
indicating this. This is sufficient for PCMH and other programs which require email
addresses for patients.



<<New>> Use the Marketing checkbox to the right of each email address to indicate
whether the patient has agreed to receive marketing emails at this address.
When the recipient of an email unsubscribes from marketing messages, the application
removes the selection on the Marketing checkbox for that email address and blocks
emails to that address. When you select the checkbox, a popup message informs you
that the recipient opted out. If the patient has not given permission to opt in again, then
you should close the message without continuing. If the patient has given permission to
opt in again, then you may continue, and the recipient opt out will be removed.

6. Enter other demographics details as desired.


External ID is a unique identifier automatically added when a patient record is created.



The AKA name is a means of providing an alternate name for the patient. You can use
the AKA name as well as the First and Last Name when performing a patient search.



Gender and birth date are used when checking against clinical decision support rules
and also when using growth charts and graphs in Full Note Composer and Superbill
Composer.



You may need to enter a patient’s gender identity and sexual orientation if your practice
participates in a program that requires reporting on populations served, such as
community health care (CHC), MIPS, and other clinical quality programs. Gender

identity is a person’s internal sense of their gender. Sexual orientation is how a
person describes their emotional and sexual attraction to others.
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Race and ethnicity are required for reporting for the MIPS and other clinical quality
programs. The race and ethnicity selected must be associated with a valid ANSI code.
Please be aware when selecting multiple races that the first race selected is the one sent
through interfaces, such as to a spirometer or other device or to a lab, that only accept
a single race. Also, only the first race selected is included in documents generated from
formatting models that use the checkbox format for race.



If the patient’s primary or preferred language is other than English, then you can select
the Translator Required checkbox to indicate whether translation is needed during visits
or other interactions. This is used for PCMH reporting.



Enter primary and secondary address information as desired. If the patient is their own
responsible party, then primary address information is needed for claims and statements.
If mail has been returned, you may use the “Mail is undeliverable to primary address”
checkbox to flag the address. When this checkbox is selected, the application will not
generate a statement for the patient if the patient is their own responsible party. The
checkbox is automatically unselected when you change any part of the address.



Preferred Contact Method identifies the manner in which the patient prefers to be
contacted by your office. The options are determined by the contact information you
have entered for the patient. This may include phone, email, and mail. There is also an
option for Declined if the patient declines to specify a preferred contact method. When
the Declined option is used, the patient is included in the denominator but is not
included in the numerator for quality program measures.



Enter driver’s license details if applicable.

7. Select the Additional tab.
8. In the Release Signed field, enter the date when the patient signed the Release of Medical
Information form. The date from this field is used to populate Box 12 of the CMS 1500 form.
9. In the Original Chart Scanned field, enter the date the patient’s paper chart was scanned if
this was done when you implemented the application.
10. Select a Patient Status, if desired.
11. In the Patient Condition field, select one or more conditions if appropriate.
12. Select a marketing Referral Source, if desired. A marketing referral source identifies a
marketing campaign whereby a new patient learned of your practice. This may be your
practice website, an advertisement you placed in a particular publication, or something
similar. Referral source is not a referral from another physician.
13. Select the e-Med Hx Request Consent checkbox to indicate permission has been received
from the patient to download their medication history.
14. In the Immunization Reminder Method field, select the registry notification method
authorized by the user.
15. If appropriate, inactivate the patient record by selecting the Inactive checkbox.
16. Enter the Mother’s Maiden Name. The mother’s first name and maiden last name are
reported to immunization registries to identify the patient.
17. If you are using the Aprima Facility Portal, and want to make the patient available to a
Facility Portal user by server site, then select the desired Service Site for the patient.
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18. <<New>> In the Child of Multiple Birth area, enter the following information for patients who
were part of a multiple birth. This information is required by vaccine registries for adult and
pediatric patients.
a. Select the Patient is a Result of a Multiple Birth checkbox.
b. Select the patient’s Birth Order.
c. Enter the patient’s Birth Name.
19. In the Patient Access area:
a. Use the Allow Chart Access field to restrict access to this patient chart to specific users
and user groups. Select the users and user groups who will be able to access the
patient’s full chart. All other users will be denied access to the chart.
b. <<New>> Use the Deny Chart Access field to deny access to this patient chart to specific
users and user groups. Select the users and user groups who will be denied access the
patient’s full chart. All other users will be allowed to access the chart.
c. Use the Default Visit Note Access to restrict access to this patient’s visit notes to specific
users and user groups. Select the users and user groups who will be able to access visit
notes. All other users will be denied access to visit notes.
20. The Patient Partner Consent area lists each HL7 and integration partner for which consent is
required before sending a patient’s information. For each partner:
a. Select either the Agrees To Consent or the Does Not Consent radio button.
b. Enter the date on which the patient’s consent or decline was given.
c. If the partner shares patient data with third-parties, then select the radio button
indicating whether the patient authorizes the partner to share the patient’s data.

Add Patient Photo
You can attach a photo of the patient, if desired. The photo will appear in the top, right corner
of the window. The photo file should be a .jpeg file.
You can attach the photo in either of two ways.


Select the Missing Patient Photo link to open the Attachments window. Then select Import,
and navigate to the photo you wish to add.



Select the Attachments slider. Then:
1. Select Patient Photo to open the Attachments window.
2. Select Import, and then navigate to the photo you wish to add.

Scan a Patient’s Driver’s License
You can scan a patient’s driver’s license if your practice has the optional card scanning
application and the accompanying scanner hardware. Scanning imports an image of the
driver’s license and extract certain data items from the image. If the driver’s license includes a
new-style bar code (with pixelated lines), then the scanner reads the information from the bar
code rather than the image.
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If the patient has a new driver’s license that you want to scan, you must first delete the patient’s
existing driver’s license image and patient photo.
Note: If the process is not populating fields correctly, clean and recalibrate the scanner following
the manufacturer’s instructions.
1. Select the Driver’s License Number link.
2. Insert the driver’s license. It is recommended that you insert the card picture down, aligned
with the right edge of the scanner.
3. In the CSSN Scanner List window:
a. In the Device field, select the scanner model that you have. You will only have to select
the device the first time you scan.
b. Select the Attachment Type or accept the default.
c. Select the desired Configuration. The system-defined Default configuration settings meet
the needs of most cards. Select Custom if you need to change the orientation, card size,
resolution, or other settings.


Select the Custom radio button to change the setting. This expands the window to
display the setting options.



Select the settings desired. These include:


Scan Orientation (How the image appears on the card itself.)



Card Size



Resolution



Save Orientation (How you want the images of the front and back of the card
stored in the application.)



Miscellaneous settings for image only, black & white images, TWAIN mode, and
auto cropping.

d. Select the OK button. The card will begin to feed into the scanner, and the scan will
begin.
4. When the scan is complete, the driver’s license image will appear in the Driver’s License OCR
Mapping window.
a. Verify the image quality. If the image is good, continue. If the image is unacceptable,
select the Cancel button and retry the scan.
b. Verify the data that has been populated in the data fields.
c. Make any corrections or additions by typing in the data fields.
d. When all the information is correct, select the OK button.
When you accept the scan, the driver’s license image is attached to the patient record
and the gender, address, and birth date are entered in the record.
5. In the Patient window, select the OK button to save the scanned image and the data.
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Add Other Attachments
1. Select the Attachments slider. You can keep the slider open by selecting the push pin in the
top right corner.
2. Select New to open the Attachments window.
3. In the Attachments window, select Import to choose the format of the attachment.


Existing Images: Accesses one or more images that form part of the database, such as
ankle bone, cardiac anatomy, or Beneficiary Notice. These images comprise images that
were predefined in the database, plus any images that you have imported via List Editor.
If you select an image, you can annotate the image by selecting the line tool and color.



Direct image import: Allows you to scan images directly into the database from a
specified scanner, rather than scanning files to the server and linking separately.



A scanned document or a file that you can import into the note from your server.



A voice attachment.

4. If you use an existing image, the name of the image will be included in the name field. Edit
this if required and add any notes.
5. Select the Attachment Type. This is important in categorizing the attachment in the
attachment slider, especially if the attachment is to be used in Results Tracking.

Address History
The patient’s address history is maintained by the application when you make changes to the
primary address. (Please note that only changes made after upgrading to the 2016 release are
automatically stored in the application. Changes made in previous releases are available only
through the patient’s Demographics history.) You may also enter previous addresses for a
patient, if a historical record is needed, such as for a cancer registry.
You can identify an address in the patient’s address history as the patient’s birth place. The
identification of birth place may be needed for a cancer registry, other specialty registry, or
other reporting.
The Address History window displays all addresses entered or automatically captured. Addresses
are displayed in reverse chronological order with the current address first.
1. Either:


Find Patient (

) icon → New button



Find Patient (

) icon → Patient Demographics → Patient Name hyperlink

2. In the Patient window, select the Address History hyperlink. This is in the Primary Address
section of the Basic tab.
3. In the Address History window, select the Add button to enter an address.
4. Identify the type of address by selecting the appropriate radio button.


Home: Primary home address.



Homeless: No permanent address. Enter the start and end dates, and general
information, such as city and state if appropriate.
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Birth Place: Identifies the patient’s address at birth.

5. Enter a Start Date and End Date for the address.
6. Enter the address information.
7. To enter another historical address for the patient, select the Add button. This saves the
information entered, and then clears the fields so that you enter another address.
8. Select the OK button to save the information and close the window.
9. On the Address History window, select the OK button to close the window and return to the
Patient window.

Patient Demographics
The Patient Demographics window contains all non-clinical patient information. Although more
than one user may view a patient’s demographics at the same time, only one user at a time
may have access to create or edit patient information.
You can access the Patient Demographic window by either:


Desktop → Find Patient



Find Patient icon



Select a patient name link from the Desktop

The Patient Demographics window includes:


Patient toolbar which contains quick link icons to basic patient functions. This toolbar also on
the Patient, One Page Summary, and Review Past Notes windows.



Menus that provide links to other functionality.



Tabs that categorize patient information.



The Attachments slider which displays all documents attached to the patient (not to specific
visits). You cannot add attachments from the slider on this window. You must access the
Attachment slider on the Patient window to add attachments.



Print and Print All buttons on every tab. Use the Print button to print information from the
active tab only. Use the Print All button to print a report containing the summary information
from every tab in the Patient Demographics window.



<<New>> Set Barcode button on every tab. This button is available only when the Patient
Barcode functionality is enabled in your user setting definition. This functionality requires that
you have an external, third-party barcode generation application. When you have
generated a barcode for the patient record, select the Set Barcode button to assign the
barcode to a patient record, and then use that barcode to search for and select a patient
record. Please note that the data in the barcode must begin with “http:” or “https”. The
barcode must also be unique and assigned to only patient.
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Patient Toolbar
Icon

Description
Patient condition is displayed when a condition has been applied to a patient
record. The button displays the name of the patient condition. Patient conditions
and their text color are defined by the administrative super user. You may select the
patient condition shown on the toolbar to select another condition.
The Print drop-down menu enables you to print Patient Information and Patient
Mailing labels. The Print drop-down is available only if setup your user setting
definition.
<<New>> The Money Owed ( ) icon is displayed when the patient’s responsible
party has a balance due. The Money Owed icon is red ( ) when the responsible
party is in collections. The icon is yellow ( ) when the responsible is no longer in
collections, but had a collection status that is defined as alerted.
Accesses the Patient Information popup window. This window provides basic
demographic information about the patient, the patient contacts, the patient’s
primary insurance, and the patient’s preferred pharmacy. The window will display
up to five future appointments. It also displays the last appointment and the last
E&M visit with each provider. The E&M visit entries include the number of days since
the visit for each provider.
If you are using the optional Aprima Patient Portal to communicate with your
patients, you can use the Patient Information icon to identify patients whose record
includes an email address, a Portal account, or both.
indicates the patient record does not include an email address or a Portal
account.
indicates the patient records includes an email address.
indicates the patient records includes a Portal account.
indicates the patient records includes both a Portal account and an email
address.
Accesses the Patient Demographics window for this patient.
Accesses the One Page Summary window for this patient.
Accesses the Review Past Notes window for this patient.
Opens the Result Tracking window to manually enter data into a defined template.
Opens the Outstanding Orders window, which lists all lab tests, other procedures,
and referrals ordered for patient and not yet resulted.
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Icon

Description
Patient Provider Tracking enables you keep track of all the providers involved in a
patient’s care.
Access the History window for this patient.
Access the Growth Chart window. This icon is available only if you have security
access to Review Past Notes.
Access the Graph Observations window. This icon is available only if you have
security access to Review Past Notes.
Access the Document Management window with a list of all the attachments for
the selected patient.
Accesses the View Reports window with only those reports defined by your practice
for access from the Patient toolbar. Reports that allow filtering by patient will default
to the selected patient.
Accesses the Patient Recall window, filtered by the selected patient.
Accesses the Document Generation window.
Accesses the Attachment Viewer window, and displays the patient’s current
advance directive, based on effective date.
The New drop-down menu enables you to create a new appointment, visit note,
superbill, message, or other item for the patient.

Menus
Most menus items are the same as those displayed on the Desktop and the Schedule windows,
but Patient Demographics includes an extra menu — Patient —that relates specifically to patient
functions in the application. Please refer to the Desktop section and subsections for information
on the Desktop, Tools, Billing, and Help menus.

Patient Menu
Menu Item

Description

Appointments

Displays all appointments that have been scheduled for this
patient. Use this entry if you need to search for a specific
appointment. The list of appointments indicates the status of
each, such as Discharged or Scheduled. You may show or hide
cancelled appointments.

Patient Cases

Displays a list of all cases associated with the patient, and enables
you to create, close, or reopen a case.
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Menu Item

Description

Superbills

Opens the Track Superbills window. From this you can select filters
to search for the superbill you wish to review.

Patient Dashboard

Opens the Patient Dashboard window, using your default
configuration. Use the Patient Dashboard to quickly scan a
patient’s demographic, medical, appointment, and visit
information. From the Patient Dashboard you may access
additional functions, such as creating an appointment or a
message.

One Page Summary

Opens the One Page Summary window. The One Page Summary
(OPS) provides a summary of the patient's last three visit notes.

Review Past Notes

Opens the Review Past Notes window, where you can review all
the visit notes, both complete and incomplete, that have been
saved for the patient and all admissions to external sites (these
are called treatment events).

History

Opens the History window which enables you to enter patient
history without creating a visit note.

Patient Demographics
History

Accesses the Patient Demographic History window, which
displays a list of changes made to the patient’s demographic
information.

Eligibility History

Accesses the Eligibility History window, which displays a history of
the patient’s insurance eligibility. This option is available only if you
are using the optional Practice Insight eligibility functionality.

Patient Results

Opens the Patient Results window where lab and other test results
can be viewed.

Patient Outstanding
Orders

Accesses the Outstanding Orders window, which lists all lab tests,
other procedures, and referrals ordered for patient and not yet
resulted.

Patient Provider Tracking

Enables you to keep track of all the providers involved in the
patient’s care. This may include a provider who referred the
patient to you, providers to whom you have referred the patient,
or any other providers the patient sees.

Patient Tracking Events

Enables you to view all of the patient tracking events for the
patient. Patient tracking events are used when graphing lab
results and vitals.

Patient Documents

Accesses the Document Management window, filtered to display
all attachments for this patient. You can select one or more
documents to print or fax from this window.
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Menu Item

Description

Patient Reports

Accesses the View Reports window with only those reports
defined by your practice for access from the Patient toolbar.
Reports that allow filtering by patient will default to the selected
patient.

Patient Recalls

Accesses the Patient Recall window, filtered by the selected
patient.

Care Management

Enables you to review and create CPO and CCM entries for the
selected patient.

Patient Ledger

Generates the Patient Ledger report for this patient. When
generated from Patient Demographics, the Patient Ledger report
does not include inactive items (including reversals, voids, and
completely paid superbills). This keeps the report focused and a
more manageable length. To include inactive items, you must
generate the report from the Reports window.

Patient Ledger Filter

Accesses the Patient Ledger Filter so that you can filter the ledger
contents by provider, service site, financial center, and service
date. You may also select whether or not to include voided items.

Responsible Party
Statement

Generates a statement or statements for this patient. When using
the statements by practice option, the one statement is
generated that includes charges and payments for all financial
centers. When using the statements by financial center option,
then a statement is generated for each financial center for which
there are charges and payments.

Responsible Party
Statement – Main
Account

Generates a statement for this patient's main account only. Thus,
if the patient has a second account, you can print a statement
that contains only the charges for patient’s primary account. This
statement includes all financial activity from all financial centers,
even if your practice is using the statements by financial center
option.

Get Remarks

Lists all remarks that have been added to this patient.

Generate Document

Enables you to generate a document using data from a specific
visit.

Patient Record Disclosure
History

Generates a report of the disclosures made of the patient’s
record. The report includes the name of the user who made the
disclosure, the person to whom the disclosure was made, a brief
description of the content disclosed, and the disclosure reason.

Get Global Period

Displays information regarding any current and expired global
periods associated with the patient
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Menu Item

Description

Review Electronic Prior
Authorization/Medication
Management

Enables you to send an authorization request when prescribing a
medication, and if needed, respond to any authorization
questionnaires. Medication management enables clinical users to
review patient’s adherence with prescriptions.

Download Benefits

Accesses the Download Benefits window which enables you to
download the patient’s insurance eligibility from the Practice
Insight eligibility clearinghouse and prescription benefits and
medication history from the Surescripts pharmacy clearinghouse.

Tabs
Use the fields on each of the tabs to enter or modify patient related information. The tabs are
described in the following sections.

Demographics Tab
The Demographics tab displays basic identification, contact, and demographic information. This
tab is view only; to enter or modify any information, you must access the Modify Patient window.
1. Select the patient name link to access the Modify Patient window.
2. Enter or modify any of the data, following the instructions given in the Create New Patient
section and its subsections above.

Accounts Tab
The Accounts tab lists patient accounts, and displays a summary of account information, such
as account balance, responsible party, sufficient payment due, due date, and last statement
date. Information from this tab is used when filing claims for the patient.
By default, the first account for a patient is named Main, but you can edit this name and add
other accounts as required. For example, a patient may also need an account for worker's
compensation.
From the Accounts tab, you can access the Account window, which enables you to add or
modify an account. Each account is associated with a responsible party. A second account is
needed only when another person or entity is responsible for some of the patient’s charges. In
most cases, you will edit the Main account rather than creating a new account.
The Account window contains details of patient account and the insurance details of that
account. A patient account contains the patient's insurance and liability information, including
the responsible party for the account, the account type, the account period (which is the dates
the combination of insurance plans is effective, not the effective dates of any particular plan),
and the insurance plan and its details. An account may have no associated insurance plan
(making it a self-pay account), a single insurance plan, or multiple insurance plans.
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The Account window also shows the relationship between the patient and the responsible party
and between the patient and the insured. The relationship between the patient and responsible
party is important for billing the patient-liable charges. The relationship between the patient and
the insured is important for filing insurance claims. The responsible party balance shown is the
entire balance for all patients (not just this patient) that have the same responsible party.
From the Account window, you can:


Add or modify an account



Scan an insurance card

Main Account and Other Accounts
An account named Main is created at the same time that a patient record is created. By
default, the Main account is the patient's main or primary account. You may rename this
account if desired. You may also create additional accounts for a patient if needed. Keep in
mind that a single account may include primary and secondary, or more, insurance payers and
plans. Another account is needed only when there is another responsible party, such as a
Worker's Compensation account for which the employer is the responsible party.
If multiple accounts are associated with the patient, the drug formulary used when creating
prescriptions is the plan associated with the patient’s main account; that is, the first account
listed.
<<Revised>> Alternative Insurance Account
The patient will have an account named ALT (payername) if the patient incurred a charge for a
procedure covered by an alternative insurance payer. The ALT account appears beneath the
account for which this is the alternate insurance payer. That insurance payer’s name appears as
the (payername) in the alternative account name.
You may access the ALT account in the Account window so that you can add or change
subscriber information or add a secondary insurance payer to the account. Other information in
the Account window is read-only since the alternate insurance information is dependent on the
principal insurance payer. Please also note that changing the information in the patient’s Main
account may overwrite the information in the ALT account.

Medicare as Secondary Insurance
When Medicare is the patient's secondary insurance, a reason code must be included on the
claim. You must select the appropriate reason code for a patient on the Account window. This is
appropriate only for patients who have a Medicare plan as a secondary insurance.

Worker’s Compensation
A patient who has a worker's compensation case may have an account for which the patient's
employer is the responsible party. If the employer record contains information about the
employer's worker's compensation insurance plan and there is also a responsible party record
created from the employer record, then you can easily apply the employer's compensation
insurance plan information to the patient account.
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Changes to Superbills as a Result of Changes to an Account or Account Period
Changes to the insurance payer, insurance plan, or the insured party on a patient’s account
may affect existing superbills and charges, even those that have been completely paid. For
example, if the insurance payer or plan is changed, then all superbills for the account period are
updated with the new insurance information. Fee amounts, amounts allowed, and copay
amounts are also updated. This may mean that the insurance payer or responsible party still
owes money on a superbill or that a superbill is overpaid. Such changes affect your financials.
Therefore, when you make changes to an account that may affect superbills, the application
will display a popup message telling you how many superbills are possibly affected and asking if
you want to review those superbills.
The financials are not actually recomputed until someone performs the recompute operation.
So, if you choose not to review the superbills at the time you make the change to the account,
then someone on your billing staff must review them to determine whether the account change
has affected them and to take appropriate action if so. When you make changes to a patient’s
account that may affect superbills, the application automatically creates an account change
alert message that you can send to the staff member responsible for reviewing the superbills.
Because it is so important to review the superbills and recompute the financials, if you do not
send this message, your changes to the account will not be saved.
The application does not update existing superbills when the only change you make to an
account is the copay amount. Superbills that are created after you change the copay amount
will reflect the new amount.
For information on how to review the superbills, please see the section titled ‘Reviewing Superbills
when Patient Account Information Changes’ in the Practice Management User’s Guide.

Government Program Funding Identifiers
Practices that participate in or who have patients who participate in federal and state funded
programs may need to identify these programs on superbills. Funding identifiers include Fund
Type, Eligibility Fund, and Region.
Fund type identifies a program, such as substance abuse or child services. Eligibility fund
identifies how the patient’s insurance is paid, such as Title 19, Title 21, private, etc. Region
identifies a region or category for a funding program. The administrative super user will have
defined these if your practice has patients participating in this type of program.
The fund type and eligibility fund from a patient’s account period will default to the procedures
on superbills. You may enter this information on a particular procedure if it is not entered in the
patient’s account, and you can override the patient’s default information if needed.

Attachments
The Attachments slider on this window displays only those documents attached to the current
account and responsible party. Documents attached to a prior account are available from the
Responsible Party window. To access the Attachments slider, select the View menu, then Show
Select Attachment Tab.
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An account may have attachments created during different account periods. For example, you
will create an new account period on a patient’s main account each time the patient’s
insurance payer/plan changes. You may also scan the patient’s new insurance card when the
payer/plan changes. The current insurance card displays in the Account window, but the scans
of previous insurance cards are available from the Attachment slider.

Add a New Account
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab
2. Either:


Select the Main account link to access the Account window for the patient’s main
account.



Select the Add New Account hyperlink to access the Account window to add another
account for the patient.
A new account is need only when another person or entity is responsible for some of the
patient’s charges. For example, a second account may be needed for a Worker’s
Compensation claim or an accident for which someone else is responsible.
Do not create a new account when a patient’s insurance payer changes or the patient
adds a secondary or tertiary insurance. This type of change requires a new effective
period to the existing account, rather than a new account.

3. Enter external ID, if desired. Accounts must include a unique identifier, and you may choose
to add your own ID to reference another system. If you add your own ID, you may use any
combination of alpha and numeric characters, providing the ID is unique in the database. If
you do not add an ID, the application will generate a unique, numeric External ID.
4. Enter a name for the account. By default, the first account has the name Main, and the
associated Main Account checkbox is checked. You can modify this as needed.
5. Search for and select a Coverage Type, if desired. Coverage type indicates the type of
medical care covered by the account.
6. In the Account Periods area, select the New button to add a new account period or
highlight an account period and select the Modify button to enter information for an existing
period.
a. In the Account Period window, enter the Effective Date of the account period.
b. Select the appropriate Account Type, such as Commercial, Medicare, or Worker's
Compensation.
c. Select the Fund Type, if appropriate.
d. Select the Eligibility Fund, if appropriate.
e. Select the Region, if appropriate.
f.

Select the OK button to return to the Account window
The account type, fund type, eligibility fund, and region now appear in the Account
Period table.
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7. Add details of the Responsible Party:
a. By default, the patient's name is included as the Responsible Party; change this as
necessary.
If you select an employer corporation as the responsible party and the employer record
contains insurance information, then a message will appear informing you that an
insurance plan is in effect for the employer and asking if you want to add it to the
account list. Select Yes if you want to use the employer's information.
b. Select the patient's Relationship To the responsible party.
If you selected a corporation as the Responsible Party, the Relationship To will default to
'employee'.
c. If desired, select the Allow Web Access to Patient Data checkbox to grant the
responsible party access to the Patient Portal and questionnaires you have given to the
patient. In this way, for example, you can have a parent complete the questionnaires for
a child.


Select the Create Web Account button to create a user name and password for the
responsible party.

8. In the Formulary section, select the formulary that you want to use for the patient.
a. The Formulary field displays the formulary and prescription benefits provider. The name
displayed here may not be the same as the name displayed on the Patient
Demographics window’s Accounts tab.
b. If the patient has more than one insurance payer, then you may have received more
than one formulary and benefits record. You can use the Find icon in the Formulary field
to see if another record is listed, and then select another record if appropriate.
Important: The Find Patient Rx Eligibility window displays all the records that you have
ever received for the patient, not just the most recently received record or records. If you
select another record, you must perform the next step and review the information
carefully to ensure that the selected record is currently valid.
c. To view the details of the selected formulary and benefits record, select the Rx Benefits
next to the Formulary field. This accesses the Display Rx Benefits Coverage window.
Review the available formulary and benefits records with the patient to determine which
one belongs to the insurance payer the patient will use at the pharmacy and whether
the coverage information is current and accurate. Review:


Last Rx Benefits Download Date: If this date is recent, the information is more likely to
be current. The older the date, the greater the possibility that the information may
not be current. Most coverage plans are only good for one year, so if the date is a
year or more in the past, then the information is likely no longer valid.



Health Plan Name: Compare the health plan shown here to the insurance payer and
plan shown on the Account window. If these are not the same, the information may
not be current. Verify the insurance payer and plan with the patient before using this
information.



Eligibility Date: This is the eligibility date at the time the record was received. If this
date is recent, the information is more likely to be current. The older the date, the
greater the possibility that the information may not be current. Most coverage plans
are only good for one year, so if the date is a year or more in the past, then the
information is likely no longer valid.
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Coverage Type: This is the coverage type at the time the record was received. So, if
the coverage type is ‘Active Coverage’ but the record was received some time in
the past, the coverage may or may not still be active. If the record is a year or more
old, then it is likely that the coverage is no longer active.



Formulary ID and Alternative ID: If this say ‘Processing’, then the formulary file has not
yet been received.

d. Repeat until you have selected the current and appropriate formulary. If none of the
records are current, then leave the Formulary field blank so that no formulary record is
associated with the patient’s account.
9. In the Insurance Type Code field, select the appropriate Medicare reason code if the
patient has Medicare as the secondary insurance payer. If the Medicare is the primary
insurance or the patient does not have Medicare coverage, leave this field empty.
10. Select Add Insurance to display entry fields for information about insurance payer and
insurance plan.
Skip this step if the patient does not have any insurance.
Note: Where more than one insurance payer/plan is included for the patient, the first entry in
the list is recognized as the primary insurer, and the following entry as secondary. If you wish
to change the primary insurer, move the required payer to the first position in the list using the
relevant up or down arrows.
11. Enter the insurance information as follows:
a. Select Insurance Payer/Plan Name using the Find icon.
b. By default, the Insurance Subscriber is set to the patient's name, and Relationship to
Insured is set to Self. Modify these fields if necessary using the Find icons.
When you select a corporation as the insurance subscriber, the Relationship to Insured
field defaults to Employee.
When the selected insurance subscriber is the same as the selected responsible party,
the Relationship to Insured field defaults to the same value as selected in the Relationship
To field for Responsible Party.
c. Enter the Member ID and Group ID.
d. Check Authorize Assignment if the patient is authorizing the insurance payer to send the
payment to the provider.
e. Enter values for Insurance Copay amount. You may enter different values for Primary,
Specialist, and "other" providers.
You must enter the patient’s copay amounts in order for the application to automatically
allocate copay payments entered in the Appointment window.
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Add a New Effective Period to an Existing Account
A new account period is needed any time that there is a change to a patient’s insurance
information. Often the new account period is associated with a new insurance payer and plan
with all new insurance information. There are times, however, when the new account period is
associated with some or all of the insurance information associated with the patient’s current
account period. This happens, for example, when the patient adds a secondary insurance
payer and plan, but the primary insurance payer and plan is unchanged. Or a patient with a
primary and secondary insurance may change the primary insurance payer and plan while the
secondary remains the same.
When you create a new account period, you have the option of copying the insurance
information from the current account period into the new account period. Then you can make
any additions or changes needed to the insurance information for the new account period.
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → account name link
2. In the Account Periods area, select the New button to create the new account period.
3. In the Account Period popup window,
a. Enter the Effective Date of the new account period.
b. Select the OK button.
4. A popup message will ask if you want to copy the insurance information into the new
account period.


Select Yes to copy the current insurance information into the new account period.



Select No to create a new account period with no insurance information.

5. If you select a new insurance payer for a patient, a popup message will ask if you want to
change the patient account type to the type of the insurance payer.


Select Yes to update the account type to that of the insurance payer.



No to leave the account type as it is.

6. Make any additions or changes needed to the insurance information, such as changing
copay amounts, removing a secondary insurance, adding a secondary insurance, etc.
7. Scan the new insurance card.
8. Select the OK button to save the changes.
If you changed the insurance payer or plan but did not create a new effective period, a
warning message displays asking you to confirm the change.


Select the No button to discard your changes and return to the Account window so that
you can create a new effective period with the new insurance information.



Select the Yes button to save the insurance changes to the current effective period. This
will trigger an account change alert message. Please see the Create the Account
Change Alert Message section below for more information.
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Create the Account Change Alert Message
When you make changes to the current effective period or a prior effective period of a patient
account, the application generates a message if any superbills may be affected by the
account changes. The message serves as a reminder that the account changes may have
affected financial information, and that the superbills need to be reviewed.
The account change alert message contains the:


Patient name



Account name



Date range affected by the change



Number of superbills potentially affected by the change



Items changed that may result in financial changes

You must send this message in order for the changes to the patient account to be made in the
database. If you cancel this message or close it without sending, then the changes to the
patient account are not saved.
1. Patient Account window
2. Make the desired changes to the patient account.
3. Select the OK button to save the changes.
4. If the changes may affect superbills and their financial information, then the Message
window opens with an Account Change Alert message for the patient.
5. The Assigned To field contains the default recipient defined in your user record. You may
select another user desired.
6. Select a Due Date for the message. A due date is highly recommended to help ensure that
account changes are reviewed and processed in a timely manner.
7. Either:
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Select the OK button to send the message and to save the changes to the patient
account. The Message window and the Account window close.



Select the Cancel button to cancel the message. This returns you to the Account
window. The changes to the account are still shown, but they have not been saved. You
may make other changes or use the Cancel to close the Account window without
changes.
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Scan an Insurance Card Using a Card Scanner
You can scan a patient's insurance card if your practice has the optional card scanning
application and the accompanying scanner hardware. Scanning imports an image of the
insurance card and extract certain data items from the image.
The insurance card image will be associated with the account period. So, if the patient has a
new card because the insurance payer or plan has changed, then you need to make a new
account period before scanning the card. If insurance payer/plan has not changed, but the
patient has a new card (perhaps because the original card was incorrect in some way), then
you can scan the card on the current period.
Previously scanned insurance cards are available from the Attachment slider. The scanned
image only appears on the Account window for the current account period.
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → account name link
2. In the Account window, select or create the appropriate account period.
3. Insert the card into the scanner. It is recommended that you insert the card face up, aligned
with the right edge of the scanner.
4. Select the Insurance Card link.
5. In the CSSN Scanner List window:
a. In the Device field, select the scanner model that you have. You will only have to select
the device the first time you scan.
b. Select the Attachment Type or accept the default.
c. Select the desired Configuration. The system-defined Default configuration settings meet
the needs of most cards. Select Custom if you need to change the orientation, card size,
resolution, or other settings.


Select the Custom radio button to change the setting. This expands the window to
display the setting options.



Select the settings desired. These include:


Scan Orientation (How the image appears on the card itself.)



Card Size



Resolution



Save Orientation (How you want the images of the front and back of the card
stored in the application.)



Miscellaneous settings for image only, black & white images, TWAIN mode, and
auto cropping.

d. Select the OK button. The card will begin to feed into the scanner, and the scan will
begin.
6. When the scan is complete, the insurance card image will appear in the Insurance Card
OCR Mapping window.
a. Verify the image quality. If the image is good, continue. If the image is unacceptable,
select the Cancel button and retry the scan.
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b. Verify the data that has been populated in the data fields.
c. Make any corrections or additions by typing in the data fields.
d. When all the information is correct, select the OK button.
When you accept the scan, the insurance card image is attached to the patient record
and the insurance payer, member ID, and group ID are entered in the patient's record.
7. The Find Insurance Plan window opens.
a. Select the Clear button.
b. Search for and select the appropriate insurance payer and plan already defined in your
database.
8. If the patient is not the insurance subscriber, the Find Person window will open. Either:


Select the New button to create a new person record for the insurance subscriber.



Search for and select the insurance subscriber.

9. On the Account window, select the OK button to save the scanned image and the data.

View the Superbills Associated with the Account
You may access the Track Superbills window from the Account window in order to view a list of
all the superbills associated with the patient’s account and insurance plan.
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → account name link
2. In the Account window, select the Superbills hyperlink for the insurance.
3. The Track Superbill window displays a list of the superbills associated with the patient’s
account and insurance plan.

Contacts Tab
Use this tab to enter details of one or more contact people for the patient. Note that each
contact must be set up as a "Person" in the database. If the contact person’s entry includes
address and phone number, the information is listed on this tab.
When you create the contact, you can identify whether the contact is


For emergencies,



Authorized to make medical decisions for the patient, and/or



Authorized to receive patient medical information covered by HIPAA regulations. You may
identify the type or types of information that the contact is authorized to received. You may
also enter any notes specifically for the release of information.

The application does not use patient contacts or information entered about patient contacts.
For example, the HIPAA authorization information does not prevent or limit document
generation or to whom generated documents may be sent. Contacts and contact information
is simply available for your use.
Contact information is used for PCMH reporting. The system-defined Care Giver and Guardian
contact relationships are reported on the PCMH Patient Information report.
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You may create a Portal account for the contact if desired. This enables the contact to access
the patient’s information from the Patient Portal.
1. Select Add.
2. In the Contact window, select a Contact Name using the Find icon. If necessary, you can
create a new contact from the find window by selecting New.
3. Select a Contact Relationship using the Find icon.
4. Select the Emergency Contact checkbox if appropriate.
5. Select the Authorized to Make Medical Decisions checkbox if appropriate.
6. Identify the patient medical information that the contact is authorized to receive.
a. Select the appropriate radio button.
b. If you selected the Only or the Except radio button, then select the information type or
types that are allowed (for Only) or not allowed (for Except).
c. Enter notes regarding information release if needed.
7. Enter any general Notes, if desired.
8. Create a Portal account, if desired.
1. Select the Allow Web Access to Patient Data checkbox.
2. If the patient has reached the legal age of consent but this contact is allowed access to
the patient’s medical data, then select the Ignore Patient Age checkbox.
3. Select the Create Web Account button.
4. Enter a logon name for the patient or accept the default name.
5. Accept the randomly generated password or select Reset Password to generate another
password.
6. Select the OK button.
9. In the Contact window, select the OK button to save the contact record. The contact is
listed on the Contacts tab of the Patient Demographics window.

Employment Tab
This tab displays the patient's employer with occupation, industry, and dates of employment. The
information on this tab may be included when filing claims, and it is particularly relevant when
filing work related claims such as worker's compensation.
This information may also be needed for certain types of reporting, such as PCMH or cancer or
other public health registry. The amount and specificity of the information you need to enter will
depend upon the reporting needs of your practice.
1. Select the Add button to access the Employment window.
2. Select an Employer using the Find icon. If necessary, you can create a new employer from
the find window by selecting the New button on the Find Employer window.
3. Select an Employment Status.
4. Select an Occupation.
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5. Select an Industry.
6. Enter the Department.
7. Enter the Employed From and To dates.

Pharmacy Tab
This tab displays the name, address, and phone number of any pharmacies that are associated
with the patient. Pharmacies may be associated with a master pharmacy name to enable
electronic transmission of prescriptions, and the names are associated with medications in the Rx
tab of Full Note Composer or Superbill Composer. The first pharmacy in the list is considered the
primary pharmacy.

Add a Pharmacy to the Patient Record
1. Select the Add button.
2. Enter the needed filtering criteria, and then select Search.


Always include the ZIP code in your search.



Search for a partial name, rather than a complete name.



Search for a partial address, rather than a complete address.



Include the clearinghouse.



Include inactive items if needed.

3. Select the desired pharmacy.

Change the Pharmacy for the Patient
1. Select the Delete (

) icon to remove this pharmacy from the patient’s record.

2. Select the Add button to search for and select a new pharmacy.

Questionnaire Tab
This tab displays any web-based patient demographic or history questionnaires assigned to the
patient. If you are using web-based questionnaires through the optional Patient Portal, you must
associate one or more defined questionnaires to a patient in order to collect history data from
that patient. Note that because the patient demographics questionnaire is predefined, it is
automatically associated with the patient’s account; you do not have to associate it to the
patient.
Note: The system-defined medical history and the family and immunization history questionnaires
no longer work and should not be used.
This tab also enables you to create an account which the patient can use to access the Patient
Portal functionality.
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Please note that the functionality on this tab is enabled only if your practice is licensed for the
optional Patient Portal. Refer to the Patient Portal section of this guide for more information and
instructions.

Programs Tab
Patient programs enable you to identify programs that your practice has, such as nutrition
training, or programs that your practice participates in, such as drug trials. If you are using the
optionally purchased Facility Portal, you may also use patient programs to make patient data
and visit notes available to Facility Portal users.
There are no predefined patient programs. Your administrative super user can define the patient
programs that are useful to your practice.
Once you apply a patient program and make it effective, it appears in the Patient Toolbar on
the Patient Demographics, Full Note Composer, One Page Summary, Review Past Notes, and
other windows that use the Patient Toolbar.
1. Select the Add button to apply a program to the patient. This accesses the Patient Program
window.
2. Select the desired Program.
3. Enter the Effective Date. If you enter a future date, the program will not appear on the
Patient toolbar and patient searches by program will not include the patient until the
effective date is reached.
4. When appropriate, enter the Expiration Date. Once the expiration date is reached, the
program will not appear on the Patient toolbar and patient searches by program will not
include the patient.
5. Select the OK button to save and close the window.

Notes Tab
The Notes tab enables you to record any additional or general information about the patient,
such as a payment plan agreement is in place, an overdue amount paid, or someone with
whom information is to be or is not be shared. The Notes tab uses the general Notes functionality,
and enables you enter notes using inking or text and to select from previously defined general
notes. You can assign a general note type to a note if desired.


To create a new note, select the Add button.



To access an existing note, select the date and user hyperlink for the desired note.
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Forms Tab
The Forms tab enables you to assign documents to the patient. Assigning a document sends that
document to patient’s Portal account. Documents may be forms that the patient is to fill out
and return to you, instructions, or other information. If the document is a form to be completed,
the patient may return it by attaching it to a message sent from the Portal.
1. Select Add.
2. Search for and select a Practice Form.
3. The Effective Date defaults to today’s date. You may change this if desired. The patient will
not be able to access the form until the effective date.
4. Enter an Expiration Date if desired. The patient will not be able to access the form after the
effective date.

Restricted Chart and Visit Note Access
A patient’s chart (demographics information and patient visit notes) and individual patient visit
notes can be restricted so that only specific users may access them. If you have been granted
the necessary security rights, you can restrict access to a patient’s record at the chart or visit
level. When access is restricted, only those users who are explicitly given access rights to either
the entire chart or to specific visit notes will be allowed access. This enables you to restrict
access to records for patients who are also staff members, family of staff, prominent in the
community, etc. By default, all patient charts and patient visit notes are not restricted. Thus, all
users with clinical access rights can access any patient chart or visit note.
When a patient’s entire chart is restricted, users who are not specifically granted access to the
chart cannot access the Patient Demographics window, One Page Summary, or Review Past
Notes for the patient or any of the patient’s visit notes in either Full Note Composer or Superbill
Composer. When a patient visit note is restricted, users who are not specifically granted access
to that visit note cannot access the visit note or any information in it in either Full Note Composer
or Superbill Composer.
It is important to understand the difference between restricted chart and visit access and the
visit type ‘Private’. Restricted chart and visit access is intended to restrict user – and thus provider
and staff member – access to the patient’s record. The Private visit type is intended to identify
patient visit notes that are to be kept confidential from people external to your practice, such as
a patient’s parents or spouse. All provider and non-provider users with access to patient visit
notes can access private visit notes.
Both restricted chart and visit access and the private visit type are used to filter the information
that is displayed in Review Past Notes and One Page Summary. The difference here is that any
provider or non-provider user who has access to clinical information may choose to display or
not display information from private visits in Review Past Notes and One Page Summary. In
contrast, when a patient visit note or a patient chart is restricted, providers and non-provider
users who do not have access to the restricted chart or restricted visit note can see that the
chart or visit note exists, but they cannot access any information from it.
It is also important to understand the difference between restricted visit access and confidential
information in a visit note. When access is restricted on a patient visit note, then access to the
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entire visit note and all the information in it is restricted to specified users. When information has
been entered in the Confidential tab on the Full Note Composer or Superbill Composer windows,
then only the information entered in the Confidential tab is restricted to specified users. Please
see the “Confidential Information in a Visit Note” section for more information on this new
functionality.
By default, all patient charts and patient visit notes are not restricted. Thus, all users with clinical
access rights can access any patient chart or visit note. To use the restricted chart and visit note
functionality, you must specifically grant users the security access rights to restrict chart and visit
note access, to gain emergency access to restricted charts and visit notes, and to receive
messages when emergency access is requested and granted.

Restricted Chart and Visit Notes and Financial Data
Restricted access is a clinical function only. Restrictions do not apply to financial data. Superbills
and claims that are associated with restricted patient visit notes or with restricted patient charts
are accessible by all users with security access to billing functions and data. The patient’s name
and the diagnosis codes and procedure codes from the visit are displayed on the superbill and
the subsequent claim. This information is necessary to process claims for payment.
Though the financial information is not restricted, a restricted chart or visit note is restricted from
financial functions. When a patient’s chart is restricted, a billing user will only be able to access
the Patient Demographics and Accounts windows for the patient if that billing user is specifically
given access to the restricted chart. So, if the billing user does not have access to the restricted
chart, that user will not be able to verify or correct the patient’s address or insurance information
when reviewing a superbill for example. As another example, when using the Track Superbills
window, a billing user will not be able to access the patient visit note if it is restricted or access
the Patient Demographics window for a patient whose chart is restricted.

Emergency Access to Restricted Charts and Visit Notes
Because there may be a time when a provider who does not have access to a restricted chart
or visit note does need to review the information in that chart or visit note, the application
includes a security item, named Emergency Chart Access, which grants specific users or user
groups the right to “break the glass” on a restricted chart or visit note to gain one-time
emergency access to that chart or visit note. It is recommended that you grant at least one user
emergency chart access security rights if you anticipate that restricted chart or visit note access
will ever be used.
When a user with emergency chart access security rights accesses a restricted chart or visit note,
access is limited to that user on the computer which they are using until they close the
application. This means that access is not granted to any other users. It is granted only to the
specific user who breaks the glass. Access is only granted to that user on the computer being
used at the time the user breaks the glass. If the user logs into the application on another
computer, the user will not have access to the restricted chart or visit note from that computer.
Once the user closes the application on the computer from which the user broke the glass, the
user no longer has access. When the user logs back into the application, even on the same
computer, the user will not have access to the restricted chart or visit note.
Two things happen anytime a user breaks the glass on a restricted chart or visit note. The first
thing is that the action is recorded in the audit trail. The entry includes the user who breaks the
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glass, the patient, the visit note or notes to which access is granted, and the date and time
access is requested. Another entry is made in the audit trail when the user logs out of the
application, and so is once again restricted from access. This creates a permanent record of the
emergency access granted to a restricted patient chart or visit note.
The second thing that happens when a user breaks the glass is that an emergency chart access
message is sent to the defined recipients of this type of message. The message includes the user
who breaks the glass, the patient, the visit note or notes to which access is granted, the date
and time access is requested, and the reason the user enters for breaking the glass. This
message is sent automatically by the application; it is not sent by the user who breaks the glass
and that user cannot modify the message or its recipients. This ensures that someone or some
group of people in your practice is always notified when emergency access is granted to a
restricted patient chart or visit note. It is recommended that you define at least one user to be
the recipient of emergency chart access messages if you anticipate that restricted chart or visit
note access will ever be used.

Restrict Access to a Patient’s Chart
Restricted chart access includes the patient’s demographics information, all patient visit notes,
and their related information. Once you restrict access to the chart, only the identified users and
user groups will be able to access the patient’s information in a normal manner. Members of the
Emergency Chart Access group will be able to access the patient’s information by breaking the
glass on the chart.
1. Either:


New → Patient



Find Patient → Patient Demographics → Name link

2. In the Chart Access field, select the users and user groups who will be able to access the
patient’s full chart. All other users will be restricted from accessing the chart.
You may need to scroll down on the window to access this field.
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Restrict Access to All of a Patient’s Visit Notes
Restricted visit note access includes all the patient’s visit notes created from that point forward. It
does not restrict access to visit notes created in the past, and it does not restrict access to the
patient’s demographic information. Once you restrict access to the visit notes, then any new visit
note created will default to restricting access to the visit note to the users and user groups
identified as the default for the patient. This list of users with access can be overwritten when any
visit note is created, and the restriction can be completely removed when for a visit note when it
is created.
Members of the Emergency Chart Access group will be able to access the patient’s visit notes
by breaking the glass on a visit note.
1. Either:


New → Patient



Find Patient → Patient Demographics → Name link

2. In the Default Visit Note Access field, select the users and user groups to whom you want to
restrict access to the patient’s visit notes.
You may need to scroll down on the window to access this field.

Restricted Chart Access when Searching for a Patient
When a patient’s chart has been restricted, all users — both with access to the chart and
without access to the chart — will be able to search for and see the patient listed when
searching for a patient. A user who does not have access to the chart will receive the “Access
to the patient chart is restricted” message when selecting the patient’s name from the Find
Patient window or from any window that displays patient names as hyperlinks to the Patient
Demographics window.

Patient Demographic History
The Patient Demographic History window displays a list of changes made to a patient’s
demographic information. Each entry includes the date and time of the change, the old
(original) value, and the new value. This is useful if you need to verify when a change was made,
identify the address or phone number of record for at a certain time, or verify identify through a
past address.
The items that are captured and displayed are:


First name



Middle name



Last name



Address line 1



Address line 2



City



State
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ZIP



Phone number



Phone type



Social Security number



Birth date

Display the Demographics History
1. Patient Demographics → Patient → Patient Demographics History
2. Select the Search button.
3. A list of changes made to the patient’s demographic information is displayed.

Patient Cases
A patient case identifies a condition that will be treated or managed over time. A patient case
enables you to associate multiple patient visits related to the case. You can associate insurance
information, such an authorization code and number of authorized visits, with the patient visit
notes related to the case. A case also enables you to associate the referring provider (that is,
the physician who sent the patient to you) and authorization information with all insurance
claims related to the case.
An insurance authorization entered in the Patient Case contains the same information as an
insurance authorization response message. Approval information can include the authorization
number, authorized number of units, and expiration date.
You may enter up to 100 authorized visits on a patient case.

Patient Case Defaults
You may enter providers and institutional billing information on a patient case so that the
information defaults to all superbills associated with the case. Provider defaults may be used for
professional or institutional claims.
Institutional billing information entered on a patient case defaults to all superbills associated with
the case. The information populates in the UB tab of the Superbill window. The case does not
include all of the UB institutional information that may be needed on a superbill; it only includes
the institutional information that is generally common to all superbills related to a case.
You may enter this information on an existing case, if desired. Be aware that entering the
information on an existing case does not populate the information on any existing superbills
associated with the case. The information will, however, default to any new superbills associated
with the case.
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Create a Patient Case
1. Either:


Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Cases → New button



Appointment → Patient Case → New



Any clinical note type window→ Visit Information Slider → Patient Case→ New

2. Select the Case tab.
3. Enter a Case Name for this case.
4. Select a Case Type.
5. Select the patient Account to be associated with the case.
6. Select the Start Date for the case.
7. Select a Case Type Phase, if appropriate.
8. Select the Provider to be associated with the case.
9. Select the Referring Provider associated with the case. The referring provider will be included
in the superbill and subsequent insurance claims for all patient visits associated with this case.
10. Enter the Referring Date. This is the date the referral was made by the referring physician.
11. The number of Authorized Visits is displayed if entered in the Authorization tab. Do not enter
or change the number displayed here.
12. Enter the date the Authorization Expires if provided by the patient's insurance payer.
13. Enter the Type of Bill, if needed for institutional claims. The type of bill is required on all UB
claims, so entering a default helps ensure it is included on superbills and subsequent claims.
However, the type of bill is dependent on various claim circumstances, and so may not be
the same for all superbills related to the case. You may want to enter this only when all or
most of the superbills related to the case will use the same type of bill. The default type of bill
may be edited on any superbill. Please also note that when the superbill is created, the type
of bill may be overwritten by the type of bill associated with the service site. If so, you will be
able to change it.
14. Enter any Notes, if desired.
15. Select the Authorization tab to create an insurance authorization. See instructions below.
16. Select the Billing Defaults tab to enter billing information. See instructions below.
17. Select the Related Providers tab to enter provider information. See instructions below.

Create an Insurance Authorization for a Patient Case
1. Select the Authorization tab.
2. Select the <New> link.
3

Using the patient account and insurance information displayed, contact the appropriate
insurance payer to request authorization for the listed procedures.
If the patient has multiple account periods, you may select a different period to view its
insurance information.
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4. For the primary insurance payer, indicate whether the requested procedures are authorized.


Authorization Number: Select this radio button and enter the authorization number if the
insurance payer authorized the procedures. This is the authorization number for the
request as a whole.



No Authorization Required: Select this radio button if the insurance payer does not
require prior authorization for the requested procedures. Skip to step 10.



Authorization Denied: Select this radio button if the insurance payer declines to authorize
the requested procedures. Skip to step 10.



Not Applicable. Select this radio button if authorization is unneeded or not given for any
other reason. Skip to step 10.

5. Repeat step 4 for any other insurance if needed.
Note: All remaining information is associated with the patient’s primary insurance payer.
6. Enter the Number of Visits Approved.
This is the number of visit authorized for this request. This number will be added to the
available visits for the patient case.
7. Enter the Expiration Date of the authorization.
This is the expiration date for the overall authorization request. If this date is further in the
future than the current expiration date for the patient case, then the patient case expiration
date will be extended to this date.
8. If needed, enter an Authorization number, number of Units, or Expiration Date for individual
procedures or authorization code sets.
9. Indicate who is approved to perform the requested procedures.


Select the All Providers radio button when any provider in the practice may perform the
authorized procedures.



Select the Specific Provider radio button when authorization is limited to a specified
provider or providers. Use the Find button to select the approved provider or providers.

10. Enter any Remarks to explain the insurance payer’s response to the request.

Create Billing Defaults for a Patient Case
The information entered as billing defaults for the case will be used to prepopulate the Other tab
in the Superbill window for any superbill associated with the case. This is information frequently,
but not always, needed for filing claims. Some of the information is mandatory in certain
situations. For example, if the superbill is for an inpatient, you must complete onset hospitalization
dates.
1. Select the Billing Defaults tab.
2. Condition Related To should be completed with a related cause, such as Auto Accident.
The list associated with your practice will display when you select the search field.
3. If the claim is for an accident, enter the State where the accident took place. This field is not
applicable for other visits.
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4. Enter dates for Onset of Current and First Episodes, Unable to Work From/To, and Hospitalized
From/To if these are applicable to the visit.
Note: If you enter any of these dates, it is only necessary to enter the onset date for unable
to work and hospitalization. The end date is optional.
5. Select an onset date Qualifier if needed. This will populate the corresponding field in the
Superbill window’s Other tab when this case is associated with a superbill.
6. If either the EPSDT or Family Planning checkboxes are selected, it will populate the CMS-1500
form, Box 24H.
7. Emergency. If the visit is an emergency, this populates CMS-1500, Box 24I.
8. COB, the coordination of benefits indicator, is used to populate CMS-1500, Box 24J.
Note: The COB field is not included in the new CMS-1500 (08/05) paper claim form, and there
are no government mandates for the use of the field. Should you need to accommodate
any unique requirements of local insurance payers who elect to maintain the old CMS-1500
(12/90) paper claim form, you may now use the COB field on the superbill for that purpose.
The COB field on the superbill will now accept up to three characters.
9. Enter pregnancy-related information if needed.
10. Enter EPSDT referral codes if needed.
11. Enter an Emergency indicator code if needed.
12. Enter claim information, such as delay reason and claim notes.
13. Last Seen By Supervising Provider is only used in a few specific billing scenarios. This date is
needed when an insurance payer will cover a procedure for a specialist only when a
primary care physician or other specialist has given the patient a specific diagnosis and is
providing care for that diagnosis. For example, routine foot care services may be covered
only if the patient has been diagnosed with diabetes. Under these conditions, you must
include the supervising provider’s name, the diagnosis, and the date the supervising provider
last saw the patient.
14. Box 10d is used to populate CMS-1500, Box 10d. This is a free-form text field.
15. If desired, enter UB institutional claim defaults in the UB section. Enter any of the following
information.


Admission type



Admission source



Patient status



Admitting diagnosis



Value codes



Occurrence codes
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Provider Defaults on a Patient Case
This information populates on the Information slider in the Superbill window.
1. Select the Case tab, and then enter the needed information for the case in the usual
manner.
2. Select the Related Providers tab, and enter other providers associated with the case.


Operating provider: Applies to institutional claims only.



Supervising provider: Must be identified when the rendering provider requires supervision,
such as nurse practitioner.



Attending provider: Applies to institutional claims only.



Ordering provider: is not yet used to populate claims. It will be used to populate the
revised 1500 paper claim once adopted by CMS.

View Patient Cases
The Patient Cases window displays a list of the cases for the selected patient.
You can access a specific patient case from the Patient Cases window by selecting the case
name link. You can also:


Select the checkbox for the desired case, and then select the Close button to close the
case.



Select the checkbox for the desired case, and then select the Reopen button to reopen the
closed case.



Select the New button to create a new case.

View the Cases
1. Patient Demographics → Patient → Patient Cases → Case Name link
2. Select the appropriate radio button for the case you wish to view.


All cases



Open cases



Closed cases

3. Select the Search button.
4. Select the Case Name hyperlink to access the Patient Case window with the case details.
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The Summary section of the Case tab displays the total accrued charges, the authorized
units used for each procedure code or code set, and the number of visit notes
associated with the case. The total accrued charges are based on the amount allowed.



Select the desired tab to view or edit full information for the case.
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Patient Center
The Patient Center window enables you to search for and list a group of patients that you need
to work with in some way. For example, you can search for all the patients with the same
responsible party when you need to change account or address information for all of them.
You can select a patient name link to access the Patient Demographics window for that
patient. The Patent Center window remains opens with the selected list of patients so that you
can open another patient record if desired. When a patient condition or patient program has
been defined for the patient, the patient ID is displayed in the color associated with that patient
condition.
You can create and save a patient filter if desired. This can be helpful if you have groups of
patients which you work with regularly.
You can use the New button to create a new patient record if desired.
1. Desktop → Patient Center (

)

2. Enter the desired selection criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. The patients matching your selection criteria are displayed.

Patient Dashboard
Use the Patient Dashboard to quickly scan a patient’s demographic, medical, appointment,
and visit information. From the Patient Dashboard you may access additional functions, such as
creating an appointment or a message.
You may access the Patient Dashboard from the Patient menu in the Patient Demographics
window or from the More Options (
<<New>>

) icon on an appointment.

Patient Notification and Marketing

The patient notification and marketing functionality enables you to create messages that you
can send to groups of patients. This enables you to notify patients, for example, when a provider
joins your practice, when you offer additional office hours during flu season, or any other
information appropriate to for mass communication.
Patient notification messages use batch processing and person notification models. The batch
process enables you to select patients by a variety of clinical and demographic criteria. Filtering
criteria includes the patient’s practice provider, insurance payer and plan, gender, and age;
visit date, provider, and service site; and diagnosis and procedure.
When defining the batch, you also select the person notification model to be used to generate
the messages. The person notification model is where the content of your message is defined.
Please refer to the Administrative User’s Guide for instructions on creating person notification
models.
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Your administrative super user may also schedule a job to generate a batch of patient
notification messages. This enables the batch to be created during off hours.
Generated notification messages are not saved, and so are not attached to patient records.
Notification messages are not considered part of the patient chart.
Although patient notifications are not intended for two-way communication with patients,
recipients may reply to your emails. Replies are sent to the email address that is entered in your
email notification configuration in your database. Therefore, it is recommended that someone
regularly monitor this email account.

Patient Notification and Protect Health Information
Patient notification messages are not intended for the disclosure of protected health information
(PHI). Make sure that the content of your messages is appropriate for mass communication. You
are responsible for ensuring that your messages comply with HIPAA and other applicable laws
and regulations.
To help ensure that you do not send notification messages that include PHI, it is recommended
that you review one or more of the generated messages in each message batch before
sending. Send messages only after you have verified that the generated content is free of PHI.
Generated notification messages are not saved as attachments on patient records. The only
way to view messages that were sent in the past is to view the generated content from the View
Batch Detail window. Therefore, it is recommended that you archive message batches rather
than deleting them once you have sent the messages. Then, if there is ever a question about
what was sent, you can access an archived batch to review the generated content.

Opt In and Opt Out for Notification Messages
Notification and marketing message batches only include patients whose email addresses are
identified as opted in for receiving notification messages. This ensures that messages are only
sent to patients who have opted in to receive them.
The opt in or opt out status for email addresses is the Patient window. There is a Marketing
checkbox next to each email address. The email address is opted in when this checkbox is
selected. Patients are included in a message batch when a Marketing checkbox is selected.
Patients are not included in a message batch when the Marketing checkbox is not selected for
any of their email addresses. A statement beneath the email address indicates whether the opt
in/opt out setting was done globally (that is, by the configuration of your database), or was
done specifically to this email address, either by a user or by the recipient of an email.
All notification messages include an opt out option to stop future emails. When the recipient of
an email opts out from notification messages, the application removes the selection on the
Marketing checkbox for that email address and blocks emails to that email address.
When you select the checkbox for an email address that has been opted out by the recipient, a
popup message appears reminding you that the recipient opted out. If the patient has not
given permission to opt in again, then you should close the message without continuing. If the
212
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patient has given permission to opt in again, then you may continue, and the recipient opt out
will be removed. Please note that when you override a patient’s opt out, it can take several
minutes for this to process within the application and with the third-party email service.
Once an email address is opted out, either by a user or by the recipient unsubscribing, then the
patient or patients associated with that email address will not be included in future notification
message batches for which the patient otherwise matches the batch selection criteria. The
patient may, however, be included if the patient record includes a second email address that is
opted in.

Define a Patient Marketing Batch
The batch process enables you to select patients by a variety of clinical and demographic
criteria. Filtering criteria includes the patient’s practice provider, insurance payer and plan,
gender, and age; visit date, provider, and service site; and diagnosis and procedure. Only
patients matching your criteria, and who have an email address or phone number that is
enabled for marketing and notifications will be selected.
1. Tools menu → Batch Process Management
2. In the Batch Process window, select Patient Marketing as the Batch Process Type.
3. Select the New button. This opens the New Batch Process window.
4. Enter a Name for the batch.
Note: The batch name may include letters, numbers, and the following special characters:
&@#$%.+-[](). The batch details will not open if the name includes any other special
character.
5. Define the filtering criteria for the batch.
6. Select the desired Notification Formatting Template.
7. Select the appropriate Notification Type radio button. Note that the radio button for text
messages is available only if you have the optional text messaging service configured.
8. Enter the Email Subject line.
9. Verify that the Generate Summary on Save checkbox is selected.
10. Verify that the Auto Start Detail checkbox is selected.
11. Select the OK button to start generating the batch. Processing is performed in the
background, and it may take some time depending on the amount of data in the defined
batch.
12. Select the Search button to display the batch you just created.
13. When the batch has finished generating, the Status will be Detail and the Mode will be Not
Running. This information is displayed in the both the Batch Process and the Batch Process
Summary windows.
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Send Patient Notification and Marketing Messages
1. Tools menu → Batch Process Management
2. In the Batch Process window, select Patient Marketing as the Batch Process Type.
3. Select the Search button.
4. Select the batch Name link to access the Batch Process Summary window. This window
displays summary information for the marketing batch, including the status, the total number
of documents in the batch, the number of completed documents in the batch, and other
information.
5. In the Batch Process Summary window, select the View Batch Detail link. This accesses the
Patient Marketing Detail window.
Note that patients listed in the Patient Marketing Detail window are the patients identified
when the batch was generated. But the information about the patients, such as their email
address or addresses, is the information in the patients’ records at the time this window is
opened. Therefore, if you open this window to review the content some time after the
messages were sent, email addresses may have changed.
6. Sort or filter the entries as needed.


Select any column heading to resort the entries by ascending or descending order.



Select the Filter (

) icon to enable filtering.



The Patient, Email Address, and Address columns can then be filtered or searched by
entering text.



The Email Status, SME Text Messages Status, and Error columns can be filtered by
selecting the All button, and then selecting or deselecting the items desired.

7. In the Patient Marketing Detail window, select an email address link to view the generated
email message.
It is recommended that you view one or more of the generated messages before sending to
verify that they do not contain any protected health information (PHI).
8. Select the checkboxes for the patients to whom you want to send a notification message.
9. Select the Send Documents (

) icon. This queues the messages to be sent.

10. Once the messages have been sent, you may select a status link to access the Patient
Marketing Send Summary for the patient.
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This window shows the complete history of sending the message to each email address
associated with the patient. This is the email address to which the message was sent. This
email address may not match the email address displayed in the Patient Marketing
Detail window if the patient’s email address was changed after the message was sent.



Select the Summary link for additional information.
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Export Entries from the Patient Marketing Batch
You may export the information on the Batch Process Detail window to a comma separated
values (.CSV) file. This enables you to keep a record of the entries in the batch or to manipulate
the data in Microsoft Excel, so that you can create mailing labels for example.
1. In the Batch Process Detail window, filter the items if needed.
2. Select the checkboxes for the entries you want to export to a .CSV file.
3. Select the Export to CSV (

) icon.

4. In the Save File window:
a. Select the desired location.
b. Modify the file name if desired. The file name defaults to MM-DD-YYYY HH-MM AM/PM
Statement Job.csv.
c. Select the Save button. This saves the file, and returns to the Batch Process Statement
Detail window.
5. Continue working in the Batch Process Detail window or close the window.

Patient Portal
The optional Aprima Patient Portal is a companion product to Aprima. It enables secure web
access to authorized patients, responsible parties, and other patient contacts so that they can
perform activities such as reviewing their medical chart and lab results, responding to medical
history questionnaires, and reviewing statements. Your administrative super user will have
configured your Portal to enable the functionality that your practice desires for your patients.
To enable a patient, responsible party, or other patient contact to access patient information
from your Patient Portal, you must create a web account ID and password for that person.
Once you have established a web account for a patient or a patient’s responsible party or
contact, then you can assign questionnaires to the patient. The patient or the patient’s
responsible party or contact may complete and submit the questionnaires from the Portal.

Statements on the Portal
When you configure the Portal to enable statements, then patients and responsible parties
receive emails notifying them of that their statement is available on the Portal. The patient or
responsible party may select the hyperlink in the email to access their statement. If your practice
uses the optional Easy Pay credit card processing, then the patient or responsible party may
enter a payment from the Portal. When a patient or responsible party accesses the Portal
through the link in the statement email, then they can only view the statement and make a
payment. They cannot access any other information on the Portal.
A responsible party may access the Portal to view a statement without having a web account
for the Portal. The responsible party must have an email address entered in their record. The
responsible party then receives an email with a link to the statement. If your practice uses the
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optional Easy Pay credit card processing, then the responsible party may enter a payment from
the Portal.
The statement email sent to patients and responsible parties also contains a link to unsubscribe
to the statement emails. Selecting the unsubscribe link accesses a webpage where the patient
or responsible party confirms their desire to not receive the statement emails. Then:


The Portal notifies your database of the email address that has unsubscribed.



The application unsubscribes all patients and responsible parties associated with that email
address.



The application also creates and sends a message notifying the specified user group that
the patient or responsible party has opted out. This is specified in the Configure Patient Portal
window’s Message Routing tab.



The application sets the statement option for the responsible party to receive printed
statements. This is on the Responsible Party window’s Statements tab.

Legal Age to Consent to Medical Treatment
Your administrative super user can configure the Patient Portal with your state’s legal age of
consent to medical treatment. The application uses this to determine whether a patient’s
responsible party or other contacts may access the patient’s data through the Portal.
A nightly job determines when patients reach the age to consent, and then disables the
responsible party’s Patient Portal access to all patient data.
If you have special-needs patients or other patients of legal age who want someone else to
have access to their medical information through the Patient Portal, you may flag the
responsible party or patient contact web account so that they can retain access through the
Portal.

Patient Web Accounts
Create a Patient Account
When you create a new Patient Portal account for a patient, the application uses the patient’s
email address as the account ID, if an email address is available. If the patient record does not
include an email address, then the ID is the patient’s first and last name. You can change the
default ID to anything you or the patient prefer.
When creating the patient account, the application generates a random password for the
account. You can accept that password, or generate another random password, but you
cannot define a specific password. Once the user logs into the account, the user may define a
specific password. The password must be at least five characters.
1. Patient Demographics → Questionnaire tab
2. Select the Create Web Account button.
3. Enter a logon name for the patient or accept the default name.
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4. Accept the randomly generated password or select Reset Password to generate another
password.
5. Select the OK button.
Note: If a patient forgets the password, you may reset it using step 3.

Inactivate a Patient Account
You may inactive a patient’s account for the Patient Portal if needed. A patient’s account is
distinct from the patient record. You may inactivate the account for an active patient record.
You may also inactivate the patient record but allow the patient’s account to remain active.
This enables a patient who has left your practice, for example because they have moved or
because treatment is complete, to continue to access the Patient Portal for their medical
information.
1. Patient Demographics → Questionnaire tab
2. Select the Reset Web Account button.
3. In the Patient Web Account window, select the Inactivate button.
4. Select the OK button.

Reactivate a Patient Account
1. Patient Demographics → Questionnaire tab
2. Select the Activate Web Account button.
3. In the Patient Web Account window, select the Reset Password button. Write down the
password so that you can give it to the patient.
4. Select the OK button.

Responsible Party Web Accounts
When the responsible party is someone other than the patient, such as a parent, then you may
give the responsible party a Patient Portal account. This enables the responsible to access the
patient’s information and take action on the patient’s behalf, such as responding to
questionnaires and requesting prescription refills.
You cannot restrict a responsible party’s access to the patient’s medical information on the
Portal. Therefore, if an adult patient has someone else as their responsible party, then you must
make sure that the patient has granted their responsible party access to their medical
information before you create a Portal account for the responsible party.
Information from a visit note that is marked as a private visit is not available on the Portal when
the Portal user is the responsible party. A visit note may be marked as private for any number of
reasons, but it is most frequently used for visits that include sexual activity information on a minor.
Restricting access to this information on the Portal enables you to keep information confidential
with the patient and not shared with the patient’s parents.
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Create a Responsible Party Account
1. Patient Demographics → Account tab
2. Select the Account name hyperlink.
3. In the Account window, select the Allow Web Access to Patient Data checkbox.
4. If the patient has reached the legal age of consent but this contact is allowed access to the
patient’s medical data, then select the Ignore Patient Age checkbox.
5. Select the Create Web Account button.
6. Enter a logon name for the responsible party or accept the default name.
7. Accept the randomly generated password or select Reset Password to generate another
password.
8. Select the OK button.

Inactivate a Responsible Party Account
You may inactive a responsible party’s account for the Patient Portal if needed. A responsible
party’s account is distinct from the responsible party record and from the patient record. You
may inactivate the account for an active patient record. You may also inactivate the patient
record but allow the patient’s or the responsible party’s account to remain active. This enables a
patient who has left your practice, for example because they have moved or because
treatment is complete, to continue to access the Patient Portal for their medical information.
1. Patient Demographics → Account tab
2. Select the Account name hyperlink.
3. In the Account window, select the Reset Web Account button.
4. In the Responsible Party Web Account window, select the Inactivate button.
5. Select the OK button.

Reactivate a Responsible Party Account
1. Patient Demographics → Account tab
2. Select the Account name hyperlink.
3. In the Account window, make sure the Allow Web Access to Patient Data checkbox is
selected.
4. Select the Activate Web Account button.
5. In the Responsible Party Web Account window, select the Reset Password button. Write
down the password so that you can give it to the patient.
5. Select the OK button.
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Patient Contact Web Accounts
You may create a Portal account for any patient contact if desired. This enables the contact to
access the patient’s information from the Patient Portal.
You cannot restrict a contact’s access to the patient’s medical information on the Portal.
Therefore, you must make sure that the patient has granted the contact access to their medical
information before you create a Portal account for the contact.
Information from a visit note that is marked as a private visit is not available on the Portal when
the Portal user is a patient contact. A visit note may be marked as private for any number of
reasons, but it is most frequently used for visits that include sexual activity information on a minor.
Restricting access to this information on the Portal enables you to keep information confidential
with the patient and not shared with the patient’s parents or guardians.

Create a Patient Contact Account
Use this process to create a Portal web account for an existing patient contact entry.
1. Patient Demographics → Contacts tab
2. Select the desired contact entry.
3. In the Contact window, select the Allow Web Access to Patient Data checkbox.
4. Select the Create Web Account button.
5. Enter a logon name for the contact or accept the default name.
6. Accept the randomly generated password or select Reset Password to generate another
password.
7. Select the OK button.

Inactivate a Patient Contact Account
You may inactive a patient contact’s account for the Patient Portal if needed. A contact’s
account is distinct from the contact record and from the patient record. You may inactivate the
account for an active patient record. You may also inactivate the patient record but allow the
patient’s or the contact’s Portal account to remain active. This enables a patient who has left
your practice, for example because they have moved or because treatment is complete, to
continue to access the Patient Portal for their medical information.
1. Patient Demographics → Contacts tab
2. Select the desired contact entry.
3. In the Contact window, select the Reset Web Account button.
4. In the Person Web Account window, select the Inactivate button.
5. Select the OK button.
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Reactivate a Patient Contact Account
1. Patient Demographics → Contacts tab
2. Select the desired contact entry.
3. In the Contact window, make sure the Allow Web Access to Patient Data checkbox is
selected.
4. Select the Activate Web Account button.
5. In the Person Web Account window, select the Reset Password button. Write down the
password so that you can give it to the patient.
6. Select the OK button.

Patient Questionnaires
If you are using web-based questionnaires through the Patient Portal, you must associate one or
more defined questionnaires to a patient in order to collect history data from that patient. Note
that because the patient demographics questionnaire is predefined, it is automatically
associated with the patient’s account; you do not have to associate it to the patient.
Note: The system-defined medical history and the family and immunization history questionnaires
no longer work and should not be used.

Assign a Questionnaire to the Patient
1. Patient Demographics → Questionnaire tab
2. Select the Add button.
3. In the Questionnaire Name field, select the desired questionnaire.
4. Enter the Start Date or accept the default of today’s date. The start date is the first date the
patient will be able to access the questionnaire.
5. If desired, enter an Expiration Date. The patient will not be able to access the questionnaire
after this date if one is entered.
6. If desired, select the One Time Questionnaire to limit the patient’s access to the
questionnaire to until you have imported the data.
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View a Patient’s Responses
All of the questionnaires assigned to a patient are listed on the Patient Demographics window’s
Questionnaire tab. Once a patient has completed a questionnaire, you may view the responses.
1. Patient Demographics → Questionnaire tab
2. Select the Completed Date hyperlink for the desired questionnaire.
3. The Patient Questionnaire window displays the questionnaire and the patient's answers. The
information includes:


A summary section, which provides a snapshot of the patient’s final answers.



A history section, which is an audit log that shows details of the contents of each
question window every time the patient accessed it. This shows all changes made before
the questionnaire was completed.

Patient Record Disclosure
A patient record disclosure an instance of disclosing all or some of the information in a patient’s
record to someone outside your practice, such as a referring or consulting physician, an
insurance payer, the patient, or any other person or entity to whom you must provide
information. The application tracks disclosures when you use the complete chart print
functionality and when you generate document that has been flagged for auditing.
You can generate a report for a single patient or multiple patients to identify when disclosures
were made of patient information and to whom the information was disclosed.

Creating a Patient Record Disclosure for Complete Chart
Anytime you use the complete chart print functionality, a patient record disclosure instance is
created. The complete chart print functionality may be accessed from a toolbar button that has
been added to Patient Demographics, clinical note type windows, One Page Summary, or
Review Past Notes windows. The complete chart print functionality may also be used to print visit
notes and charts for a group of patients from the Reports window.
1. In the Releasing Provider field, select the provider who is releasing the information about the
patient.
2. In the Reason field, select the reason for the disclosure.
3. Either:


If the person or entity to whom you are disclosing information is entered in your database
as a provider, select the desired external provider in the Recipient Provider field. This will
populate the Recipient field with the name and address.



If the person or entity is not a provider entered in your database, type the name and
address in the Recipient field.
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Create a Patient Record Disclosure for Manual Disclosure
Since some disclosures of information may not be automatically recorded, you can create a
manual record of the disclosure.
1. Patient Demographics → New dropdown menu → New Record Disclosure
2. In the Record Disclosure window, select the Disclosure Date.
3. In the Disclosed By field, select the user who disclosed the patient information.
4. In the Description field, enter a brief description of the information or material released.
5. Select the Releasing Provider.
6. Select the Reason for the disclosure.
7. Either:


Select the Recipient Provider if the information is released to a provider entered in your
database.



Enter the name of the Recipient if someone other than a provider.

8. Select the OK button to create the record of the disclosure of information.

Patient Record Disclosure History
You can generate a report of the disclosures made of a patient’s record. The report includes the
name of the user who made the disclosure, the person to whom the disclosure was made, a
brief description of the content disclosed, and the disclosure reason.
Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Record Disclosure History

Patient Requests for Amendment to Chart
A patient may request a change to the information in their chart if they believe that information
in the chart is incorrect, inaccurate, or incomplete. A request may also be made by another
person or entity on behalf of a patient. For example, a patient’s parent or guardian may make a
request, or an insurance payer may make a request. Amendment messages are used to
document these requests.
The person or entity making the request is the amendment source. The application includes a
number of system-defined amendment sources, and you can create others as needed. The
amendment source is identified in the amendment message used to document the request.
When you receive a patient amendment message, you must review the patient’s request in the
message and review the patient’s chart for the problem reported by the patient. You must
indicate in the message whether you approve or reject the requested change. However,
processing the message itself does not make changes to the patient’s chart. If you need to
correct any information in the patient’s chart, you must make the needed changes in the visit
note, patient demographics, history, lab results, or other area.
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Create an Amendment Message
1. Patient Demographics → New menu → New Amendment
2. The Patient name will be selected.
3. The message Urgency defaults to Routine. You may change this if needed.
4. The message Sub-Type is Patient Amendment.
5. Enter a Due Date for the completion of the message.
6. In the Assign To field, search for and select the provider to receive the message and review
the patient’s chart.
7. In the Reason field, enter an explanation of the patient’s request. This should include a
description of the problem and the resolution requested.
8. Select the Visit Date if the problem is in a specific patient visit note.
9. Select the Amendment Source. This is the person or entity, such as patient, parent, or
insurance payer, requesting the change.
10. Select the OK button to send the message, and to add the amendment request to the
patient’s chart.

Process an Amendment Message
1. Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options icon (

) → Process Message

2. In the Message window, select the Patient Amendment tab.
The message displays the patient’s name and the date the request was submitted.
3. Review the message in the Reason field.
4. Select the Visit Date hyperlink to open the patient visit note for review.
a. Review the visit note, and if appropriate, make any changes needed.
b. Close the clinical note type window to return to the Message window.
If the problem is not in a specific visit note, then you may need to access another window,
such as the Patient History or Patient Results to review and, if appropriate, correct the
problem.
5. Either:


Select the Accept Amendment radio button if you accept the amendment request and
have changed or will change the patient’s chart.



Select the Reject Amendment radio button if you believe the chart to be correct as it is.

6. In the Comment field, enter an explanation of the changes made, if you accept the
amendment, or the reason for rejecting the requested amendment.
7. Select the Complete button to complete and close the message.
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Patient Statements
Statements are often referred to as patient statements, but they are actually generated for
responsible parties, not for individual patients. For patients who are responsible for their own
charges, the statement contains only transactions related to that patient. But, for a responsible
party who is responsible for others, such as a parent responsible for more than one child, a
statement may contain transactions for multiple patients.
Also, a patient may have more than one account, and those accounts may have different
responsible parties. For example, a patient may be the responsible party for the main account,
while the patient's employer is the responsible party for a second account related to a worker's
compensation claim. Because statements are generated for responsible parties, a statement will
be generated for the patient with transactions related to the patient's main account, and
another statement will be generated for the employer with transactions related to the worker's
compensation account. Should the employer be responsible for more than one patient, the
employer's statement may contain transactions for all of the patients for which that employer is
responsible.
Statements will be generated by your billing staff and sent to patients or their responsible parties
on a regular basis. There may be times, however, when a patient or responsible party may ask
you for a statement. Depending on the information desired, you may need to reprint a
statement that has been sent to the responsible party, or you may need to generate a new
statement with current financial information.

Reprint a Statement
You can reprint statements that have been generated after upgrading to the 2016 version of the
application can be viewed. Statements generated in prior versions were not stored, and so
cannot be reprinted.
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab →Responsible Party name hyperlink
2. In the Responsible Party window, select the Statement tab.
3. In the Statement History table, select the Statement date hyperlink for the desired statement.


The On Demand Statement Viewer window opens and displays the statement. Select the
Printer (



) icon to reprint the statement.

If the statement is not available, a popup message displays.

Generate a New Statement
Although you generate a statement from the Patient Demographics window, statements are
actually generated for the patient’s responsible party. If the patient’s responsible party is
responsible for other patients, then the statement will include financial activity for those patients
also.
If the patient has more than one account, you can generate a statement for all accounts by
selecting the Responsible Party Statement option.
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You can generate a statement for only the patient’s main account by selecting the Responsible
Party Statement ─ Main Account option. When generating for the main account, then the
statement includes all financial activity for all financial centers, even if your practice is setup to
generate statements by financial centers.
When you generate a statement, the application uses all of the statement generation criteria
established for your practice or the financial centers. This includes, for example, whether or not
statements include $0 procedures and whether certain superbill statuses are excluded. The
application will only generate a statement when the responsible party has financial data for a
statement.
If your practice is setup to generate statements by financial centers, then multiple statements
will be generated if there is financial activity for more than one financial center. However, the
application only generates statements for financial centers to which you have security access.
When you generate a statement, the application gathers the data and creates a PDF file.
Therefore, it may take a moment for the PDF to display.
Statements generated on demand are intended for printing only, either to be given to the
patient when in the office or mailed to the patient or responsible party. The office and
responsible party address information on the printed statement may not display correctly in a
window envelope used for mailing. Please note that statements generated on demand are not
available on the Patient Portal, and because they are not, no email notification is sent to the
responsible party.
1. Either:


Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Responsible Party Statement



Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Responsible Party Statement ─ Main Account

2. In the On Demand Statement Viewer window, review the statement or statements. Then
either:


If the statement is incorrect or has problems, select the Reject button to remove it from
processing.



If the statement is correct, select the Keep and Continue button.

3. Select the Print All Selected button to print the statements that you kept.
4. Select the Close button to close the window.
5. A popup message will ask if you want to update the last statement date for the selected
statements.


Select the Yes button to update the responsible party’s last statement date.



Select the No button to keep the last statement date from regular statement processing.
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Prescription Benefits and Electronic Medication History
You can download patients’ prescription benefits and medication history information from the
Surescripts pharmacy clearinghouse. Requests for prescription benefits and medication history
must be associated with a provider who has a valid Surescripts provider ID.
Jobs within the application will download prescription benefits and medication history for all the
patients scheduled for visits on the following day. The visit must be scheduled with a provider
who has a valid Surescripts provider ID in order for the patient’s medication history to be
requested and downloaded. You can also download the prescription benefits or medication
history for a single patient when needed. The on-demand request must also include the name of
a provider who has a valid Surescripts provider ID.
You can download prescription benefits information without the patient’s permission. However,
due to HIPAA regulations, you can only download medication history for patients who have
given their permission. You indicate that the patient has granted permission in the Patient
window. If the patient record does not indicate that permission has been received, then the
application cannot request or download the medication history for that patient.

Drug Formulary
Drug formulary information is available through Surescripts when requesting prescription benefits
information.

Prescription Benefits Information
You can download patients’ prescription benefits information from the Surescripts pharmacy
clearinghouse. Prescription benefits information includes a patient’s eligibility, benefits, and
formulary. This enables the provider to select medications that are on the patient’s formulary
and are covered by the patient’s drug benefit. It also informs the provider of lower cost
alternatives for selected medications, such as generic drugs.
Prescription benefits requests are made to Surescripts, not to the patient's insurance payer.
Surescripts may not be able to correctly identify the patient's insurance payer or may identify an
insurance payer and plan that is no longer in effect for the patient. Thus, the request may not
obtain information or may obtain inaccurate information.
When you request prescription benefits information for a patient, you may also receive some
medication history information if that information is available, whether or not the patient has
granted permission for medication history requests. Please see the Electronic Medication History
section below for more information.
A patient’s prescription benefits information can be requested once in a 72-hour period.
Therefore, the application will not send a request for a patient if request has been made within
the previous 72 hours.
Your administrative super user may have configured your database to download prescription
benefits information for all the patients scheduled for appointments on the following day. The
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appointment must be scheduled with a provider who has a valid Surescripts provider ID in order
for the patient’s prescription benefits information to be requested and downloaded. Requests
are not made for appointments with an appointment status that is defined as cancelled. These
requests are made by a job that runs each night, and these requests are subject to the 72-hour
period during which only one request may be made.
You can also download the prescription benefits information for a single patient when that
patient’s information was not requested by the nightly job. (If you attempt to request information
for a patient who was included in the nightly job, then you will receive an error message stating
that you are attempting to download the information again within 72-hours.) As with requests
made by the nightly job, the on-demand request must also include the name of a provider who
has a valid Surescripts provider ID.
Prescription benefits eligibility statuses are:


Undetermined



Approved



Unapproved

Electronic Medication History
A patient’s electronic medication history may come from two sources. The first source of
information about prescriptions is pharmacies that report dispensed medications to the
pharmacy clearinghouse. The second source of information about prescriptions is insurance
payers who report medication claims to the pharmacy clearinghouse.
To request medication history from pharmacies, you must first obtain the patient’s permission.
You do not need to obtain the patient’s permission to request medication history information
from insurance payers since the patient will have already granted you permission to exchange
data with their insurance payer.
Not all pharmacies report medication history, even if they otherwise participate in the Surescripts
program. So, if your patient’s pharmacy receives electronic prescriptions but does not report
medication history to Surescripts, you may receive incomplete information or the ‘patient not
found’ error.
Medication history information from insurance payers is available only for patients who have
prescription benefits. Be aware that if the patient has recently changed insurance payers, you
may receive medication history information that is incomplete or you may receive a ‘patient not
found’ message.
You make requests to pharmacies for medication history as distinct medication history requests.
You make requests to insurance payers for medication history as part of the prescription benefits
and formulary request. Therefore, it is recommended that you make both requests when you
want medication history information for a patient.
Because medication history information can come from two sources, you may receive two
messages from Surescripts. The two messages may conflict if medication history information is
available from one source but not from the other. So, for example, if you request information for
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a patient, and that patient’s insurance payer has reported information, but their pharmacy has
not reported information, you may get two messages that seem to conflict.

Patient Identification
When medication history and prescription benefits information requests are sent to Surescripts,
the pharmacy clearinghouse identifies the patient using the following information. Therefore, it is
important that your patient records include all of this information if you will use the electronic
medication history and prescription benefits functionality.


Last name



First name



Date of birth



Complete address, including ZIP code



Gender

If the patient name is different in your patient record and in either the pharmacy or insurance
payer record for the patient, then the two records will not match. (For example, Tom Smith and
Thomas Smith are different names.) Also, patients may move and not notify their pharmacy or
insurance payer of their new address. So, the pharmacy or insurance payer record for the
patient may include a different ZIP code than your patient record. Simple data entry errors may
also result in the patient records not matching. If any of the identifying information is entered
incorrectly in the patient’s record for the provider, pharmacy, or insurance payer, then the
records will not match. As a result, you may receive incomplete information or even a ‘patient
not found’ error.

Download Medication History & Prescription Benefits Information
You can request an on-demand download from an appointment, a patient visit note, or the
Patient Demographics window. You should only make an on-demand request for a download
when the patient did not have an appointment scheduled in advance or to verify a patient’s
benefits prior to scheduling an appointment. Avoiding unnecessary duplicate downloads will
reduce the processing burden of the requests, and it will help ensure that the necessary ondemand requests process quickly.
Surescripts only allows you to make one prescription benefits and medication history request per
patient within a 72-hour (3-day) period. Therefore, the application will not send a request for a
patient if request has been made within the previous 72 hours.
Before making any on-demand request, it is a good idea to use the Track Rx Benefits window
(Tools menu → Track Rx Benefits) to determine if a request has been made for the patient within
the past three days (72 hours).
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Download from Patient Demographics
You can request an on-demand download of a patient’s prescription benefits and medication
history from the Patient Demographics window. You may want to do this, for example, for a new
patient prior to an appointment in order to verify whether the patient is eligible for prescription
coverage and to obtain medication history.
Remember that patients’ insurance coverage is always subject to change. It is recommended
that you validate a patient’s coverage prior to the visit since it may take a while to receive the
response. But, you may want to verify the status as close to the appointment date as possible. If
you are using the scheduled job to make these requests, then requests are made overnight for
patients with scheduled appointments for the following day. However, since a patient’s
insurance coverage is usually the same for a calendar month, it is usually not necessary for you
to check a patient coverage prior to every visit if the patient has multiple visits within a month.
When requesting prescription benefits and medication history, this process sends a message to
the Surescripts clearinghouse. Surescripts checks the patient’s medication history, and then
sends a return message. This message exchange happens in real-time so you must wait for the
return message to be received. This can take a while.
You will receive medication history for the patient only if the patient has given authorization, and
only if history is available. Medication history from pharmacies is available only if the patient’s
pharmacy reports to Surescripts. Medication history from insurance payers is available only if the
patient has prescription benefits.
1. Find Patient → Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Download Benefits
2. In the Download Benefits window, the Patient name will default to the selected patient.
3. Select the Provider. This will default to the provider identified as the primary practice provider
for the patient if available. If that provider does not have a Surescripts Provider ID entered,
then a yellow message bar will appear at the top of the window. The message will say that
the provider is not set up to eprescribe. When that warning message is displayed, then you
must select a provider that is set up with Surescripts.
4. Select the Service Site. This will default to the provider’s default service site if available.
5. Select the Rx Benefits checkbox. This enables the prescription benefits and medication
history fields.
6. To download prescription benefits and formulary information, select the Benefits Coverage,
Formulary checkbox.
Deselect the Benefits Coverage, Formulary checkbox if it has been less than 72 hours since
the last request. Multiple requests with any 72-hour period will result in duplicate benefits
request errors.
7. Select the Medication History checkbox to download medication history.
8. In the Request Date field, select the time period of the medication history requested.
9. To download medical insurance eligibility information:
Note: To use this function, you must be enrolled with Practice Insight for medical eligibility.
a. Select the Eligibility checkbox.
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b. Select the checkbox for each account for which you want to request medical insurance
eligibility information.
10. Select the OK button to request the benefits information.

Download from an Appointment
You can request an on-demand download of a patient’s medication history and prescription
benefits from the Appointment window. You can download medical claims eligibility from the
Appointment window regardless of the appointment status. You can download prescription
benefits eligibility only after the appointment status has been changed to Checked In.
This process sends a message to the Surescripts clearinghouse. Surescripts checks the patient’s
medication history and prescription benefits, and then sends a return message. This message
exchange happens in real-time so you must wait for the return message to be received. This can
take a few minutes.
You will receive medication history for the patient only if the patient has given authorization, and
only if history is available. Medication history from pharmacies is available only if the patient’s
pharmacy reports to Surescripts. Medication history from insurance payers is available only if the
patient’s medical insurance includes prescription benefits, and only if you also request the
patient’s prescription benefits or have obtained them within the past 72 hours.
1. Either:


Schedule → Appointment



Desktop → Appointment time link

2. In the Benefit Download Status section, the dates of the last successful downloads for the
patient are shown in the Last eMed Hx, Last Rx Benefits, and Last Eligibility fields.
3. Review the dates, and either:


Leave the Download Eligibility checkbox unselected if the Last Eligibility date is within the
current calendar month.



Select the Download Eligibility checkbox if the patient informs you that their insurance
coverage has changed, regardless of the Last Eligibility date.



Select the Download Eligibility checkbox if the Last Eligibility date is older than the current
month. The checkbox may be selected by default.

4. Select the OK button to initiate the download and close the window.
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Review a Patient’s Prescription Benefits Coverage
Once you have received a patient’s formulary and prescription benefits information from
Surescripts, you can review that information. The information includes the prescription benefits
payer, the associated health plan name and ID, the group name and ID, the expiration date of
the benefits, and whether eligibility is for retail or mail order pharmacies.
1. Patient Demographics → Accounts tab
2. When formulary and benefits information have been received, the Drug Formulary field and
the formulary and prescription benefits provider appear in the primary account section. This
field is not displayed if no information has been received or if previously received information
is now out of date.
3. To veiw detailed information, select the Account name hyperlink to access the Account
window.
4. The Formulary field displays the formulary and prescription benefits provider. The name
displayed here may not be the same as the name displayed on the Patient Demographics
window’s Accounts tab.
5. If the patient has more than one insurance payer, then you may have received more than
one formulary and benefits record. You can use the Find icon in the Formulary field to see if
another record is listed, and then select another record if appropriate.
Important: The Find Patient Rx Eligibility window displays all the records that you have ever
received for the patient, not just the most recently received record or records. If you select
another record, you must perform the next step and review the information carefully to
ensure that the selected record is currently valid.
6. To view the details of the selected formulary and benefits record, select the Rx Benefits next
to the Formulary field. This accesses the Display Rx Benefits Coverage window.
To determine whether the coverage information is current and accurate, review:


Last Rx Benefits Download Date: If this date is recent, the information is more likely to be
current. The older the date, the greater the possibility that the information may not be
current. Most coverage plans are only good for one year, so if the date is a year or more
in the past, then the information is likely no longer valid.



Health Plan Name: Compare the health plan shown here to the insurance payer and
plan shown on the Account window. If these are not the same, the information may not
be current. Verify the insurance payer and plan with the patient before using this
information.



Eligibility Date: This is the eligibility date at the time the record was received. If this date is
recent, the information is more likely to be current. The older the date, the greater the
possibility that the information may not be current. Most coverage plans are only good
for one year, so if the date is a year or more in the past, then the information is likely no
longer valid.



Coverage Type: This is the coverage type at the time the record was received. So, if the
coverage type is ‘Active Coverage’ but the record was received some time in the past,
the coverage may or may not still be active. If the record is a year or more old, then it is
likely that the coverage is no longer active.
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7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until you have selected the current and appropriate formulary. If none
of the records are current, then leave the Formulary field blank so that no formulary record is
associated with the patient’s account.

Tracking Downloads
Tracking the Prescription Benefits Download Requests
You can review the prescription benefits download requests to determine the status of the
download. The Track e- Rx Benefits window displays the downloads from the overnight schedule
request, and any on-demand download requests that have been made.
1. Tools → Track Rx Benefits (

)

2. In the Track Rx Benefits window, enter the desired selection criteria.
3. Select the Search button to display a list of medication history requests matching your
selection criteria.
Please note that the message ‘Transmitted Successfully to Surescripts” means only that your
request has been transmitted. When Surescripts replies, this will change to either a message
saying that coverage information was received, a message that the subscriber was not
found, or a message that the request failed.

Tracking the Electronic Medication History Download Requests
You can review the medication history download requests made to determine the status of the
download. The Track e-Med Hx window displays the downloads from the overnight schedule
request, and any on-demand download requests that have been made.
1. Tools → Track e-Med Hx (

)

2. In the Track e-Med Hx window, enter the desired selection criteria.
3. Select the Search button to display a list of medication history requests matching your
selection criteria.
Please note that the message ‘Transmitted Successfully to Surescripts” means only that your
request has been transmitted. When Surescripts replies, this will change to either a message
saying that medication history information was received, a message that the patient was not
found, or a message that the request failed.
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Recall and Reminder Notices
Recall and reminder notices enable you to monitor and process reminders for follow up visits or
procedures and to process recall notices when needed. Patient recall entries may be created
automatically by the application and may be created by users.
You can send recall and reminder notices through the Patient Portal for patients who have
Portal accounts. For patients who do not have Portal accounts, you can export a list of names
and addresses so that you can create mailing labels or letters to send to the patients. You can
also contact patients by phone, and then update the patient recall entries.
The application includes the following system-defined recall types. You can create a recall entry
for a patient using any recall type desired.


CDS: You can generate this report in a manner that creates a recall entry for each CDS rule
reminder generated. (To do this, you must select the View button (not the Print button). Then,
from the generated Report view window, select the Print button. This prints the reminder
letters and creates the recall entries. Because the report generates letters or messages to
patients with Portal accounts, the notification for these recall entries is done at the same
time.



Patient by Condition: This patient recall type will be used in a future release to automatically
create recall entries by generating a report.



Return Visit: These patient recall entries are created automatically when a provider defines a
return visit in the Plan tab of a clinical note type window, and associates a patient recall
entry with that return visit.

Monitor Patient Recall Entries
Use the Patient Recall window to monitor patient recall entries, send reminders, and update
entries.
1. Either:


Desktop menu → Recalls



Patient Demographics window → Patient menu → Patient Recalls

2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
This displays a list of the entries matching your filtering criteria.
3. Use the information in the following columns to monitor the patient recall entries.


Notification Person: User who entered a date notified or took an action that resulted in a
date notified.



Date Notified: The date notified is entered automatically when you send notices through
the Portal, generate the CDS reminders report, or export a list of patient names and
addresses. You can also enter a date notified on an individual recall notice if you notify
the patient in another way, such as with a phone call.



Date Due: This is the date the follow up visit is due as defined in the Plan tab of a patient
visit note or the date a procedure is due as defined by a clinical decision support rule. If
you create a patient recall entry, you can enter the date due.
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Date Satisfied: This the date of an appointment associated with follow up visit or the date
of the visit in which a user takes action on a clinical decision support rule.
Because a patient recall entry can be satisfied by scheduling an appointment, a recall
entry may be satisfied and still require that the patient be reminded. For example, if
recall entry is made for the patient’s next annual exam and you schedule an
appointment for that exam when you discharge the patient for this year’s annual exam
visit, the recall entry is immediately satisfied. But, you will probably want to remind the
patient near the time of the appointment.



Preferred Contact Method: This patient’s preferred contact method is identified in the
Patient window.



Contact Method: The contact method used when notification was made for this patient
recall entry.

Update a Patient Recall Entry
Use this process to update an individual entry once you have contact the patient.
1. Patient Recall window
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Select the Date Created hyperlink to access the patient recall entry.
4. In the Patient Recall entry window, the patient’s contact information and preferred contact
method are displayed at the bottom.
5. Select the Contact Method Used to notify the patient.
6. Select the Date Notified.
7. The By field will be populated with your user name when you save the entry.
8. Select the OK button to save the entry.

Create Notices for Patient Recall Entries
Use this process to create notices and update the recall entries.
1. Patient Recall window
2. Enter the desired filtering criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. Select the checkboxes for the desired entries.
4. Select the desired notification method:


Select the Portal button to send messages to patients with Portal accounts.



Select the Export button to create an Excel file with the patient names and addresses.



Select the Update button enter information about another notification method.
a. In the New Notification window, select a Contact Method.
b. Enter the Date Notified.
c. Select the OK button.
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Create a Patient Recall Entry
Use this process to create a patient recall entry.
1. Patient Recall window
2. Select the New button.
3. Select the Patient.
4. The Contact Method Used identifies how you notify the patient. This indicates that the
notification has been done, so do not select this when creating the entry.
5. Select the Provider associated with the recall entry.
6. Select the desired Recall Type.
7. Use the CDS field to associate the recall entry with a clinical decision support rule, if desired.
8. Enter any Notes, if desired.
9. The Date Created will automatically be populated when you save the entry.
10. Enter the Due Date.
11. Select the OK button to save the entry.

Referrals, Referral Tracking, and Patient/Provider
Tracking
<<Revised>>

Referral Tracking and Patient/Provider Tracking enable you to keep track of all the providers
involved in a patient’s care. This may include a provider who referred a patient to you, a
provider to whom you have referred a patient, or any other providers a patient sees.
The Patient/Provider Tracking window displays all relationships, whether they are incoming
referrals, outgoing referrals, or other relationships. The Referral Tracking window displays only
outgoing referral relationships.
When you enter a patient/provider relationship, you define the provider’s role in the patient’s
care and, if desired, the time period for which that role is active. This enables you to track
current ongoing relationships and relationships that occurred in the past but are no longer
active.
When a provider relationship exists, you may view any referrals associated with it, and you may
create a new referral.
The Referral Tracking window enables you to easily monitor your outgoing referrals to make sure
appointments are scheduled, visits made, and results received. When you create a referral for a
patient, you enter the provider or the service site to which you are referring the patient, the
patient visit that the referral is related to, the reason for the referral, and when you expect the
referral visit to take place. You may also assign a status, which you can change as the referral
moves through its lifecycle from initiated to completed.
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You can create a patient/provider relationship when a patient is referred to you by a physician
or other provider. This can then be used to prepopulate the referring provider on appointments
and visit notes for the patient.
You can use the referral functionally to document a request that a referring provider send you a
CCDA document. This may be needed if you are reporting for MIPS or another quality program.
Please note that this only documents the request and enables you to monitor the request to
determine whether a CCDA document has been received. You must contact the referring
provider by phone, Direct message, or other means to request the CCDA.
<<Revised>>

Referral and Relationship Statuses

The predefined referral and patient/provider tracking statuses are shown in the table below. You
may define additional status if desired.

Status

Description

Relationship

Used for relationship entries, where there is no inbound or
outbound referral.

Initiated

An outbound referral has been created. This is the same as
Ordered.

Ordered

An outbound referral has been ordered but not yet performed.
This is the same as Initiated.

Appointment Requested

An appointment has been requested with the consulting (referred
to) provider.

Appointment Confirmed

The appointment with the consulting (referred to) provider has
been confirmed.

Appointment
Completed

The appointment with the consulting (referred to) provider has
been completed.

Results Received

Results or other feedback have been received from the consulting
(referred to) provider.

Request CCDA

A CCDA has been requested from the referring provider (inbound
referral).

Request CCDA
Unavailable

A CCDA was requested from the referring provider (inbound
referral), but they cannot provide one. May also be used to
indicate that a patient is transitioning to you without a referring
provider.

Completed

The outbound referral is complete. Or, for an inbound referral, the
requested CCD document has been received.
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Status

Description

Historical Reference

This status is assigned to all patient/provider relationships created
by migration from previous versions of the application.

Associating Document Formatting Models with a Referral or Relationship
You can associate one or more document formatting models with a referral or patient/provider
relationship. This enables users to easily generate documents for another provider when
completing a visit note for the patient. When you generate the documents, you can:


Direct message the documents as an encrypted file if you are using the optional Direct
messaging functionality and if the provider record for the recipient includes the provider’s
Direct address.



Fax the documents if you are using an optional fax service and if the provider record for the
recipient has a phone number with a phone type of Fax.



Print the documents.



Save the documents as a file.

The application tries to send the documents using the most direct method with the least amount
of work from you. So, the application will send the documents by Direct messaging if possible. If
not, then it will send the documents by fax if possible. If not, then you must either print the
documents or save them to file.

Creating Relationships and Referrals
Enter a Patient/Provider Relationship
Use this process to create any type of relationship, including inbound referrals to you and
outbound referrals from you to others.
1. Either:


Tools menu → Patient Provider Tracking



Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Provider Tracking



Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window→ Patient Provider Tracking icon (
)

2. Select the desired Patient. The patient will be selected when you create the referral from
Patient Demographics, Full Note Composer, or other clinical note type window.
3. Either:


Select a Provider.



Select a Medical Services Provider.
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4. Select the Provider’s Role. This is the provider care type that indicates the provider’s role in
the patient’s care.


Primary care: Use this option to identify the patient’s primary care provider.



Referring provider: Use this option to identify the provider who referred the patient to you.
This option prepopulates the referring provider on appointments and visit notes. This
should be used for incoming referrals only.



Specialist: Use this option to identify specialists to whom you have referred the patient or
other specialists involved in the patient’s care.



Other: Use this option to identify medical service providers or other providers involved in
the patient’s care.

6. If desired, indicate the time period in which the provider actively provided care to the
patient by entering Role Active from and to dates.
7. If desired, select the provider’s Service Site.
8. In the Default Formatting/CDA field, select one or more documents that you want to
available for generation when completing a visit note.
9. Enter any Notes, if desired.

Create a Referral to Another Provider
Use this process to create a referral to another provider. You may have more than one referral to
a provider over time
1. Either:


Tools menu → Patient Provider Tracking



Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Provider Tracking



Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window→ Patient Provider Tracking icon (
)

2. Select the Patient for whom you are creating the referral. The patient will be selected when
you create the referral from Patient Demographics or Full Note Composer.
3. Select the Provider or Medical Services Provider to whom you are referring the patient.
4. Select the Provider’s Role. For referrals out to another provider, the role may be Specialist,
Other, or a user-defined provider role.
Do not use Referring Provider as the role for a referral to another provider. The Referring
Provider role specifically identifies a provider who referred the patient to you.
5. Select the Role Active start date. Leave the end date empty until the referral has been
completed.
6. Use the Related to Visit field to select the patient visit note to which the referral is related.
7. Select a Service Site if desired.
8. In the Default Formatting/CDA field, select one or more documents that you want to make
available for generation when completing a visit note.
9. Enter any Notes, if desired.
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10. Select the Add Referral button to access the Patient Referral window.
11. Select the Status of the referral. This will be Initiated when the referral is created. You may
change this as the referral moves through the life cycle.
12. In the Appointment Booking area,
a. Select the radio button for who will book the appointment.
b. Enter an appointment date if the appointment is scheduled.
13. In the Related Visit field, select the patient visit from which the referral is made.
14. Enter any Notes for the referral if needed.
15. Select the OK button to create the referral and return to the Patient/Provider Relationship
window.
16. The Patient/Provider Relationship window displays the referral information at the bottom of
the window.
<<New>> Request a CCDA from a Referring Provider
Use this process to document a request that a referring provider send you a CCDA document.
Please note that this process does not send a message to the referring provider. It only
documents the request and response to the request. You must contact the referring provider by
phone, Direct message, or other means to request the CCDA.
1. Either:


Tools menu → Patient Provider Tracking



Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Provider Tracking



Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window→ Patient Provider Tracking icon (
)

2. Select the Patient for whom you are creating the referral. The patient will be selected when
you create the referral from Patient Demographics or Full Note Composer.
3. Select the Provider who referred the patient to you.
4. In the Provider’s Role, select the Referring Provider entry. The Referring Provider role
specifically identifies a provider who referred the patient to you.
5. Select the Role Active start date.
6. In the Default Formatting/CDA field, select one or more documents that you want to make
available for generation when completing a visit note.
7. Enter any Notes, if desired.
8. Select the Add Referral button to access the Patient Referral window.
9. In the Status field, select either:


Request CCDA when you have contacted the referring provider to request the CCDA.



Request CCDA Unavailable when the referring provider lets you know that they cannot
provide a CCDA or when the patient does not have a referring provider.
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Completed when you have received a CCDA. The status will be automatically changed
to completed when an attachment is associated with the referral entry.

10. In the Related Visit field, select the patient visit from which the referral was made.
11. Enter any Notes for the referral if needed.
12. Select the OK button to create the referral and return to the Patient/Provider Relationship
window.
13. The Patient/Provider Relationship window displays the referral information at the bottom of
the window. Select the OK button to save the entry and close the window.

Viewing and Tracking Relationships and Referrals
<<Revised>> Tracking Referrals
The Track Referrals window enables you to easily monitor referrals to other providers. You may,
for example, identify all the initiated outbound referrals for which an appointment needs to be
made. Or identify all the referrals for which an appointment was completed to ensure that you
have received a consultation report.
If you requested a CCDA document for an inbound referral, then you may identify all the
referrals with outstanding document requests.
1. Tools menu → Referral Tracking
2. In the Referral Tracking window, select the desired filtering criteria.
3. Select the Search button to display a list of all the referrals matching your criteria. You can
now review the referrals and take any action if needed.
4. To display information about the provider:
a. Right-click on a Provider name to display a popup containing the provider’s address,
phone numbers, and specialty. This information is from the external provider record.
b. Select the Close button to close the popup and return to the Referral Tracking window.
5. Right-click on a Patient name to access the Patient Demographics window.
6. Select the Patient Name or Provider hyperlinks to access the patient provider relationship.
7. Select the Current Status hyperlink to access the referral entry.

Track Relationships and Referrals
Use the Patient/Provider Tracking window to search for patient/provider relationships and
referrals. The search criteria on this window enables you to list all the referrals made to a
particular provider or service site, all the patients with a relationship with a provider or service
site, or all the providers with whom a particular patient has a relationship.
1. Either:
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Tools menu → Referral Tracking



Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Patient Provider Tracking
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2. In the Patient/Provider Tracking window, select the desired filtering criteria.
3. Select the Search button to display a list of all the referrals matching your criteria.
4. Select the Patient name or Provider name hyperlink to access the provider relationship
record.
5. You may right-click on a Provider name to display a popup containing the provider’s
address, phone numbers, and specialty. This information is from the external provider record.
Select the Close button to close the popup and return to the Referral Tracking window.

Document Generation for Patient Referral
You can generate a document for a patient or a patient visit note, and then attach it to a
patient referral.
1. Document Generation (

) from the Patient Toolbar in any window

2. Select either the Visit or the Only Use Patient Data radio button.
3. In the Related Patient Referral field, select the patient referral you want the generated
document attached to.
4. Select either the Use Formatting Model or Use Word Model radio button, and then select the
document model or models you want to generate.
5. Select the desired Attachment Type.
6. Select the Print button.
Please note that if you are using the optional Direct messaging or faxing functionality, and
you have a Direct address or fax number entered for the provider identified in the referral
selected in step 4, then the application immediately sends the document to that provider.
This completes this process. Otherwise, you must continue with the next step to complete this
process.
7. In the Send Documents window, select the Provider radio button.
8. Select the Provider. This is the provider on the referral who will receive the document.
9. In the Disclosed by field, select the provider in your practice who is referring the patient.
10. In the Disclosure Reason field, select Referral.
11. In the Send Type area, select the radio button for the desired method for sending the
document.
12. Complete the fields needed for the selected sending method.
13. Select the Print button to generate the document, and then send it in the selected method.
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Remarks
Pop-up remarks for patients can be assigned to display for scheduling, clinical, billing, and
demographic functions. Billing includes payment entry. Once you associate a remark with a
patient, it will display in the defined area; for example, billing remarks will appear when you
process a payment or claim for the patient.
You can enter an effective date, an expiration date, or both when creating a popup patient
remark. When you enter an effective date, the remark will not pop up until that effective date.
When you enter an expiration date, the remark will not pop up after that date. The expiration
date must be at least one day after the effective date for the remark to display.
When a remark pops up and you have read it, then you can either dismiss the remark or you
can close the window without dismissing the remark. The remark will not appear again for you
once you have dismissed it. If you close the Remark window without dismissing the remark, then
the remark will continue to popup until you either dismiss it or it reaches its expiration date.
However, any given remark will only popup once an hour in any particular functional area.
If more than one remark is specified for a patient for the same function, the remarks are
displayed in the same pop-up window. In this case, you can dismiss the remarks individually or all
at once.
The Remarks window includes the name of the user who created the remark and the creation
date and time.

Create a Remark
1. Patient Demographics → New → Remark
2. Enter the text of the remark.
3. Check the function or functions in which you want the remark to display.
4. Select an Effective Date, if desired.
5. Select an Expiration Date, if desired. The expiration date must be at least one day after the
effective date. Otherwise, the remark will never display.

Dismiss a Remark
1. When the Remark window displays, select the Dismiss checkbox.
2. Select the OK button. (Selecting the Cancel button will close the window, but it will not
dismiss the remark.)
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View Remarks
You may view all the remarks for a patient from the Patient Demographics window, and you can
view all the clinical remarks for a patient from the Full Note Composer window or other clinical
note type window.
By default, this window only shows active remarks. To view remarks that are not yet active (that
is, the effective date is in the future) and that are expired (expiration date in the past), then
open this window by pressing and holding the CTRL key while selecting the Get Remarks or
Patient Remarks option from the menu.
1. Either:


Patient Demographics → Patient menu → Get Remarks



Full Note Composer or other clinical note type window → View menu → Patient Remarks

3. To dismiss a remark, select the Dismiss checkbox.
4. Select the OK button. (Selecting the Cancel button will close the window, but it will not
dismiss the remark.)

Reset Configuration
If you have customized your application, such as changing background colors and fonts, you
can reset the settings back to the original defaults by selecting Reset Configuration. This resets
everything; you cannot reset selectively.
Tools → Reset Configuration

Responsible Party
A responsible party is the person or corporation responsible for the patient-liable charges on an
account. Often the patient is the responsible party; but there are also many times when the
responsible is another person, such as a parent or guardian. The responsible party may also be a
business, law firm, financial institution, or other type of corporation. Insurance payers are not
responsible parties; by definition, an insurance payer is responsible for the insurance-liable
portion of a patient's charges, not the patient-liable portion.
The First Name and Last Name fields are limited to 50 characters each. If the person’s first or last
name is more than 50 characters, the name is truncated. The 50-character truncated name will
appear on all windows, documents, and reports that use the person’s name.
The preconfigured telephone type 'work' is considered the responsible party's daytime phone
number on the Patient Ledger report.
Use the Attachments slider to access collection letters and other attachments for a responsible
party.
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Create a Responsible Party
1. Either:


Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → Account name hyperlink → Responsible Party
find button



Tools → List Editor → Demographics→ Responsible Party

2. Select the New button to add a new responsible party.
3. Enter an External ID, if desired.
4. Select the type of responsible party record you want to create.


Select Person to create a record for an individual. Individual responsible parties are
stored in the person table.



Select Corporation to create a record for a company or business. For example, a
patient’s employer may take responsibility for some charges; or a law firm or financial
institution may be responsible for a patient’s financial activity. Note that insurance payers
are not handled as responsible parties.

5. Complete the information on each tab of the window as described in the sections below.

Contact Info Tab
Select the Contact Info tab, and then enter the basic identifying information. If you know that
the database already contains a record for the person or corporation that is the responsible
party, you can create the responsible party record from the existing record. Select the search
icon ( ), then search for and select the desired record. This populates the Name, Primary
Contact, Address, and Phone Number fields.
If you attempt to create a responsible party with the same name as an existing responsible
party, patient, or corporation, a warning message will appear. If desired, you may continue and
create the duplicate record or you can use the search icon to create the responsible party
record from the existing record.


For a person, you must enter the first name and last name. Your practice may also have
defined other required fields.



For a corporation, enter the Name of the company or business.



Since this information is used for billing purposes, you should enter address and phone
information.

The responsible party’s primary address information is required for generating statements. If mail
has been returned, you may use the “Mail is undeliverable to primary address” checkbox to flag
the address. The checkbox is automatically unselected when you change any part of the
address. When this checkbox is selected, the application will not generate a statement for the
responsible party if the statement generation is set for system control. Please see the Statement
tab section below for more information.
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Employment Tab
This tab displays the responsible party's employer with occupation and dates of employment.
This is not applicable to responsible parties that are corporations.
1. To add an employer, select the Add button.
2. Select an Employer using the Find button. If necessary, you can create a new employer from
the find window by selecting New.
3. Select an Employment Status using the Find button if required.
4. Enter an Occupation, if desired.
5. Enter start and end dates for the employment.

Collection Tab
Select the Collection tab to enter or view collection and payment information.


Collection Status: The system updates the status as the responsible party’s accounts move
through your accounts receivable life cycle. You can use this window to change the status, if
needed, once a responsible party is in collections.



Status Level: Displays the collection status level as determined by the collections status and
the total of all account balances.



Pmt Amount: The amount due for the next payment. This is calculated using the global
percentage and the balance amount. To set a specific amount due, enter the desired
amount and select the Override checkbox.



Due: Displays the date on which the next payment is due. You can also enter a due date for
a first payment, which the system will then use to calculate all future due dates. Or, you can
select the Day of Month checkbox to have all future payments due on the same date of
each month.



If you wish to exclude this account from collections in all circumstances, select the Exclude
from Collections checkbox.



Select the History button to view the collection activity for the responsible party.



Select the Account Page button to view the Responsible Party Account report.
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Statement Tab
Send Statements Option
You may exclude responsible parties from statement generation. By default, the application will
automatically exclude responsible parties if their address is marked as undeliverable or if they
are in collections. You may change the setting on a responsible party so that statements are not
generated at all, or so that statements are generated regardless of whether the responsible
party is in collections or whether the address is flagged undeliverable.


Select the radio button for statement generation:


Yes: Statements will be generated whether or not the responsible party is in collections,
and whether or not the address is marked as undeliverable.



No: Statements will not be generated whether or not the responsible party is in
collections.



System: This is the default setting. The application determines whether or not to generate
a statement. The application will not generate a statement if the responsible party is in
collections or if the address is marked as undeliverable.

Statements on Portal Only Option
If you are using the Patient Portal and have it configured to enable viewing of statements, then
you can define whether a printed statement is suppressed for the responsible party.
For Portal only statements, a responsible party must have an email address entered in their
record. It is not necessary for the responsible party to have a Portal account. Responsible parties
who do not have Portal accounts will not be able to log into the Portal to see their statements,
and also will not have received a printed statement.


Select the radio button for Portal only statements:


Yes: Statements will only be sent to the Portal. They will not be printed or submitted to the
electronic statement clearinghouse. When selected, no paper statement is generated
for the responsible party. The application will send an email to the email address entered
on the Contact Info tab when the statement is generated to the Portal.



No: Statements will be printed or submitted to the electronic statement clearinghouse, if
you are using one.



System: This is the default setting. The application determines whether or not to only send
statements to the Portal based on your practice setting. If you have defined Portal only
statements by default, then the application will send the statement to the Portal if the
responsible party has an email address entered on Contract Info tab and a Patient Portal
account. Do this only if your practice has a strict policy of establishing Portal accounts for
responsible parties.

Last Statement Date
The Last Statement date appears if statements have been sent to the responsible party, either as
a paper statement or on the Patient Portal.
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Statement History
The responsible party’s statement history is displayed. The statement history includes the
statement date, insurance balance, and patient balance. It also includes the financial center
for the statement if you generate statements by financial center, rather than the practice as a
whole.
You may view and reprint the statement by selecting the statement date. Please note that only
statements that have been generated after upgrading to the 2016 version of the application
can be viewed. Statements generated in prior versions were not stored, so they cannot be
viewed and reprinted.
The Statement Status and Pending columns indicate whether the statement is complete.

When Statement Status Is

And Pending Is

Then

Incomplete

True

The statement has been generated in a
batch, but has not been finalized or
completed.

Incomplete

False

The statement has been generated and
finalized, but it has not been completed
by either printing or sending to the
clearinghouse. The patient has not
received it.

Portal Only

False

The statement has been finalized and
completed by sending to the Patient
Portal.

Printed

False

The statement has been finalized and
completed by printing.

The clearinghouse name

False

The statement has been finalized and
completed by sending to the
clearinghouse.

On-Demand

False

The statement was generated on-demand
from the Patient Demographics window,
and was finalized and completed by
printing.

Unavailable

False

The statement was generated prior to
upgrading to the 2016 version. These
statements were not stored, so they
cannot be viewed or printed.
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Print the Responsible Party Statement History
You can print the statement history for a responsible party from the Responsible Party window.
1. Either:


Patient Demographics → Accounts tab → Responsible Party



List Editor → Demographics → Responsible Party

2. In the Responsible Party window, select the File menu, then Statement History.
3. In the Responsible Party Statement window, select the Print (

<<New>>

) icon.

Secure Email

Secure encrypted email is an optionally purchased functionality offered through N-Krypt® and
Protected Trust®. If your practice has enrolled in this service, then you are able to send
attachments and generated documents to any email address as an encrypted email.
The application converts the attachments or generated documents to a PDF file, which it
attaches to the email.
You may enter a subject line for the email, and any text in the body of the email. Remember
that the subject line of the email is not encrypted. Therefore, do not include any patient
identifying or protected health information in the subject line of your email.
When the recipient receives the email, they will be asked to set up a Protected Trust account
and password which will enable them to open the email and any attachments. Once this is
done, the recipient will be able to use their Protected Trust account and password to open any
additional encrypted emails that you send.

Signature Pad
An external signature pad may be used to capture signatures in generated documents.
Providers who are not using tablet PCs may use an external signature pad to enter their
signature for use on prescriptions and patient visit notes.
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Signature Pad Configuration
To use the signature capture functionality for document generation, you must configure the
type of signature pad that you are using. You may use a tablet PC, data entry pad, or one of
the supported Topaz signature pads.
1. Tools → Configure My Signature Pad
2. In the Configure Signature Pad window, select the radio button for the type of signature pad
you are using.


Select the Use Tablet Inking Style radio button if you are using a tablet PC or a data entry
pad.



Select the radio button for the correct model if you are using a Topaz signature pad.

3. Close the application, and then log in again to complete the configuration.

Visit Billing Messages
Visit billing messages can be used to notify billing staff when a superbill has been created or
changed from a patient visit note, and to notify providers when a superbill for a patient visit has
been changed. Billing and clinical users can then use the messages to review the diagnosis
codes and procedure codes for services performed in both the visit note and the superbill to
ensure that these are the same or that any differences between the visit note and the superbill
are appropriate and acceptable.
Visit billing messages can be created and sent in either of two circumstances, each of which has
a specific type of visit billing message. The first type of visit billing message is the Non-Updatable
Superbill Review Message. A ‘non-updatable superbill review’ message is created only when the
application can no longer automatically synchronize the diagnoses and services performed on
the patient visit note with those on the superbill. The application will automatically synchronize
the patient visit note and the superbill when the patient visit note is changed as long as the
superbill has a superbill status that allows synchronization and the financial batch containing the
superbill is open. The ‘non-updatable superbill review’ type of visit billing message is the most
commonly used because it only notifies users of a change when user intervention may be
needed in order to keep the visit note and superbill in synch.
The second type of visit billing message is the All Other Review Message. An ‘all other-review’
message is created whenever a superbill is created from a patient visit note or when a change is
made to the diagnosis codes or procedure codes for services performed in the patient visit note.
These messages are created for superbills with any status other than Preliminary. These messages
are intended for practices who want their billing staff notified of superbill creation and changes
even while the application is keeping the visit note and superbill synchronized. This is particularly
useful for practices that use a third-party billing application.
The application will only create visit billing messages if your administrative super user has defined
message recipients for the conditions under which your practice wants to visit billing messages.
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It is also important to understand that visit billing messages are created only for those patient visit
notes from which a superbill is created. If no superbill is created, then there will be no visit billing
messages created for that patient visit.
A visit billing message is created when the provider creates or changes a patient visit and
selects the Ready to Review superbill setting in the Visit Checkout window. The message will not
be created if the superbill status is Not Ready or is Ready to Submit. A visit billing message is also
created when a billing staff user makes a change in a superbill that was generated from a
patient visit note. If a visit billing message exists and is not approved or completed, then all
changes made to the patient visit note or superbill will be displayed in the existing message. If a
visit billing message exists but has been approved or completed, then a new message will be
created if the visit note or superbill is changed.
When the billing staff member receives the visit billing message, the user can review the
diagnosis codes and procedures codes that are in both the visit note and the superbill. The
billing user can make changes to the superbill to synchronize it to the visit note. Or the billing user
can suggest changes to the patient visit note, and then forward the message to the provider for
review and approval. The provider can then either approve or not approve the changes to the
visit note. Changes are made in the patient visit note only when they have been approved by
the provider. If the patient visit note has already been completed, then the changes are made
as addendums.

Reviewing a Visit Billing Message
Billing users can use visit billing messages to review the diagnosis codes and procedure codes in
a visit note and its associated superbill or superbills. Within the message, you can make changes
to the superbill and the visit note. Remember, however, that your changes to the superbill will be
made when you exit the message. Your changes to the patient visit are only recommendations
and will not be made to the visit note unless approved by the provider or other user with the
necessary security rights.
1. Either:


Message Center → Message Time Stamp



Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options icon (

) → Process Message

2. Select the Visit Billing Review tab.
3. If desired, select the Visit slider to review the provider, service site, financial center, and
referral information that are documented in the visit note. Make changes if needed.
4. If desired, select the Superbill slider to review he provider, service site, financial center, and
referral information that are documented in the superbill. Make changes if needed.
5. The Dx section lists the diagnosis codes that appear in either the visit note, the superbill, or
both. If more than one superbill is associated with the visit note, there will be a column for
each superbill.
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A checkmark appears in the table cell for the diagnosis code if that code appears in the
visit note or superbill. You can select the checkmark to toggle the diagnosis code from
included to not included or from not included to included.
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You can delete a diagnosis code from both the patient visit note and the superbill by
selecting the Delete (



) icon.

You can add a diagnosis code by selecting the New Dx button, and then searching for
and selecting the desired diagnosis. Then you can select the icon to include the new
diagnosis code in the visit note, superbill, or both.

6. The SP section lists the procedure codes that appear in either the SP tab of the visit note, the
superbill, or both. If more than one superbill is associated with the visit note, there will be a
column for each superbill.


An entry shows the quantity, the diagnosis association, and the modifiers on the
procedure code. You can change these by selecting the appropriate cell and typing
the desired data into it.



The superbill will also display the open ( ), completed ( ), or closed ( ) financial
batch icon to indicate the state of the financial batch that the procedure charge is in.



A checkmark appears in the table cell for the procedure code if that code appears in
the visit note or superbill. You can select the checkmark to toggle the procedure code
from included to not included or from not included to included.



You can delete a procedure code from both the patient visit note and the superbill by
selecting the Delete (



) icon.

You can add a procedure code by selecting the New SP button, and then searching for
and selecting the desired procedure. Then you can select the icon to include the new
procedure code in the visit note, superbill, or both.

7. Select the Message Notes tab to review the changes that you have made to either the visit
note or superbill through the message.
8. Either:


If you made changes only to information on the superbill or superbills, select the
Complete button to complete the message and update the superbills.



If you made changes to the information for the patient visit note, you must forward the
message to the provider for review and approval.
a. In the Assign To field, select the provider who created the patient visit note.
b. Select the OK button to close and forward the message.

Approving Changes to a Patient Visit Note from a Visit Billing Message
Providers can use this procedure to review the diagnosis codes and procedure codes in a visit
note and its associated superbill or superbills, any changes that have been made by a billing
user to the superbill, and any changes recommended by the billing user for the visit user note.
The provider can approve or not approve the recommended changes to the visit note, and can
make additional changes to the visit note and/or superbill. Changes are made to the visit note
itself only when the provider approves the changes.
1. Either:


Message Center → Message Time Stamp



Desktop → Message Time Stamp or More Options icon (
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2. Select the Visit Billing Review tab.
3. If desired, select the Visit slider to review the provider, service site, financial center, and
referral information that are documented in the visit note. Make changes if needed.
4. If desired, select the Superbill slider to review he provider, service site, financial center, and
referral information that are documented in the superbill. Make changes if needed.
5. The Dx section lists the diagnosis codes that appear in either the visit note, the superbill, or
both. If more than one superbill is associated with the visit note, there will be a column for
each superbill.


A checkmark appears in the table cell for the diagnosis code if that code appears in the
visit note or superbill. You can select the checkmark to toggle the diagnosis code from
included to not included or from not included to included.



You can delete a diagnosis code from both the patient visit note and the superbill by
selecting the Delete (



) icon.

You can add a diagnosis code by selecting the New Dx button, and then searching for
and selecting the desired diagnosis. Then you can select the icon to include the new
diagnosis code in the visit note, superbill, or both.

6. The SP section lists the procedure codes that appear in either the SP tab of the visit note, the
superbill, or both. If more than one superbill is associated with the visit note, there will be a
column for each superbill.


An entry shows the quantity, the diagnosis association, and the modifiers on the
procedure code. You can change these by selecting the appropriate cell and typing
the desired data into it.



The superbill will also display the open ( ), completed ( ), or closed ( ) financial
batch icon to indicate the state of the financial batch that the procedure charge is in.



A checkmark appears in the table cell for the procedure code if that code appears in
the visit note or superbill. You can select the checkmark to toggle the procedure code
from included to not included or from not included to included.



You can delete a procedure code from both the patient visit note and the superbill by
selecting the Delete (



) icon.

You can add a procedure code by selecting the New SP button, and then searching for
and selecting the desired procedure. Then you can select the icon to include the new
procedure code in the visit note, superbill, or both.

7. Select the Message Notes tab to review the changes that you have made to either the visit
note or superbill through the message.
8. Either:


To approve the changes to the patient visit note:
a. Select the Approve button at the top of the tab.
b. Select the Complete button to complete and close the message.
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To complete the message without approving the changes to the patient visit note, select
the Complete button.
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Visit Center
Visit Center enables you to display a list of patient visit notes by a variety of criteria, including
provider, visit note status, approval status, with or without appointment, and transcription status.
You can define filters which may be used on this window and on the Desktop when displaying
patient visit notes.

Identifying When the Superbill or Visit Note is in Use
When a user has a visit note or its associated superbill open, that visit note and superbill are
locked to all other users. This prevents multiple users from making changes to a visit note or its
associated superbill at the same time. The Visit Center window displays a locked icon ( ) when
a visit note or its associated superbill is in use by another user. This enables you to easily identify
superbills which you cannot open.

View Patient Visit Notes
You must have security access to clinical information and functionality to view patient visit notes.
1. Desktop → Visit Center
2. Select the desired search criteria, and then select the Search button.
3. To save the filter, select the Save As button
a. Enter an ID if desired.
b. Enter a Name for the filter.

Waiting List
The Waiting List slider is available from the Schedule window. As with other sliders, the Waiting List
slider can be:


Opened by selecting the slider: move the mouse over the slider, or select the tab with the
stylus. The slider will close if you move focus back to the Desktop or Schedule.



Locked in position by selecting the push pin. The pin changes from horizontal to vertical
when the slider is locked; the slider is locked in position, that is, the information on the
Desktop or Schedule is moved to accommodate the slider.



Moved to any position on the window. First lock the slider, then select the title bar and drag
the slider to the required position. At this point it may float, it is not necessary for the slider to
be attached to the window.



Docked on any side of the Desktop or Schedule by selecting the title bar and dragging the
slider to the location you require.



Unlocked by selecting the pushpin. The pin changes from vertical to horizontal. When the
slider retracts, it remains on the side of the window on which it was docked.
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If the Waiting List slider has been closed and the slider tab does not appear on the window, you
can open it by selecting the Waiting List icon ( ) in the toolbar at the top of the Schedule.
Select the waiting list you wish to view by using the Find icon. Selecting a waiting list on one
window does not affect the selected waiting list on the other window.

Using the Waiting List
The waiting list functions in the same when displayed on the Desktop and the Schedule. As with
the Desktop panes for appointments, patient visit notes, and messages, you can:


Define the sort order of items in the list (



Refresh the list (



Print the list (

).

).

).

Patients are listed in the waiting list in manner similar to the appointment list on the Desktop.


Select the time or N/A link to access the waiting list entry.



Select the patient name link to access Patient Demographics.



Select the More Options icon (

) to access the popup menu. From this you can:



Open the Patient Demographics window.



Convert the waiting list entry to an appointment.



Delete the waiting list entry.

Add a Patient to a Waiting List
Adding a patient to the waiting list is similar to creating an appointment and uses much of the
same information.
1. Either:


Desktop → Waiting List → New button



Schedule → Waiting List Slider → New button



Tools → List Editor → Schedule → Waiting List → Modify → New

2. Select the desired patient.
3. If available in the Patient Demographics, the patient’s Phone number will populate. You can
enter another number if desired.
4. Select a Provider if desired. This will populate on the subsequent appointment when entered.
5. Select a Service Site if desired. This will populate on the subsequent appointment when
entered.
6. Either select a specific appointment Time or select the Unspecified Time checkbox.
7. Enter an Appointment Length, if desired.
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8. Select an appointment Type, if desired. The appointment length of the selected
appointment type will override any entry made in step 7.) This will populate on the
subsequent appointment when entered.
9. By default, the item is added to the waiting you are currently viewing. You may select
different waiting list if desired.
10. Select the waiting list Priority if desired.
If you have not defined any waiting lists priorities or do not assign a priority, the priority level
for the entry is 10, the lowest priority level.
11. If desired, in the Expire On field, select the date that the item will be removed from the list if
no appointment has been made. Items are removed at 12:00 midnight of the selected date.
12. If desired, enter a Reason for the appointment.

Convert a Waiting List Item to an Appointment
When you convert a waiting list item to an appointment, any information entered in the waiting
list is automatically populated in the appointment. The item is deleted from the waiting list when
the appointment is saved.
If a provider is identified in the waiting list item, there must be an active calendar and calendar
template associated with that provider in order to make an appointment from a waiting list item.
1. Either:


Desktop → Waiting List pane



Schedule → Waiting List Slider

2. Select the More Options icon (

) for the desired waiting list entry.

3. From the popup menu, select New Appointment.
4. In the Appointment window, enter any needed information that is not populated from the
waiting list entry.

Convert an Appointment to a Waiting List Item
You can cancel an appointment and move it to a waiting list if desired.
1. Either:


Schedule → Appointment



Desktop → Appointment time link

2. Change the Appointment Status to “Canceled”.
3. In the Waiting List field, use the Find icon to select the desired waiting list.
Note: When a primary appointment and its associated resource appointments are cancelled
and added to a waiting list, all the appointments are added to the waiting list. Appointments
originally on resource calendars are not indicated as such. Please refer to the Resource
Scheduling section for more information on resource appointments.
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